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                                                 Document Number GG24-4388-00

                                                                December 1994

                                 International Technical Support Organization
                                                                Austin Center

NOTICES Notices

    ___ Take Note! _____________________________________________________ 
   |                                                                    |
   | Before using this information and the product it supports, be sure |
   | to read the general information under "Special Notices" in         |
   | topic FRONT_1.                                                     |
   |                                                                    |
   |____________________________________________________________________|

EDITION Edition Notice

First Edition (December 1994)

   This edition applies to IBM OS/2 LAN Server 3.0 and 4.0, and Novell
   NetWare 2.2 and 3.x.

   Order publications through your IBM representative or the IBM branch
   office serving your locality.  Publications are not stocked at the
   address given below.

   An ITSO Technical Bulletin Evaluation Form for reader's feedback
   appears facing Chapter 1.  If the form has been removed, comments may
   be addressed to:

   IBM Corporation, International Technical Support Organization
   Dept. 632B  Building 821 Internal Zip 2834
   11400 Burnet Road
   Austin, Texas 78758-3493

   When you send information to IBM, you grant IBM a non-exclusive right
   to use or distribute the information in any way it believes
   appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.

© Copyright International Business Machines Corporation 1994. All
rights reserved.

   Note to U.S. Government Users -- Documentation related to restricted
   rights -- Use, duplication or disclosure is subject to restrictions
   set forth in GSA ADP Schedule Contract with IBM Corp.

ABSTRACT Abstract

   This document describes how to migrate from a Novell NetWare environment
   to an IBM OS/2 LAN Server environment.  This migration is facilitated by a
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   utility described in this manual.  Planning considerations, a description
   of what the utility will and will not do, migration steps, and basic
   differences in function and terminology between the two products are
   discussed.

   This document was written for IBM systems engineers, LAN systems operators
   and administrators, and other LAN support staff who are responsible for
   migrating a customer from NetWare to LAN Server.  Knowledge of IBM OS/2
   2.1, DOS, Microsoft Windows 3.1, NetWare, and IBM OS/2 LAN Server 3.0/4.0
   is assumed.

   (227 pages)
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FRONT_1 Special Notices

   This publication is intended to help SEs and customers who are migrating a
   NetWare server to an OS/2 LAN Server.  The information in this publication
   is not intended as the specification of any programming interfaces that
   are provided by OS/2 LAN Server.  See the PUBLICATIONS section of the IBM
   Programming Announcement for OS/2 LAN Server for more information about
   what publications are considered to be product documentation.  For
   information on IBM service and support of the utility described in and
   shipped with this document, see the Preface.

   References in this publication to IBM products, programs or services do
   not imply that IBM intends to make these available in all countries in
   which IBM operates.  Any reference to an IBM product, program, or service
   is not intended to state or imply that only IBM's product, program, or
   service may be used.  Any functionally equivalent program that does not
   infringe any of IBM's intellectual property rights may be used instead of
   the IBM product, program or service.
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   Information in this book was developed in conjunction with use of the
   equipment specified, and is limited in application to those specific
   hardware and software products and levels.

   IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject
   matter in this document.  The furnishing of this document does not give
   you any license to these patents.  You can send license inquiries, in
   writing, to the IBM Director of Licensing, IBM Corporation, 500 Columbus
   Avenue, Thornwood, NY 10594 USA.

   The information contained in this document has not been submitted to any
   formal IBM test and is distributed AS IS.  The use of this information or
   the implementation of any of these techniques is a customer responsibility
   and depends on the customer's ability to evaluate and integrate them into
   the customer's operational environment.  While each item may have been
   reviewed by IBM for accuracy in a specific situation, there is no
   guarantee that the same or similar results will be obtained elsewhere.
   Customers attempting to adapt these techniques to their own environments
   do so at their own risk.

   The following document contains examples of data and reports used in daily
   business operations.  To illustrate them as completely as possible, the
   examples contain the names of individuals, companies, brands, and
   products.  All of these names are fictitious and any similarity to the
   names and addresses used by an actual business enterprise is entirely
   coincidental.

   The following terms, which are denoted by an asterisk (*) in this
   publication, are trademarks of the International Business Machines
   Corporation in the United States and/or other countries:

   AT                                                            Extended Services
   IBM                                                           Micro Channel
   Operating System/2                                            OS/2
   Personal System/2                                             Presentation Manager
   PS/2                                                          WIN-OS/2
   Workplace Shell

   The following terms, which are denoted by a double asterisk (**) in this
   publication, are trademarks of other companies:

   Apple, Macintosh                                              Apple Corporation
   cc:Mail                                                       cc:Mail, Inc., a subsidiary of Lotus Development Corp.
   Compuserve                                                    Compuserve Incorporated
   EtherLink and 3COM                                            3COM Corporation
   EtherCard PLUS                                                Standard Microsystems Corporation
   Microsoft, Microsoft Windows, LAN Manager, Windows NT         Microsoft Corporation
   Novell, NetWare, INIX, IPX/SPX                                Novell Corporation
   WordPerfect                                                   WordPerfect Corporation
   Ungermann-Bass and NIU                                        Ungermann-Bass, Inc.
   UNIX                                                          X/Open Company Limited
   XNS                                                           Xerox Corporation

   Other trademarks are trademarks of their respective companies.

PREFACE Preface

   This document describes a utility that can help you in migrating from
   Novell NetWare to IBM OS/2 LAN Server.  It contains step-by-step
   instructions for using the tool, and also discusses migration steps that
   you must do manually.  Some sample environments that we set up in the
   Austin ITSO are presented.

   This document is intended for IBM support personnel and/or customers who
   intend to migrate from their current NetWare environment to a LAN
   Server-based environment.  Although an overview of OS/2 LAN Server
   differences from NetWare are presented, a knowledge of OS/2 LAN Server
   will be needed to complete the migration.  Please see the list of
   publications in "Related Publications" and "International Technical

Support Organization Publications" in topic PREFACE.3 for more specific
   information on OS/2 LAN Server.

    ___ Service and Support Information ____________________________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   | Installation and Defect Support                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   | If you have a technical question about installing, configuring, or     |
   | using the LAN Migration Tool, you can call IBM at 1-800-992-4777 to    |
   | activate your 60-day "Getting Started" period of complimentary         |
   | technical support and to receive assistance.  This getting started     |
   | period is available to the first licensed customer in an enterprise,   |
   | location, site, or centralized help desk.  Support is provided 8 AM to |
   | 5 PM local customer time, Monday through Friday, excluding U.S.        |
   | national holidays.                                                     |
   |                                                                        |
   | Following your Getting Started period, other support options are       |
   | available through the Personal Systems Support Family.  Call           |
   | 1-800-992-4777 for information about these options.                    |
   |                                                                        |
   | Migration Assistance                                                   |
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   |                                                                        |
   | Migrating network software is a multi-step process that can require    |
   | many decisions that have network-wide implications.  IBM understands   |
   | that migrations are most successful when you properly plan and plan    |
   | ahead.  That's why we've designed LAN Software Migration Services,     |
   | where trained professionals can assist you with all or part of the     |
   | migration including:                                                   |
   |                                                                        |
   | °   LAN design review                                                  |
   | °   Migration planning                                                 |
   | °   Migration                                                          |
   | °   Project management                                                 |
   | °   End user and network administrator training                        |
   |                                                                        |
   | Call 1-800-547-1283 for more information about LAN Migration Service   |
   | and to see how IBM can help you ensure 100% accuracy of your           |
   | migration.                                                             |
   |                                                                        |
   | If you decide to take on the migration task yourself, the IBM LAN      |
   | Software Migration Utility has been designed so that you can create    |
   | two servers, coexist and do "double book" entry for a period of time   |
   | before converting. This provides a safe migration and a "testing and   |
   | evaluation" period before moving. Still it is recommended that a       |
   | trained person be involved.                                            |
   |                                                                        |
   |________________________________________________________________________|

Subtopics:

 PREFACE.1 How This Document is Organized
 PREFACE.2 Related Publications
 PREFACE.3 International Technical Support Organization Publications
 PREFACE.4 Acknowledgments

PREFACE.1 How This Document is Organized

   The document is organized as follows:

   °   Chapter 1, "Introduction"

       This chapter gives an overview of the migration utility, what it can
       and can not do, and an outline of other steps you will need to perform
       manually.

   °   Chapter 2, "Planning for Migration to OS/2 LAN Server"

       This chapter helps you to prepare for the migration.   This includes
       deciding which migration method to use, how the NetWare server disk
       space will be mapped to the LAN Server disk space, and aliases that
       need to be created.

   °   Chapter 3, "Setting Up a Dual Requester"

       This chapter describes how to set up a dual OS/2 LAN Requester and
       OS/2 NetWare client on the same machine.   The migration utility runs
       on this dual NetWare/LAN Server OS/2 client, transferring data via
       redirected drives (new server migration) or from redirected drive to
       backup to redirected drive (same server migration).

   °   Chapter 4, "Installing and Using the Migration Utility"

       This chapter gives you step-by-step instructions for using the
       migration tool on the dual client.  Both migration methods, new server
       and same server, are described.

   °   Chapter 5, "Definition Mappings from NetWare to LAN Server"

       This chapter lists how NetWare entities are mapped by the utility to
       LAN Server entities.

   °   Chapter 6, "Post-Migration Tasks"

       This chapter discusses the post-migration tasks that need to be done
       manually before the migration process is considered complete.

   °   Chapter 7, "LAN Server Unique Features"

       This chapter discusses unique OS/2 LAN Server features, which
       illustrates some differences between NetWare and LAN Server.  Again,
       this is a general discussion with more detailed information found in
       LAN Server documentation.

   °   Chapter 8, "LAN Server and NetWare Commands"
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       This chapter includes a list of analogous NetWare and LAN Server
       terminology and commands.

   °   Appendix A, "OS/2 and NetWare LAN Transport Architecture"

       This appendix shows you an overview of the transport layers used in
       NetWare and in OS/2 LAN Server.

   °   Appendix B, "Migration Database Files"

       This appendix lists files created during the migration procedure with
       examples.

   °   Appendix C, "Configuration File Listings"

       This appendix lists the files used in our example scenario referred to
       throughout the manual.

PREFACE.2 Related Publications

   The publications listed in this section are considered particularly
   suitable for a more detailed discussion of the topics covered in this
   document.

   °   IBM OS/2 LAN Server 4.0 Up and Running!, S10H-9679

   °   IBM OS/2 LAN Server 4.0 Network Administrator Reference, Volume 1:
Planning, Installation, and Configuration, S10H-9680

   °   IBM OS/2 LAN Server 4.0 Network Administrator Reference, Volume 2:
Performance Tuning, S10H-9681

   °   IBM OS/2 LAN Server 4.0 Network Administrator Reference, Volume 3:
Network Administrator Tasks, S10H-9682

   °   IBM OS/2 LAN Server 3.0 Network Administrator Reference, Volume 1:
Planning and Installation, S96F-8428

   °   IBM OS/2 LAN Server 3.0 Network Administrator Reference, Volume 2:
Performance Tuning, S96F-8429

   °   IBM OS/2 LAN Server 3.0 Network Administrator Reference, Volume 3:
Network Administrator Tasks, S96F-8430

   °   IBM OS/2 LAN Requester 3.0 Quick Reference, S96F-8434

   °   NTS/2 LAN Adapter and Protocol Support Configuration Guide, S96F-8489

   °   Multi-Protocol Transport Services - AnyNet for OS/2: Configuration
Guide, S10H-9693

   °   OS/2 LAN Server 3.0 LAN Support Program User's Guide, S96F-8436

   °   IBM LAN Technical Reference Online Product Library, SK2T-0349

PREFACE.3 International Technical Support Organization Publications

   °   Experiences with the OS/2 LAN Server 3.0 New Functions, GG24-3959

   °   LAN Server 3.0 System Recovery, GG24-4043

   °   NetWare from IBM: Network Protocols and Standards, GG24-3890

   °   NetWare Client for OS/2 Installation and Configuration, GG24-3891

   °   Automated Installation for CID Enabled ES, LAN Server V3.0 and NTS/2,
       GG24-3781

   A complete list of International Technical Support Organization
   publications, with a brief description of each, may be found in:

International Technical Support Organization Bibliography of Redbooks,
       GG24-3070.
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   To get listings of ITSO technical bulletins (redbooks) online, VNET users
   may type:

TOOLS SENDTO WTSCPOK TOOLS REDBOOKS GET REDBOOKS CATALOG

    ___ How to Order ITSO Technical Bulletins (Redbooks) ___________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   | IBM employees in the USA may order ITSO books and CD-ROMs using        |
   | PUBORDER.  Customers in the USA may order by calling 1-800-879-2755 or |
   | by faxing 1-800-284-4721.  Visa and Master Cards are accepted.         |
   | Outside the USA, customers should contact their IBM branch office.     |
   |                                                                        |
   | Customers may order hardcopy redbooks individually or in customized    |
   | sets, called GBOFs, which relate to specific functions of interest.    |
   | IBM employees and customers may also order redbooks in online format   |
   | on CD-ROM collections, which contain the redbooks for multiple         |
   | products.                                                              |
   |                                                                        |
   |________________________________________________________________________|
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1.0 Chapter 1. Introduction

   As client/server systems become more and more important in the networking
   environment, the demand for an open networking operating system increases.

   IBM* OS/2* LAN Server is an open networking operating system that provides
   an excellent client/server system for developing applications.  The major
   advantages of OS/2 LAN Server are:

   °   Common platform for client/server applications

   °   Strong system and network management

   °   Non-dedicated server

   °   Multimedia services (available in the OS/2 LAN Server Ultimedia
       product)

   °   Low cost

   °   Performance

   °   Future LAN Server evolution for the Open Industry Standard OSF/DCE

   Novell** NetWare** 2.2 is based on the 80286 16-bit architecture and is 10
   years old.  The operating system supports no more than 12MB of RAM and a
   maximum volume size of 255MB.  Changing the network interface card
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   requires recompiling and relinking the network operating system.

   NetWare 3.x is an 80386-based network operating system, a full 32-bit
   streamlined, non-preemptive operating system.  Preemptive scheduling (a
   feature of OS/2 and UNIX**) means that the scheduler can put any process
   on hold at any time.  As NetWare 3.x is a non-preemptive OS, the written
   applications rely on third parties to determine when control should be
   handed back.  This gives the application the possibility of damaging an
   installation.

   While NetWare's modular design is a plus in many instances, it can also be
   a drawback.
   platforms for developing applications, as well as good utilities for
   development.  Writing applications for NetWare, you must write NetWare
   Loadable Modules (NLMs).  They are difficult to write, and must be written
   on a client machine and then run on the server, a completely different
   environment.

   Novell NetWare 4.x has not been widely accepted in the market at this
   time.  In initial releases of NetWare 4.x, NetWare Directory Services
   (NDS) is not compatible with previous versions of the operating system.
   This means that companies often run the OS in bindery emulation, and do
   not take advantage of the directory services.

   For these reasons and with the increasing acceptance of OS/2 in the
   marketplace, there is a demand from some customers for a migration utility
   to move from NetWare to OS/2 LAN Server.  Once a customer has decided to
   migrate from NetWare to OS/2 LAN Server, you can then use this guide and
   the utility included to help automate what would otherwise be a manual
   migration.  We also point out tasks that continue to be manual, which you
   must consider as part of the complete migration process.

   In addition to the migration tasks, we discuss differences in NetWare and
   LAN Server functions and terminology, describing unique LAN Server
   features.  However, it is assumed that audience has knowledge of LAN
   Server and has the appropriate LAN Server specific documentation as listed
   in "Related Publications" and "International Technical Support

Organization Publications" in topic PREFACE.3.  This manual is not meant
   to replace LAN Server documentation shipped with the product or ITSO
   documents dedicated to describing LAN Server in detail.

Subtopics:

 1.1 Overview of the Migration Utility
 1.2 Restrictions

1.1 Overview of the Migration Utility

   The NetWare to LAN Server migration utility program is intended to assist
   SEs, VARs, ISVs and system administrators in converting from Novell
   NetWare 2.1x, 2.2x, 3.x and 4.x (bindery emulation only) to IBM OS/2 LAN
   Server 3.0 or 4.0.  The utility does not migrate a NetWare 4.x server
   using NetWare Directory Services (NDS).

   The conversion can be done on the existing server hardware or to another
   server machine on the network.

Subtopics:

 1.1.1 Features
 1.1.2 Migration Process

1.1.1 Features

   The next few pages summarize the features of the utility.  Later in the
   manual we go into more detail.

Subtopics:

 1.1.1.1 Disk Resource Mapping
 1.1.1.2 Alias Creation and Access Rights
 1.1.1.3 Password Setting Options

1.1.1.1 Disk Resource Mapping

   Since NetWare may have larger volumes than OS/2 LAN Server disks, the
   ability to map files from a volume to a disk is necessary.  In addition,
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   there are several directories that are not required on the LAN Server
   system, such as the following:

   °   SYS:PUBLIC
   °   SYS:MAIL
   °   SYS:LOGIN
   °   SYS:SYSTEM

   NetWare directories are not copied to the new LAN Server machine unless
   explicitly noted.

   The utility displays the LAN Server disk resources, the NetWare volumes,
   and all levels of NetWare volume directory information.  The amount of
   disk space required for each directory tree is displayed, as is available
   space on the LAN Server disks.  You can map the directories to LAN Server
   disks, and the program keeps track of how much space remains on each of
   the target LAN Server disks.

   The program indicates any portions of the directory tree that have not
   been completely mapped to LAN Server resources.  This helps to reduce the
   chance of you missing directories when doing the conversion.

   You can create a new LAN Server directory from the interface and use the
   Workplace Shell* drag and drop feature to move any of the directories from
   NetWare to a defined directory or drive on LAN Server.  This gives you the
   opportunity to maintain the existing structure or to slightly modify it as
   required.

1.1.1.2 Alias Creation and Access Rights

   Trustee assignments for the mapped directories and files are converted to
   LAN Server access control permissions, both on a user and group level.

This means that at the very minimum, your users have the same level of
access on the LAN Server as they did at the NetWare server.

   Also, in the process of mapping directories to LAN Server disks, you may
   assign an alias to a directory.  When you do this, you have the
   opportunity to define rights for any of the groups being migrated
   (including the EVERYONE/USERS group).  These rights will be in addition to
   any rights that that were already set up for the directory on the NetWare
   server.
   or assign them to the current directory only.  In order to flow rights
   down the directory tree, you apply the rights.  In this case, apply means
   that the rights are created if they do not exist for subdirectories under
   the base directory, and merged if rights already exist for the
   subdirectory.

Notes:

   1.  Aliases can be defined for any directory.

   2.  The group EVERYONE/USERS corresponds to the NetWare group EVERYONE and
       the LAN Server equivalent USERS group, which contains all users
       defined to the respective servers.

   If you do not choose to add any group rights for an alias before the
   migration, or if you want to add rights for individual users, you must
   perform these steps after the migration is complete.

1.1.1.3 Password Setting Options

   You have four ways to handle users' passwords on the new system:

   °   No passwords required, and passwords expiring if they are ever set
   °   Password set to the user name (user ID), expiring at first logon
   °   Passwords assigned at random, and user ID/password assignments stored
       in a log file, expiring at first logon
   °   All passwords set to a common user-supplied default and expiring at
       first logon

1.1.2 Migration Process

   You can choose to migrate to a new server machine (preferred) or to the
   existing NetWare server.

Subtopics:

 1.1.2.1 New Server Hardware
 1.1.2.2 Existing Server Hardware
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1.1.2.1 New Server Hardware

   In this type of migration, you work from an OS/2 dual client workstation
   (or a LAN Server (LS) machine with the NetWare Client for OS/2 installed),
   logging into the source NetWare server and the target LAN Server domain.
   You must login to the NetWare server as a Supervisor (or equivalent) and
   to LAN Server as an Administrator.  The migration utility automatically
   determines the LAN Server resources that are available.  You then define
   how the data is mapped and aliases to be created.

   After the data mapping and alias creation phase is complete, you start the
   migration process.  The software performs the following tasks:

   °   Migrates users and defines user information
   °   Migrates groups and defines group information, including group members
   °   Migrates file and directory trustee rights for both groups and users
   °   Copies all data to the specified target disks
   °   Defines correct file attributes to copied data
   °   Defines and applies user and group access rights to all necessary
       directories
   °   Creates defined alias names, alias directory rights, and group access
       to the alias (this access is in addition to rights the group
       previously had on the NetWare server)

   The new server method is preferred since you keep your original NetWare
   server to start over with if there is any problem.

1.1.2.2 Existing Server Hardware

   In this case, you work from an OS/2 NetWare client to obtain the necessary
   information, rebuilding the server hardware to LAN Server.  Then you work
   from an OS/2 LAN Server client to restore the information.

   You must define the LAN Server disk resources (for example, D:=500MB,
   E:=1.2GB, F:=300MB) to the migration utility to perform accurate resource
   mapping.  The application cannot query the LAN Server system to find its
   resources (the LAN Server has not been set up yet).  You then define the
   mapping of the data and alias creation information.

   At this point, you can print out a migration chart that shows the mapping
   of all NetWare directories to LAN Server disks.  You use this information
   in a later step.

   The utility creates a database on the local disk of the OS/2 migration
   machine that contains the following information:

   °   User IDs and information
   °   Group IDs, information and members
   °   Directory mapping and trustees (users and groups) at all levels
   °   File trustees at all levels
   °   File attributes for all files on the server
   °   Alias information (such as name, path, comment, rights)
   °   Printout of selected directories to migrate

   You back up the NetWare server information to a workstation-based backup
   system, reformat the server, install LAN Server, and bring it up as a LAN
   Server.  Then you restore the tape information to the LAN Server,
   directory by directory, using the printout from the previous step to
   determine which directories go where.

   In many cases, the backup software does not restore any extended file
   information, and possibly does not even restore file attributes.  This
   information is stored in the migration database to help you manually set
   the attributes.  The tape restoration also does not apply any access
   rights, user, or any network definitions. It is simply a restoration of
   the files.

   Once all the files are restored, the migration utility is restarted.  The
   utility:

   °   Creates users and defines user information
   °   Creates groups and defines group information and group members
   °   Defines correct file attributes to copied data
   °   Defines and applies user and group access rights to all necessary
       directories
   °   Creates defined alias names, alias directory rights and group access
       to the alias (this access is in addition to rights the group
       previously had on the NetWare server)

   If directories or files are not where they are expected to be, the program
   places an entry in an error log stating what it attempted to do.  This is
   a separate executable program (DRVCHK.EXE) that you can run to verify
   directory and files prior to starting the second half of the migration,
   with any discrepancies logged in the file DRVCHK.LOG.
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1.2 Restrictions

   The migration utility has the following restrictions.

   °   The program does not install LAN Server or configure LAN Server
       resources

   °   Servers are migrated on a one-to-one basis

       Only one NetWare server at a time can be migrated to a single LAN
       Server.  However, multiple NetWare servers can be migrated to an
       existing LAN Server, one at a time.

       Name conflicts can be resolved in the following ways (specified by
       you):

       -   For aliases: replace, skip, or rename
       -   For users and groups: replace, skip, rename, or merge
       -   For files and directories: skip, rename, or replace

   °   Printers and queues are not migrated

   °   Login scripts are not migrated (system or user).  However, the
       MEMBER.EXE program is provided to allow a LAN Server equivalent to the
       member function of NetWare.

   °   Passwords are not converted

   °   You need to define any non-disk alias names for LAN Server resources
       (such as printers and serial devices),

Note:  It is important to realize that all users and groups defined on the
   NetWare server are migrated.  Any cleanup should occur before the
   migration process is initiated or after migration has been finished.

2.0 Chapter 2. Planning for Migration to OS/2 LAN Server

Figure 1 lists the general steps that must be taken to migrate from
   NetWare to LAN Server.
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   Figure 1. Overview of Migrating to IBM LAN Server from NetWare

Subtopics:

 2.1 Hardware and Software Requirements
 2.2 Our Migration Scenario
 2.3 Mapping Volume Data to LAN Server Disks
 2.4 Alias/Access Control Planning
 2.5 Duplicate Names
 2.6 Passwords

2.1 Hardware and Software Requirements

   To ensure a functioning network after migration, you must plan for each
   domain and server in the network.  This includes identifying the domain
   controller and any additional servers in the domain.

Subtopics:

 2.1.1 Hardware Requirements
 2.1.2 Software Requirements

2.1.1 Hardware Requirements

   These are general recommendations.  For more specific information on
   minimum requirements, see the OS/2 LAN Server Network Administrator

Reference Volume 1 for your version of OS/2 LAN Server (3.0 or 4.0).

   1.  IBM LAN Server 3.0/4.0

       °   IBM PS/2* and IBM personal computer products supported by OS/2 2.x
           or OS/2 3.0.  Refer to the OS/2 license information booklet for a
           complete list of IBM hardware supported by OS/2 2.x or OS/2 3.0.

       °   All non-IBM workstations supported by OS/2 2.x or OS/2 3.0.

       °   LAN Server 3.0/4.0 supports network adapters that can handle the
           protocols of IBM Token-Ring Network, IBM PC Network, IBM ETHERAND*
           Network and any other networks supported by NTS/2.  For a list of
           supported network adapters, see the NTS/2 LAPS Configuration Guide
           (for OS/2 LAN Server 3.0) or the Mutli-Protocol Transport Services

Configuration Guide (for OS/2 LAN Server 4.0).

       °   Memory - 12MB or greater is recommended.

       °   Fixed disk recommendations:

           -   70MB for OS/2 and LAN Server plus

           -   Additional space as needed for the application programs and
               user files

   2.  Dual OS/2 Client (NetWare Requester + OS/2 LAN Requester)

       °   IBM PS/2 and IBM personal computer products supported by OS/2 2.x
           or OS/2 3.0.  Refer to the OS/2 license information booklet for a
           complete list of IBM hardware supported by OS/2 2.x or OS/2 3.0.

       °   All non-IBM workstations supported by OS/2 2.x or OS/2 3.0.

       °   LAN Server 3.0/4.0 supports network adapters that can handle the
           protocols of IBM Token-Ring Network, IBM PC Network, IBM ETHERAND
           Network and any other networks supported by NTS/2.  For a list of
           supported network adapters, see the NTS/2 LAPS Configuration Guide
           (for OS/2 LAN Server 3.0) or the Mutli-Protocol Transport Services

Configuration Guide (for OS/2 LAN Server 4.0).

       °   Memory - 8MB or greater is recommended.

       °   Fixed disk recommendations:

           -   70MB for OS/2, OS/2 LAN Requester and NetWare Requester plus

           -   Additional space as needed for local application programs and
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               user files

2.1.2 Software Requirements

   To use the migration utility, you need the following software:

   1.  IBM LAN Server 3.0/4.0

       °   OS/2 2.x or OS/2 3.0 (separately sold products)

       °   IBM OS/2 LAN Server 3.0/4.0

       °   LAN Adapter and Protocol Support (LAPS) code, part of the NTS/2
           product provided with OS/2 LAN Server 3.0, or Multi-Protocol
           Transport Services (MPTS) provided with OS/2 LAN Server 4.0

   2.  Dual OS/2 Client (NetWare Requester + OS/2 LAN Requester)

       °   OS/2 2.1x or OS/2 3.0 (separately sold products)

       °   OS/2 LAN Requester (provided with LAN Server 3.0/4.0)

       °   LAN Adapter and Protocol Support (LAPS), which is part of the
           NTS/2 product provided with LAN Server 3.0, or Multi-Protocol
           Transport Services (MPTS), which is provided with OS/2 LAN Server
           4.0

       °   NetWare Requester for OS/2 (provided with NetWare 3.12 or NetWare
           4.0x), version 2.1 or later

2.2 Our Migration Scenario

   We set up for our migration from NetWare to OS/2 LAN Server using the test
   environment shown in Figure 2 and the following software:

   °   OS/2 LAN Server Version 3.01 (LAN Server 4.0 was not final at the time
       of the testing)

   °   NetWare Server Version 2.2

   °   NetWare Server Version 3.11

   °   NetWare Server Version 3.12

   °   Dual OS/2 Client (NetWare Requester + OS/2 LAN Requester 3.01)

         

   Figure 2. Test Installation Migration Scenario
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Note:  We use this migration example throughout the book.

   The NetWare servers have the following structure:

                                    NW312SRV\SYS:
                                    _____________

    Volume            Total     Free      Percent   Total Dir   Free Dir   Percent
     Name             Space     Space     Free      Entries     Entries    Free

    SYS               302.5MB   266.9MB   88.2%     2752        1548       56.3%

    SYS:
    |__LOGIN
    |  |__NLS
    |  |__OS2
    |__SYSTEM
    |  |__NLS
    |  |__DIBI
    |  |__OS2
    |  |__CDROM$$.ROM
    |__PUBLIC
    |  |__NLS
    |  |__OS2
    |  |__UNIX
    |__MAIL
    |  |__1                                [User:SUPERVISOR]
    |  |__4000003                          [User:GUEST]
    |  |__7000003                          [User:NWUSER1]
    |  |__A000002                          [User:NWUSER2]
    |  |__3F000007                         [User:NWUSER3]
    |  |__5A000007                         [User:NWUSER4]
    |  |__2E000007                         [User:NWUSER5]
    |  |__73000007                         [User:NWUSER6]
    |  |__92000006                         [User:NWUSER7]
    |  |__5F000006                         [User:NWUSER8]
    |  |__21000006                         [User:NWUSER9]
    |__DELETED.SAV
    |__ETC
    |  |__SAMPLES
    |__DATA312             ________________HOME
    |__DATA               |                |__SUPERVIS
    |  |__WPWIN           |                |__GUEST
    |__APPS               |                |__NWUSER1
    |  |__WPWIN           |                |  |__WPWIN
    |  |  |__GRAPHICS     |                |__NWUSER2
    |  |  |__MACROS       |                |  |__WPWIN
    |  |  |__LEARN        |                |__NWUSER3
    |  |__WPC             |                |  |__WPWIN
    |_____________________|                |__NWUSER4
                                           |  |__WPWIN
                                           |__NWUSER5
                                           |  |__WPWIN
                                           |__NWUSER6
                                           |__NWUSER7
                                           |__NWUSER8
                                           |__NWUSER9

                                  Group Information

            Group                                    Number of Members

            EVERYONE                                           11
            GWPWIN                                              5

   Group Name: EVERYONE
   Full Name: (None)

            ______________________ Group Members _______________________
            GUEST
            NWUSER1
            NWUSER2
            NWUSER3
            NWUSER4
            NWUSER5
            NWUSER6
            NWUSER7
            NWUSER8
            NWUSER9
            SUPERVISOR

            ___________________ Trustee Assignments ____________________
          Trustee Specification                                   Rights

          SYS:DATA312                                           [ RWCE F ]
          SYS:MAIL                                              [   C    ]
          SYS:PUBLIC                                            [ R    F ]

   Group Name: GWPWIN
   Full Name: Group with Access for WP Windows
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            ______________________ Group Members _______________________
            NWUSER1
            NWUSER2
            NWUSER3
            NWUSER4
            NWUSER5

            ___________________ Trustee Assignments ____________________
          Trustee Specification                                   Rights

          SYS:APPS/WPC                                          [ R    F ]
          SYS:APPS/WPWIN                                        [ R    F ]
          SYS:DATA/WPWIN                                        [ RWCE F ]

2.3 Mapping Volume Data to LAN Server Disks

   NetWare 3.x may span a volume over more than one disk.  For a migration,
   it is necessary to map such large volumes to different disks on the OS/2
   LAN Server system.  Figure 3 shows an example where a NetWare server
   volume SYS: spans over two 400MB fixed disks, and the OS/2 LAN Server has
   two disks - one 200MB and one 540MB.  A possible solution would be to map
   the directory SYS:APPS to the C drive (200MB) and the SYS:DATA and
   SYS:HOME to the D drive (540MB).

         

   Figure 3. Mapping Volume Data

   In our migration scenario we do not need to split our volume SYS:.  All
   data on the NetWare server fits on the 400MB drive on the OS/2 LAN Server
   machine.

2.4 Alias/Access Control Planning

   In IBM LAN Server each resource is shared by an alias.  (For more
   information about aliases, see "Alias" in topic 6.6.1.1 and "Names of

Shared Resources" in topic 7.3.1.)  Users are granted access to the shared
   resources through information in the resource access control profile.  In
   NetWare, the same is done by trustee directory assignments.

   One important objective in our test migration is to create as few changes
   to the workstations as possible.  We want to be sure the user has access
   to the same resources after the migration to LAN Server as he had prior to
   the migration.

   We use the current NetWare server structure and group trustee assignments
   for planning the necessary aliases and access controls.  (See NetWare
   structure in "Our Migration Scenario" in topic 2.2.)

   The system login script looks like this:

; SYSTEM LOGIN SCRIPT

; SEARCH DRIVES
MAP S1:=NW22SRV/SYS:PUBLIC
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; SETTINGS FOR WPWIN
IF MEMBER OF "GWPWIN" THEN

MAP ROOT W:=NW22SRV/SYS:APPS
; SETTINGS FOR SHARED DATA DIRECTORY
MAP ROOT T:=NW22SRV/SYS:DATA\WPWIN

END

; SETTINGS FOR HOME DIRECTORY
MAP ROOT H:=NW22SRV/SYS:HOME/%LOGIN_NAME

   To reflect the above environment, we create the following aliases:

GWPWIN

SYS:APPS => APPS (XR ) => Drive W
SYS:DATA\WPWIN => WPWINDAT (XRWCD) => Drive T

   The HOME directory is handled in a special way so we do not have to create
   an alias for this directory.

   These steps are explained more in Chapter 4, "Installing and Using the
Migration Utility" in topic 4.0.

2.5 Duplicate Names

   There are five ways to handle duplicate names (such as user IDs, group
   IDs, and directory names):

   °   Merge All
   °   Replace All (delete the current name and add the new name in its
       place)
   °   Individual Handling only (you are prompted for input)
   °   Skip All
   °   Rename All (like generic OS/2 duplicate object names)

C:\APPS\TESTTEST
-> C:\APPS\TESTTES1 in FAT or
-> C:\APPS\TESTTEST:1 in HPFS

2.6 Passwords

   Decide on how you want passwords to be handled.

   You have four ways to deal with passwords on the new system:

   °   No passwords required, and passwords set to expire if they are ever
       set
   °   Password set to user ID and expire at first login
   °   Passwords assigned at random, and user ID/password assignments stored
       in PASSWORD.LOG file, and expire at first login
   °   All passwords set to a common user-supplied default and expire at
       first login

3.0 Chapter 3. Setting Up a Dual Requester

   Unlike the OS/2 LAN Server, which runs as a set of processes under OS/2,
   the NetWare 3.1x server provides its own operating system and runs on a
   dedicated machine.  Under NetWare 2.2, the server may be dedicated or
   non-dedicated, depending on the server definitions.

   NetWare also provides its own file system.  This file system is not
   compatible with the DOS File Allocation Table (FAT) system or the OS/2
   High Performance File System (HPFS).  Because of the difference in the
   file systems, any application code or user data that is stored on the
   NetWare server can only be accessed by LAN-attached machines (NetWare
   clients).  However, files from other file systems, for example FAT and
   HPFS, may store data on the NetWare server.  The file system used by the
   server is designed to provide high performance access, and support for
   additional information such as user rights, long file names, and so on.

   The dual requester under OS/2 is one way to have access to both file
   systems.  As an example, you can copy or move files from the NetWare
   server to the OS/2 LAN Server or vice versa.

Subtopics:
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 3.1 ODI to NDIS
 3.2 Setup Steps
 3.3 LAN Adapter and Protocol Support Installation
 3.4 NetWare Client for OS/2 Installation
 3.5 OS/2 LAN Requester Installation
 3.6 OS/2 Server Utilities Installation

3.1 ODI to NDIS

   The Open Data-Link Interface (ODI) is Novell's LAN Transport Architecture.
   ODI was jointly developed by Novell and Apple** to fulfill customers'
   requirements in multi-protocol, networked environments.  The NetWare
   Client for OS/2 use the Open Data-Link Interface.

   IBM's transport strategy is based on Network Driver Interface
   Specification (NDIS) - an industry standard jointly developed by 3COM**
   and Microsoft** Corporation.  NDIS allows different network protocols to
   operate over the same LAN interface at the same time.  The Network Driver
   Interface Specification (NDIS) is a standardized Medium Access Control
   (MAC) interface for network adapter drivers and protocol drivers.

   ODI may be loosely equated to the function the NDIS specification
   provides.

   ODI2NDI is a driver from IBM which allows IPX/SPX** (Novell's LAN
   protocol) to use IBM's NDIS transport.  It is provided with IBM's NTS/2
   product which is part of the IBM LAN Server 3.0 product.  NTS/2 is a
   Presentation Manager* based program which provides installation and
   configuration of the NDIS driver and the related protocols.

    ________________________________________________________________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |

   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |________________________________________________________________________|
   Figure 4. ODI2NDI

   As can be seen in Figure 4, the NetWare Client for OS/2 runs on top of
   Novell's Open Data-Link Interface (ODI).  In a default environment, the
   ODI drivers talk directly to the LAN adapter.  In the above configuration,
   the ODI drivers talk to the ODI2NDI driver which provides an interface to
   NDIS.

   This configuration facilitates the combination of LAN Server Requester and
   the NetWare Client for OS/2.  As you can see in Figure 5 other NDIS aware
   network protocols like CM/2 and TCP/IP can also coexist using this
   approach.

    ________________________________________________________________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
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   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |________________________________________________________________________|
   Figure 5. Multiprotocol Environment

3.2 Setup Steps

   This chapter describes the installation and configuration of the NetWare
   Client for OS/2 and the OS/2 LAN Requester in a multiprotocol environment
   - in our case Novell's IPX and IBM's NetBIOS.

   In our scenario, we start with a new machine and install in this order:

   1.  Install OS/2 2.11

       Not described in this manual. Please follow the installation
       instructions in the manuals which are included in the OS/2 2.11
       product.

   2.  Install LAPS (either MPTS LAPS packaged with OS/2 LAN Server 4.0 or
       NTS/2 LAPS packaged with OS/2 LAN Server 3.x).

       Follow the instructions in "LAN Adapter and Protocol Support
Installation" in topic 3.3.

   3.  Install NetWare Client for OS/2

       Follow the instructions in "NetWare Client for OS/2 Installation" in
topic 3.4.

   4.  Install OS/2 LAN Requester

       Follow the instructions in "OS/2 LAN Requester Installation" in
topic 3.5.

   5.  Install the OS/2 server utilities

       Follow the instructions in "OS/2 Server Utilities Installation" in
topic 3.6.

3.3 LAN Adapter and Protocol Support Installation

   Installation of the transport code varies slightly depending on whether
   you are using OS/2 LAN Server 4.0 or OS/2 LAN Server 3.x.  The panels you
   see may vary slightly from the ones we show.

   To configure your machine using ODI2NDI, perform the following steps:

   1.  Install LAPS

       a.  Insert the LAN transport diskette that came with your LAN Server
           package into drive A:.  For LAN Server 4.0, this diskette is
           labeled MPTS; for LAN Server 3.x, this diskette is labeled LAPS.

Note:  Again, these instructions assume that LAPS has not been
           previously installed.  If it has, you can select the LAN Services
           icon and reconfigure.
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       b.  The installation command depends on the version of LAN Server.

           °   For LAN Server 4.0, type:  A:MPTS and press Enter.
           °   For LAN Server 3.x, type A:LAPS and press Enter.

       c.  Select Install

       d.  Enter the drive letter for the program files - OS/2 LAN Server
           requires LAPS to be installed on the boot drive.  Take the default
           and select OK.

   2.  Select to Configure LAPS

       a.  Add the adapter driver that matches your installed LAN adapter.
           For our scenario, we choose the IBM Token-Ring Network Adapter.

       b.  Add the protocol driver to bind the protocol to the network
           adapter driver. In our case, we choose IBM OS/2 NETBIOS.  See

Figure 6.

         

   Figure 6. Add Protocol Drivers

           Do not choose to add NetWare Requester protocol support to your
           network adapter at this time.

       c.  Select OK when completed

       d.  Select Exit.

       e.  Select Continue.

       f.  Select OK.

           As shown in Figure 7 you will be prompted to shut down your
           system.

         

   Figure 7. Exiting LAPS

       g.  Select Exit and reboot the workstation.

           We reboot the workstation at this point, because we need the
           burnt-in address of the token-ring card for the configuration
           process of the workstation.  LAPS will read out this information
           during the first boot after installing LAPS.  You will find the
           address in the LANTRAN.LOG file in the subdirectory \IBMCOM.
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   3.  Install the NetWare Client for OS/2 as shown in "NetWare Client for
OS/2 Installation" in topic 3.4.

   4.  Before rebooting, execute the LAPS installation utility again.  Choose
       Configure, then Configure LAN Transports.  Add NetWare Requester
       support to your adapter as shown in Figure 8.

         

   Figure 8. Add NetWare Requester Support

   5.  Whether you are using a locally administered address (LAA), or the
       burnt-in address of the adapter, you must specify that address in the
       IBM NetWare Requester support to reflect this.

       You may obtain the burnt-in address by examining the LANTRAN.LOG file,
       typically found in the C:\IBMCOM directory.

       Note that if you have specified an address for another protocol (in
       our example NetBIOS), and that does not correspond to the address you
       enter for the NetWare Requester support, IPX will not be enabled in
       your environment.  Figure 9 shows how to specify this address.

         

   Figure 9. Edit NetWare Requester Support

Note:  If you edit the NetWare Requester support and do not enter a
       network adapter address, you may cancel out of the screen.  However,
       if you have entered a value for this address, saved and exited, you
       cannot simply remove this address leaving the field blank, and exit.
       The only way to remove the address is to remove the NetWare Requester
       support, then select Add.

   6.  Save and exit out of LAPS.

   7.  In our example you do not need to configure a NET.CFG.  If you wish to
       make some changes to the default environment, for example, specifying
       a preferred server or switching directory services off (when there are
       not NetWare 4.x servers in your environment), please refer to the

NetWare Client for OS/2 Installation and Configuration manual for
       further details on configuring your NET.CFG file.

       You will be prompted to reboot the machine.  Do not reboot the
       workstation at this point.

   Follow the instructions in "OS/2 LAN Requester Installation" in topic 3.5
   and install the OS/2 LAN Requester.
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3.4 NetWare Client for OS/2 Installation

   When NetWare is installed, it is installed on a DOS machine, and started
   from DOS.  The NetWare server replaces DOS when it is started, and can be
   used only to perform server utilities such as starting and stopping the
   server, adding or changing the hard disk configuration, starting NLMs,
   monitoring the server environment, etc.  Tasks, such as accessing data,
   installing applications for LAN-attached workstations, or general systems
   administration, must be performed from a LAN-attached workstation.  In our
   case we have to use the NetWare Client for OS/2.

   The NetWare Client for OS/2 products provides the same functionality for
   OS/2 users as the NetWare DOS Requester does for DOS users.

   It is possible to connect OS/2 workstations to NetWare 2.2 servers and
   above.  This manual concentrates on connections to NetWare 2.2 and NetWare
   3.1x.

   The NetWare Client for OS/2 kit provides the same network protocol support
   as is provided for the NetWare Workstation under DOS and Microsoft
   Windows**:

   °   IPX

   °   SPX

   °   Named Pipes

   °   NetBIOS emulation

   In addition, the NetWare Client for OS/2 kit also contains a set of
   utilities which enables you to configure and manage your local NetWare
   environment.

   These utilities are:

   °   NetWare Tools

       These tools enable you to attach to a server, map drives and assign
       print queues

   °   Remote Print:

       This provides your workstation with the ability to share a locally
       attached printer with other LAN users

   °   Target Service Agent (TSA):

       This enables the LAN administrator to backup your workstation to
       server backup media

   For detailed information about the NetWare Client for OS/2 refer to the
NetWare Client for OS/2 Installation and Configuration manual.

Subtopics:

 3.4.1 Before You Start Installation
 3.4.2 Basic Installation

3.4.1 Before You Start Installation

   This chapter describes the basic installation of a NetWare Client for
   OS/2.

   Before you start, you will need the NetWare Client for OS/2 diskettes.  If
   you have a NetWare 2.2 or 3.1x server, these diskettes are packaged
   separately, currently as the NetWare Client for OS/2 2.1.  If you have a
   NetWare 3.12 server, the NetWare Client for OS/2 2.01 is included in the
   server packaging.

3.4.2 Basic Installation

   This section assumes that you have a workstation with an appropriate LAN
   adapter (or network interface card) installed.  You have already installed
   and configured OS/2 2.11 and LAPS as described in "LAN Adapter and
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Protocol Support Installation" in topic 3.3.

   Follow the steps below:

   1.  Place the diskette marked WSOS2_1 in the A: drive, and type:
A:\INSTALL.

   2.  From the NetWare Workstation for OS/2 Installation Utility window,
       select Installation, then Requester on Workstation.

          

   Figure 10. NetWare Workstation for OS/2 Installation Utility

   3.  Enter the target directory for the requester files and source drive
       for the installation, taking the defaults if possible.  Press OK.

          

   Figure 11. Set Target Directory

   4.  You are required to specify the type of installation you wish to
       proceed with.  For an initial installation, you will generally choose
       to Edit the CONFIG.SYS file and Copy All Files.  Select this option
       and press OK.

Note:  You would likely take one of the other choices if updating your
       configuration after an initial installation.

          

   Figure 12. Requester Installation

   5.  You are asked to choose the ODI LAN driver.  To select a driver, click
       on the scroll bar to the right of the entry field.
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       You are prompted to insert WSDRV_1, or a diskette containing third
       party ODI drivers.  Insert the diskette and press OK.

       To select a driver, click on the driver, and press Continue.  Choose
       the TOKEN.SYS driver.  However, it doesn't really matter which driver
       you take at this stage, because this will be changed by the LAPS
       configuration utility.

          

   Figure 13. Choose the ODI LAN Driver

   6.  The Choose NetWare Support for DOS and Windows Applications panel is
       displayed.  This enables access to a NetWare file server from an OS/2
       Virtual DOS Machine (VDM).  This can be especially useful, as some
       NetWare utilities, such as RCONSOLE, are not available as OS/2
       applications.

       To enable default NetWare support, click on the On button next to IPX
       Support for DOS and Windows.

       Choose Global NetWare Shell Support if you wish to share NetWare
       connections and drive mappings with OS/2.

       Choose Private NetWare Shell Support if you wish each DOS session to
       have private connections and drive mappings.  Choose No NetWare Shell
       Support if you wish to enable IPX/SPX, but do not wish to login from a
       VDM.

       Of course the above are only the default settings, which may be
       overridden on a VDM by VDM basis once the requester is installed.

       Make your selections and press Continue.

          

   Figure 14. NetWare Support for DOS and Windows Applications

   7.  You are then asked for default AUTOEXEC.BAT settings.

       Checking these two boxes will modify your DOS AUTOEXEC.BAT file so
       that it will automatically load TBMI2.COM and NETX.EXE whenever you
       start a DOS or MS Windows session.

       TBMI2.COM is required by any Microsoft Windows application that uses
       IPX/SPX to directly access the network.  Applications such as e-mail
       packages may require TBMI2.COM to be loaded.

       NETX.EXE is required for all DOS and MS Windows sessions to access the
       network in both Global and Private modes.

       If no AUTOEXEC.BAT file exists, you have the option of having this
       installation program create one for you.

       If you want your existing AUTOEXEC.BAT file saved under a different
       file name, enter the file name you want to save it as.

       Take the defaults as shown in Figure 15 and select Save.
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   Figure 15. Suggested Default Settings to AUTOEXEC.BAT

   8.  On the Installation Message panel select No.

       If you have additional batch files that need the drivers, then you
       have to select Yes.

   9.  On the next Installation Message panel select OK to change the
       DOS_LAST_DRIVE setting equal to the last local drive you have in your
       machine.

   10. You are then asked to choose optional protocol support.

       SPX Support for OS/2 Sessions is required for using NetWare printing
       services at NetWare servers.  SPX support is also required if you wish
       to enable Remote Named Pipes Support.  Choosing this option will
       activate the SPX.SYS driver in CONFIG.SYS.

       Choose NetBIOS Emulation for OS/2 Sessions if you have a NetBIOS
       application which is capable of running on Novell's NetBIOS emulation,
       for example cc:Mail**.  Be aware, however, that several NetBIOS
       applications only run using IBM's NetBIOS, for example, Distributed
       Console Access Facility (DCAF) and IBM OS/2 LAN Requester.  Before
       installing this protocol support, check that your NetBIOS application
       is compatible with Novell's NetBIOS emulator.  For the migration it is
       not necessary to install it.

       Select Remote Named Pipes if the machine will be used as a Named Pipes
       application server or client.  If you select Client and Server
       support, you must type in a unique machine name (1-16 characters).

       For the migration select SPX support for OS/2 sessions as shown in
Figure 16.  After making your selections, click on Save to continue.

          

   Figure 16. Optional Protocols

   11. Save your changes to your CONFIG.SYS file.  The installation program
       will automatically back up any existing CONFIG.SYS file as CONFIG.BAK.

       Accept the default file name, or type a new one, then choose OK to
       continue.
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   Figure 17. Save Changes to CONFIG.SYS

   12. On the Copy ODI LAN Drivers panel, in general you should choose to
       copy only the default driver.  Select to copy all drivers on the disk
       only if you expect to be changing your configuration. Select OK to
       continue.

          

   Figure 18. Copy ODI LAN Driver Files

   13. On Copy Requester Files panel, if you choose Copy, the NetWare Client
       files are copied to the path listed on the panel.  If you wish to
       accept the drive, select Copy.

       If you wish to change the target drive, select Cancel.  If you cancel
       out of the installation you will return to the beginning of the
       installation, where you have to repeat the installation, specifying an
       alternate target drive.

          

   Figure 19. Copy Requester Files

   14. Insert the appropriate diskettes when prompted.  You will then return
       to the installation utility main panel.

   15. At this point we will exit the installation.  Click on the icon in the
       top left hand corner of the installation utility, and select Close.

       You are prompted to reboot the machine.  Do not reboot the workstation
       at this point.

   Before you install the OS/2 LAN Requester, execute the LAPS installation
   utility again and follow the instructions in step 4 in topic 3.3.

3.5 OS/2 LAN Requester Installation

   Either the OS/2 or DOS version of the OS/2 LAN Server requester code must
   be installed on workstations that will communicate with the OS/2 LAN
   Server.  This LAN requester code handles the communication between the
   OS/2 LAN Server and the workstation.  The following different LAN
   requesters are part of the OS/2 LAN Server 4.0 and 3.x products:

   °   DOS/Windows LAN Requester

       This is called DOS LAN Services in OS/2 LAN Server 4.0.

   °   OS/2 LAN Requester
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   For the migration from NetWare to LAN Server, we need to use the OS/2 LAN
   Requester.

Subtopics:

 3.5.1 Basic Installation

3.5.1 Basic Installation

   This section assumes that you have a workstation with an appropriate LAN
   adapter (or network interface card) installed.  You have already installed
   and configured OS/2 2.11, LAPS, and the NetWare Requester for OS/2 as
   described in "Setup Steps" in topic 3.2 and "Basic Installation" in

topic 3.4.2.

   To run the LAN Services installation/configuration program from diskette,
   you must be in an active OS/2 full-screen or window session.

Note:  The panels you see may vary slightly from the ones presented in
   this section, depending on the level of code.

   To install the OS/2 LAN Requester follow the instructions:

   1.  Insert Requester Install/Diskette 1 into drive A:

   2.  Type A:LANINST and press Enter to start installation.

       A message states that the LAN Services installation/configuration
       program is being copied.

   3.   When the IBM logo is displayed, select OK.

       The Basic or Advanced Installation/Configuration window is displayed.

          

   Figure 20. LAN Requester Installation

       If you follow the basic path for an initial installation of OS/2 LAN
       Requester, IBM-supplied default installation and configuration values
       are used.  You must, however, supply the names of the requester and
       domain.

       The following default components are installed during the initial
       basic installation of OS/2 LAN Requester:

       °   LAN Requester (including the Messenger and Message Pop-up
           services)

       °   User Profile Management

       °   Graphical User Interface (LAN Server 4.0) or full-screen interface
           (LAN Server 3.x)

       °   OS/2 LAN online documentation

       °   Requester installation/configuration program

       As the Basic Installation covers the most of the needed modules it is
       not necessary in our environment to take the Advanced Installation.

   4.  Select Basic.

   5.  In the Fixed Disk field specify the drive where the LAN Services are
       to be installed.  Type one letter C through Z or take the default.
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   6.  On the Requester and Domain Names window, type the requester name and
       press Tab to go to the next entry field.  Type the domain name and
       select OK.

       The requester and domain cannot have the same name.  The requester
       name should not match any user ID or computername on the network.  The
       requester and domain names are not case-sensitive and can be up to 15
       characters in length with LAN Server 4.0, and up to 8 characters in
       length with LAN Server 3.0.  The first character must not be numeric
       and the last one must not be a dollar sign ($).  The following
       characters are not valid:

       . " / \ [ ] ; : | < > + = ? *

       Characters below X'20' are also not valid.

          

   Figure 21. Requester and Domain Names

       The program code is copied from the installation diskettes onto the
       fixed disk.

   7.  You are prompted to insert a specific diskette from the installation
       package.  (Drive A is the default drive, but you can select a
       different one.)  Make sure to insert the specified diskette into the
       correct drive and select OK.  Insert any additional diskettes as
       prompted and select OK.  Use diskettes from the same installation
       package.

       An Installation/Configuration Complete message is displayed stating
       that the installation and configuration procedure has completed
       successfully.  In most cases, you are instructed to shut down your
       workstation from the OS/2 desktop and then restart the workstation in
       order to run the newly installed software.

          

   Figure 22. LAN Requester Installation

   8.  Select OK.

   You must now reboot your machine for the changes to take effect.

    ___ Note _______________________________________________________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   | If during boot-up your machine displays a message that ODI2NDI is      |
   | using an address of FFFFFFFFFFFF, you have not specified the network   |
   | address correctly in the NetWare Requester support of LAPS.  IPX/SPX   |
   | support will not be available to you until ODI2NDI has the correct     |
   | address.  Enter the address correctly, and reboot.                     |
   |                                                                        |
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   |________________________________________________________________________|

3.6 OS/2 Server Utilities Installation

   To have the same functionality under OS/2 as you have from a NetWare DOS
   client, Novell developed new server utilities with nearly the same
   functionality.  The utilities have been part of the NetWare Client for
   OS/2 2.1 kit.  (The NetWare Client for OS/2 version 2.0 is not supported
   by the migration utility.)

Subtopics:

 3.6.1 Installation Process

3.6.1 Installation Process

   To install the utilities:

   1.  Login to a NetWare server as Supervisor or Supervisor equivalent.

   2.  Use the CD command to go to the PUBLIC directory.

   3.  Type MD OS2 to create an OS2 subdirectory under the PUBLIC directory.

   4.  Copy the files in the OS2PUB subdirectory into PUBLIC\OS2.

   For the latest updates to the utilities, see OS2UTI.EXE in NOVLIB library
   06.

4.0 Chapter 4. Installing and Using the Migration Utility

   A primary goal of this migration is to not impact the users.  They should
   be able to work after the migration the same way as they did before.

   With a step-by-step example, we want to make sure that you can reconstruct
   this with your NetWare server.

   The dual OS/2 LAN and NetWare requester should be installed at this point
   (see Chapter 3, "Setting Up a Dual Requester" in topic 3.0).

Subtopics:

 4.1 Installation
 4.2 Our Test Environment
 4.3 New Server Migration
 4.4 Existing Server Migration

4.1 Installation

   This section explains the installation process of the migration utility.
   The files need 7MB free disk space.

   1.  Place the migration utility diskette into drive A:.

   2.  Make A:\ the current directory

   3.  Type INSTALL and press Enter.
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   Figure 23. Installation

   1.  Specify the Source Drive/Directory or accept the default (A:\)
   2.  Specify the Target Drive/Directory or accept the default (C:\NW2LS)
   3.  Click on Install.

          

   Figure 24. Installation Verify

   4.  Verify your installation path and click on Yes.  The Installation
       Status bar shows the progress of the file copying.  When installation
       is complete, the following panel is displayed:

          

   Figure 25. Installation Complete

   You should find the LAN Server Migration Utility icon on your desktop.

4.2 Our Test Environment

   Our description for using the migration utility is based on the
   environment shown in Figure 26:
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   Figure 26. Test Installation Migration Scenario

Network Architecture:

   Token-ring

File Server Configuration:

   Current        PS/2 Model P70
                  Novell NetWare 2.20

   Future         PS/2 Model 8595
                  OS/2 2.11
                  IBM LAN Server 3.01

Workstations:

   PS/2 Model 70
   PC DOS 6.3 (local), Windows 3.1 (local)
   PS/VP Model 6384 (dual requester workstation used for migration)

   OS/2 2.11, NetWare OS/2 Requester 2.1, OS/2 LAN Requester

Application Software:

   WordPerfect** for Windows V.5.2

    ___ Test environment does not cover ____________________________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   | °   Whole printing environment                                         |
   |                                                                        |
   | °   Management software                                                |
   |                                                                        |
   | °   Virus protection software                                          |
   |                                                                        |
   | °   UPS setup                                                          |
   |                                                                        |
   |________________________________________________________________________|

4.3 New Server Migration

   This section will describe the migration utility in a new server hardware
   setup.

Note:  It is assumed that the IBM LAN Server base installation is already
   done.
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   Figure 27. Overview of New Server Migration

   Before starting the migration utility you must be logged on to the NetWare
   server as Supervisor equivalent and on the LAN Server as an Administrator.

   1.  Start the migration utility by double clicking on the LAN Server
       Migration Utility icon and selecting Continue.

          

   Figure 28. Startup Screen

   2.  Define which NetWare server has to be migrated to which OS/2 LAN
       Server.  Select Add to create this definition.

          

   Figure 29. Add Migration Group

   3.  Type in a name for this migration, the name of the NetWare server to
       be migrated and the name of the OS/2 LAN Server (not the domain name).

       The migration group name is used as the name of the subdirectory,
       where the data files are stored underneath the directory where you
       installed NW2LS.  For example, if NW2LS was installed in the C:\NW2LS
       subdirectory, and a migration group MIG1 was created, all files
       relating to the migration group MIG1 are stored in the subdirectory
       C:\NW2LS\MIG1.
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   4.  We select to migrate to a second physical machine using the network.
       Click on OK to save this setup.

          

   Figure 30. Group Setup

   5.  Highlight the created Migration Group and click on Select.

          

   Figure 31. Select Migration Group

   6.  In our test scenario, we set up a separate OS/2 dual requester.  We
       don't use the OS/2 LAN Server machine as a dual requester, although
       you could do this.  If you did elect to run dual requester on the OS/2
       LAN Server, you would click on YES on the following panel.  Otherwise,
       click on NO in the following panel:

          

   Figure 32. Migrating to Same Machine - NO

       The utility interrogates the network definitions in preparation for
       the migration.

   7.  Decide which duplicate action is best for your migration.  In our test
       case we choose Merge All.  (For a description of each possible action,
       put the pointer on the appropriate button.)
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   Figure 33. Duplicate Handling

Note:  The Multi-Logon Support parameters display only if you are
       migrating to LAN Server 4.0.

   8.  Click on Password Setup.

          

   Figure 34. Password Setup

       Now you have to set the password options.  In our test case we choose
       to have a generic password assigned by administrator.

Notes:

       a.  If the No password is required option is selected (default), the
           options for password age and length are not displayed.

       b.  The Maximum Storage per user setting is for home directories.  A
           warning message will be issued that the user exceeded their space
           limit on the server, but the limit is not enforced by this
           function.  If you are using LAN Server 4.0 and HPFS386, you can
           actually enforce directory limits (on any shared directory) using
           the DASD limit function.

   9.  Now click on LS Drive Setup.

        ___ Note ___________________________________________________________ 
       |                                                                    |
       | It may take some time until you can enter data into the Password   |
       | field.  Typing in data is possible after the background scanning   |
       | of the NetWare file structure has ended.                           |
       |                                                                    |
       |____________________________________________________________________|
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   Figure 35. LS Drive Setup

       In this panel you can check the free space on the fixed disk of the
       OS/2 LAN Server.  The figures cannot be changed when doing a direct
       migration.

   10. After setting up the LAN Server drive, choose Alias Creation.  The
       following panel is displayed, showing the file structures of both
       servers.  Beside each NetWare subdirectory you see the amount of space
       the files in this subdirectory need.  Beside the OS/2 LAN Server root
       drive, the free space on this LAN Server drive is shown.

          

   Figure 36. Used/Free Space on Servers

       On the NetWare server, we have the following structure:

          

   Figure 37. NetWare Server Structure

       In our case we have to create the following aliases (see also
"Alias/Access Control Planning" in topic 2.4):

GWPWIN
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SYS:APPS => APPS (XR ) => Drive W
SYS:DATA\WPWIN => WPWINDAT (XRWCD) => Drive T

   11. Drag the APPS subdirectory from the NetWare tree and drop it on C:\ on
       the LAN Server tree.

   12. The following popup panel is displayed:

          

   Figure 38. Copy directory APPS

       Click on YES to create the C:\APPS directory.

   13. The following popup panel is displayed:

          

   Figure 39. Create Alias APPS

       Again, click on YES to create an Alias for the C:\APPS directory.

   14. In the Create Alias panel, type in Alias Name, Alias Comment, and When
       Shared.  Click on OK.

          

   Figure 40. Alias APPS Description

   15. The Create Alias Rights panel lets you assign different rights to the
       groups.

       In our case we assign the rights Execute (X) and Read (R) to group
       GWPWIN.  Also, we want to have these rights flow down the directory
       tree, so we select to Apply Selected Rights to Alias Subdirectories.
       After placing a &check. in the appropriate boxes, we highlight GWPWIN
       and click on the Assign Rights button.

       The default for Max Users is unlimited.
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   Figure 41. Create Alias Rights for APPS

   16. The following panel is displayed:

          

   Figure 42. Rights Added

       Click on OK and then on Close.

   17. The next step is to drag the directory DATA from the NetWare server
       and drop it onto C:\ on the LAN Server.  Click on YES when you are
       asked if you really want to copy the directory.

          

   Figure 43. Copy DATA Directory

   18. In the next panel, click on NO because we don't need an alias for
       C:\DATA.

          

   Figure 44. Create Alias DATA

   19. However, we do need an alias for the C:\DATA\WPWIN subdirectory.  To
       create this, double click on the WPWIN subdirectory in the LAN Server
       tree.
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   Figure 45. Structure After Drag and Drop DATA

   20. Click on YES in the following panel to create the alias:

          

   Figure 46. Create Alias for WPWIN

   21. The following panel is displayed:

          

   Figure 47. Create Alias WPWIN Description

       Type in Alias Name, Alias Comment and When Shared.  Then click on OK.

   22. The Create Alias Rights panel is displayed for WPWINDAT.  In our case,
       we assign the rights XRWCD to group GWPWIN by placing a &check.  in
       the appropriate fields.  Again, we choose to Apply Selected Rights to
       Alias Subdirectories.  We highlight GWPWIN and click on the button
       Assign Rights.

   23. In the next panel, click on OK.

          

   Figure 48. Add Rights to GWPWIN

   24. Click on Close.

   25. Last but not least we have to drag the HOME subdirectory from the
       NetWare server and drop it on C:\ of the LAN Server.  We don't need an
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       alias for this subdirectory because home directories are handled
       specially in OS/2 LAN Server.

       Select YES in the Copy Files panel.

          

   Figure 49. Copy Home Directory

   26. Select NO in the Alias panel so an alias will not be created.

          

   Figure 50. No Alias for Home Directory

   27. The following panel presents the new LAN Server structure:

          

   Figure 51. New LAN Server Structure

Note:  You can double click on a subdirectory to change or delete a
       previously created alias.

   28. Click on the Start Migration folder.

   29. The following panel is displayed:
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   Figure 52. Start Migration

       Click on Start Migration.

   30. The following panel is displayed:

          

   Figure 53. Migration Status Screen

       In the lower half of the panel you can follow the messages given
       during the migration process.

       If any errors occur during the migration, the utility tells you which
       file you should refer to, as shown here:

          

   Figure 54. XCOPY.ERR File

       For an example of the XCOPY.ERR file see "XCOPY.ERR" in topic B.10.

   31. All messages, warnings, and errors are logged in the file NW2LSERR.LOG
       (in the migration subdirectory).

   32. When migration is complete, the following panel is displayed:
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   Figure 55. End of Migration

       The next steps are now the post-migration tasks.  (See Chapter 6,
"Post-Migration Tasks" in topic 6.0.)

4.4 Existing Server Migration

   This section describes step-by-step instructions when using the migration
   utility in the existing server setup environment.

   The user works from an OS/2 NetWare client to obtain the necessary
   information, rebuilds the server hardware to OS/2 LAN Server, and works
   from an OS/2 LAN Requester to restore the information.

Subtopics:

 4.4.1 Migration Setup

4.4.1 Migration Setup

   Before starting the migration process, you need to set up a NetWare Client
   for OS/2 and you must be logged in to the NetWare server as a Supervisor.

   In our case, we installed an OS/2 dual requester as described in
Chapter 3, "Setting Up a Dual Requester" in topic 3.0.  It makes sense to

   do the installation of both requesters in one step, because you need the
   OS/2 LAN Requester after you have built up the new OS/2 LAN Server.

    ___ Note _______________________________________________________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   | Make sure the LAN Requester is not active at this point.  If the LAN   |
   | Requester is active, you will get an error message.                    |
   |                                                                        |
   |________________________________________________________________________|

   In Figure 56 you will find an overview of the migration steps we will
   proceed with in this chapter.

          

   Figure 56. Overview of Existing Server Migration

   1.  Start the migration utility by double clicking on the LAN Server
       Migration Utility icon and selecting Continue.
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   Figure 57. Startup Screen

   2.  Define which NetWare server has to migrated to which IBM LAN Server.
       Select Add to create this definition.

          

   Figure 58. Add Migration Group

   3.  In the Group Setup panel, you are prompted to fill in the following:

       °   Migration Name
       °   NetWare Server Name
       °   LAN Server Server Name

       You also select the type of migration you wish to use (that is, to a
       new server or on an existing server).

          

   Figure 59. Group Setup

       The following explanations describe the fields in more detail.

       °   Migration Name

           The migration utility allows you to do several migrations from the
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           same workstation by creating a group for every migration
           procedure.  As you can see in Figure 59, we give the group the
           name EXISTMIG.

           The utility will then create a database on the local disk of the
           OS/2 migration machine (in our case in D:\NW2LS\EXISTMIG).  NW2LS
           is the directory of the migration utility, and the EXISTMIG
           directory has been created from the utility after the group setup
           process.  The utility uses the Migration Name to create a
           subdirectory for every defined migration process.  The database
           contains the following files:

           -   ALIAS.DAT
           -   DUP.DAT
           -   GROUP.DAT
           -   NW2LSERR.LOG
           -   NWFILE.DAT
           -   NWPATH.DAT
           -   PRINTOUT.DMP
           -   SETUP.DAT
           -   TRUSTEE.DAT
           -   USER.DAT
           -   DRVCHK.LOG
           -   XCOPY.OK or XCOPY.ERR
           -   LVER.DAT
           -   NVER.DAT

           During the migration process, the database stores all the
           information needed to build up the new OS/2 LAN Server.  For the
           content of the files see Appendix B, "Migration Database Files" in

topic B.0.

       °    NetWare Server Name

           This is the name of the NetWare server from which you are
           migrating to OS/2 LAN Server.

       °    LAN Server Server Name

           This is the name of the OS/2 LAN Server (the server name, not the
domain name).  The name must be identical to the OS/2 LAN Server

           name you will install afterwards.

       After you have made your decisions, type in the names and select
       Existing server hardware.  Select OK to save this definition.  See

Figure 59.

   4.  Highlight the created migration group and click on Select.

          

   Figure 60. Select Migration Group

       At this point the migration utility starts to interrogate the NetWare
       server.  During this period it reads the bindery database and the file
       structure of the server and stores the informations in its own
       database.

   5.  On the next screen, you have to decide, for your migration situation,
       the best default for handling duplicate names.

       In our test case, we choose Merge All for the default.

       Click on Password Setup.
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        ___ Getting Help ___________________________________________________ 
       |                                                                    |
       | For a description of each possible action, put the mouse pointer   |
       | on the appropriate button.  The description is displayed on the    |
       | last line of the screen.  See Figure 61.                           |
       |                                                                    |
       |____________________________________________________________________|

          

   Figure 61. Duplicate Handling

Note:  The Multi-Logon Support parameters display only if you are
       migrating to LAN Server 4.0.

   6.  On the next screen you have to set the password options.  The options
       reflect the possible password options for the OS/2 LAN Server.  In our
       test case, we choose to have a generic password assigned by
       administrator.

       Type in the password reflecting the maximum and minimum password
       lengths.  See Figure 63.

Note:  The Maximum Storage per user setting is used only if home
       directories exist for users.  This particular function only causes a
       warning
       it does not actually enforce a limit.  However, in LAN Server 4.0, you
       can use the DASD limit function on any shared directory on HPFS386
       drives (including home directories) to enforce a DASD limit.

          

   Figure 62. Password Setup

       After you have made your selections go to the LS Drive Setup screen.

   7.  In this panel, you must define the OS/2 LAN Server resources (for
       example, D:=500MB, E:=1.2GB, F:=300MB) to the conversion program to
       perform accurate resource mapping.  The migration utility will not be
       able to query the OS/2 LAN Server
       has not been set up yet at this point).
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   Figure 63. LS Drive Setup

       As you can see in Figure 64 we had a 400MB fixed disk in our NetWare
       server machine and we reserved 80MB for OS/2 and LAN Server.  So we
       defined 320MB as free space.  Now click on Alias Creation.

   8.  In the following panel we see in the NetWare File Server window the
       file structure of the NetWare 3.12 server, and in the IBM LAN Server
       window the free space we defined in the previous screen.  Next to each
       NetWare subdirectory you see the amount of space the files in this
       subdirectory need.

          

   Figure 64. Alias Creation

       At this point you create the directory structure of the future LAN
       Server.  As the utility shows you each NetWare volume and its
       directory structure, you can use the mouse to drag and drop any part
       of the directory structure or selected directories to the LAN Server.
       This gives the user the opportunity to maintain the existing structure
       or to slightly modify it as required.

        ___ Modifying the Directory Structure ______________________________ 
       |                                                                    |
       | If you modify the directory structure at this point, you then      |
       | restore the backup information to the LAN Server, directory by     |
       | directory, using the printout from a later step to determine which |
       | directories go where.  By default, no directories or directory     |
       | information is migrated.                                           |
       |                                                                    |
       |____________________________________________________________________|

       In our example we map the following directory trees to OS/2 LAN
       Server:
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       °   APPS
       °   DATA
       °   HOME

       The next few steps describe how to do this.

   9.  Drag the APPS directory tree in the NetWare File Server window and
       drop it over C:\Free in the IBM LAN Server window (see Figure 64).

   10. Click on YES in the Copy Files panel.

          

   Figure 65. Copy Files

        ___ Note ___________________________________________________________ 
       |                                                                    |
       | In the backup migration, the utility cannot copy the files at this |
       | point (there is no existing LAN Server).  At this point you define |
       | the directory structure of the future LAN Server and you create    |
       | the aliases.                                                       |
       |                                                                    |
       |____________________________________________________________________|

   11. In the next panel, choose YES to create an alias for the copied
       directory.

          

   Figure 66. Create Alias APPS

       In the process of mapping directories to OS/2 LAN Server disks, you
       may assign an alias to a directory and define rights associated with
       the alias to the EVERYONE/USERS group, and/or specific rights to any
       defined group.  As a default, there are no rights given to any group.

   12. In the Create Alias panel, type in the following:

       °   Alias Name
       °   Alias Comment (optional)
       °   Max Users (optional) - default is unlimited
       °   When Shared

       After you have made your selection click on OK.

          

   Figure 67. Create Alias

   13. The Create Alias Rights is displayed.  Here you can assign different
       rights to the groups.  In our case we want to assign Read and Execute
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       rights to group GWPWIN.

       To do this, select group GWPWIN, and place a &check. in the Read and
       Execute boxes.  Also place a &check. in the Apply Selected Rights to
       Alias Subdirectories box so that these permissions will flow down the
       directory tree.  Click on Assign Rights.

       You may choose to flow these rights down the directory tree or assign
       them to the current directory only.  The default will be to flow the
       rights down the tree.  Aliases can be defined for any directory.

       If you do not choose any group rights for an alias before the
       migration, or if you want to define rights to individual users, you
       must perform these steps after the migration is complete.

          

   Figure 68. Create Alias Rights for APPS

   14. Click on OK on the Rights Added panel.

       Because we selected Apply Selected Rights to Alias Subdirectories, we
       don't have to create aliases for the subdirectories WPC and WPWIN.

       The group EVERYONE/USERS does not have any rights to the directory
       APPS, so we don't have to assign any rights to this group.

       Select Close.

   15. Drag the DATA directory tree in the NetWare File Server window and
       drop it over C:\Free in the IBM LAN Server window (see Figure 64).

   16. Click on YES in the Copy Files panel.

   17. Since we won't have an alias for the directory DATA, click on NO in
       the Alias panel.

          

   Figure 69. Create Alias DATA

   18. Now double click on the subdirectory WPWIN in the IBM LAN Server
       window.

   19. In the Alias panel click on YES.

   20. In the Create Alias panel, fill in the alias definitions and click on
       OK (see Figure 70).
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   Figure 70. Create Alias WPWINDAT

   21. In the Create Alias Rights panel, we give the group GWPWIN the rights
       Execute, Read, Write, Create and Delete and choose to apply those
       rights to subdirectories.

       The group EVERYONE/USERS does not have rights to the directory
       DATA\WPWIN, so we don't have to assign any rights to this group.

       Select Close.

   22. Drag the HOME directory tree in the NetWare File Server window and
       drop it over C:\Free in the IBM LAN Server panel (see Figure 64).

       We don't need an alias for this directory because the home directories
       are handled within LAN Server in a special way.

   23. In Figure 71 you can see the complete directory structure and the
       aliases we created for the future LAN Server.

          

   Figure 71. Alias Creation Structure

        ___ Double Check Your Work _________________________________________ 
       |                                                                    |
       | In the NetWare File Server window you find a &check. beside each   |
       | transferred directory.  Check to be sure you have migrated all of  |
       | the necessary directories.                                         |
       |                                                                    |
       |____________________________________________________________________|

   24. After you have built the future LAN Server structure, select Start
       Migration.

   25. In the following panel, click on Print Report.
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   Figure 72. Start Printing Migration Report

   26. On the Directory and File Information panel, decide how your printout
       is created.  You can choose one of the following:

       °   Directories Only
       °   Directories and Files

       Make your decision and click on the appropriate button.

          

   Figure 73. Directory and File Information

   27. As you can see in Figure 74, the utility has stored the information in
       the PRINTOUT.DMP file in the migration group subdirectory.  At this
       point, you can print out a migration chart that shows the mappings of
       all NetWare directories to LAN Server disks.  You will use this
       information later.  Click on YES to print out the report.

          

   Figure 74. Print Migration Information

       The utility creates a database on the local disk of the OS/2 migration
       machine that contains the following information:

       °   User names and information
       °   Group names, information and members
       °   Directory mapping and trustees (users and groups) at all levels
       °   File trustees at all levels
       °   File attributes for all files on the server
       °   Alias information (directory, group, rights, alias, names)
       °   Printout of selected directories to migrate

   28. Click on OK in the Prepare LAN Server Machine panel and exit the
       migration utility.
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   Figure 75. Prepare LAN Server Machine

       At this point you have to backup the NetWare server information to a
       workstation-based backup system, and reformat the server and bring it
       up as a LAN Server.  You then restore the backup information to the
       LAN Server, directory by directory, using the printout from the
       previous step to determine which directories go where.

   29. Backup your NetWare server with your preferred workstation backup
       utility.

   30. Install OS/2 2.11 as described in the installation manuals shipped
       with the product.

   31. Install OS/2 LAN Server 3.0/4.0 as described in IBM OS/2 LAN Server
NetWork Administrator Reference Volume 1.

   32. On the OS/2 dual requester workstation:

       a.  Remove the NetWare requester statements in the CONFIG.SYS.  In
"CONIFG.SYS (NetWare)" in topic C.2.1 you find the statements that

           should be removed.

            ___ Note _______________________________________________________ 
           |                                                                |
           | The statements in the CONFIG.SYS are used with the NetWare     |
           | Client for OS/2 2.10.  This may change in the next release of  |
           | the client.                                                    |
           |                                                                |
           |________________________________________________________________|

       b.  Reboot the workstation.

       c.  Start the OS/2 LAN Requester.

       d.  Log on to the LAN Server as an Administrator.  If you didn't
           change the default user on your LAN Server, log on with USERID and
           PASSWORD.

       e.  Restore the NetWare files to the LAN Server machine, directory by
           directory, using the migration printout as a reference.  For an
           example of the printout see "PRINTOUT.DMP" in topic B.12.

       f.  To start the migration utility, select
           on Restore Users, Groups, Aliases.

          

   Figure 76. Starting Migration

   33. The program will do the following:

       °   Create users and define user information
       °   Create groups and define group information and group members
       °   Apply user and group file trustees
       °   Apply user and group access rights to all necessary directories
       °   Create defined alias names, alias directory rights and group
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           access to the alias
       °   Verify correct file attributes and store any discrepancies in
           DRVCHK.LOG.  All files must be copied with the correct attributes
           before the migration utility will continue.  This is done to
           prevent loss of data and access permissions for file or
           directories that should exist, but do not exist.

       If directories or files are not where they are expected to be, the
       program places an entry in an error log stating what it attempted to
       do.  This is a separate executable program (DRVCHK.EXE), so the user
       can run it to verify directory and files prior to starting the second
       half of the migration.

       As mentioned before, if the restored files and directories do not
       match the structure of the future LAN Server you defined in the
       migration utility, you receive the following error message:

          

   Figure 77. Verification Error

       If this happens you should:

       a.  Go to an OS/2 command prompt.  Change to the subdirectory of the
           migration group,in our case D:\NW2LS\EXISTMIG.

       b.  Start the Drive Check program by typing in the following command:

..\DRVCHK

           The Drive Check program compares the NWPATH.DAT with the actual
           LAN Server structure, and creates the DRVCHK.LOG file.  See an
           example of the log file in "DRVCHK.LOG" in topic B.13.

       c.  Review this log file using an editor, or print out the file and
           correct the listed problems either on the LAN Server or within the
           migration utility.

       d.  After you have solved the problems start the migration again.

5.0 Chapter 5. Definition Mappings from NetWare to LAN Server

   This chapter lists how the migration utility maps parameters from NetWare
   to LAN Server for:

   °   Users
   °   Groups
   °   Access permissions
   °   File attributes

Subtopics:

 5.1 Mapping of Users
 5.2 Mapping of Groups
 5.3 Mapping of Access Assignments
 5.4 Mapping of File Attributes

5.1 Mapping of Users

   User definitions are mapped by the utility as follows:

NetWare LAN Server

UserID Account Name
User Name Full Name
Password required flag Password not required flag
Password expiration interval max password age
set to 1 day min password age
Min password length Min password length
set to 15 minutes force logoff delay after valid times
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set to 8 password history length
Minimum concurrent connections not used
Allowed login time logon hours
Last login date and time system update only
Account disabled Account disabled
Account expiration date Account expiration date
Maximum disk usage (blocks) Maximum storage (KB)
Set to any Logon server
set to no Home directory required
set to null Home directory
set to no User cannot change password
Allowed login address not used
set to null (all) List of authorized requesters
set to blank Comment
set to blank Parms
set to USER (unless supervisor Privilege level

equivalent)
set to no Login script flag
set to null Login script path

5.2 Mapping of Groups

   The migration utility maps group definitions as follows:

NetWare LAN Server

Group Name Group Name
Group User List User List

5.3 Mapping of Access Assignments

NetWare LAN Server

None None
Read Read, Execute
Write Write
Create Create
file attribute for exec not used
Delete Delete
Modify Attribute
Access Control Permissions
all rights All
undefined Group

5.4 Mapping of File Attributes

   File attributes are mapped as follows:

NetWare LAN Server

Read Only Read Only
Hidden Hidden
System System
Execute Only access flag (not used)
Archive Archive
Share Share
File Owner undefined
Creation Date undefined
Last Accessed Date undefined
Last Archived Date and Time undefined
Last Updated Date and Time File date and time

Note:  Execute Only files on a NetWare server are not migrated, because
   the NetWare bindery prevents read access on the files.  Because of this
   NetWare restriction, all NetWare files marked Execute Only must be
   migrated manually.

6.0 Chapter 6. Post-Migration Tasks

   This chapter briefly describes migration considerations that are not
   covered by the utility.  These tasks require that you understand basic
   OS/2 LAN Server concepts.  In this manual, we only provide an overview of
   OS/2 LAN Server; for more information, please refer to the hardcopy and/or
   online documentation shipped with your version of OS/2 LAN Server (3.0 or
   4.0).  You may also want to refer to Chapter 7, "LAN Server Unique

Features" in topic 7.0.
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   Figure 78. Overview of Post Migration Tasks

Subtopics:

 6.1 Managing Users/Groups
 6.2 Setting Up Your Printing Environment
 6.3 Assigning Home Directories
 6.4 Network Applications
 6.5 Defining Logon Assignments (Login Scripts)
 6.6 Resource Sharing
 6.7 Setting Up LAN Workstations

6.1 Managing Users/Groups

   Access to resources on an OS/2 LAN Server is governed in two ways.  First,
   User Profile Management (UPM) provides validation for a user ID and
   password at logon.  Second, OS/2 LAN Server's own access control system
   provides a set of permissions that allow the network administrator to
   grant users various levels of access to shared resources.

   In OS/2 LAN Server 3.0, the administrator set up users and groups in the
   UPM interface (or via the command line).  In OS/2 LAN Server 4.0, the
   administrator can now choose to use the LAN Server graphical user
   interface (GUI) for user and group setup and management.

Subtopics:

 6.1.1 User Profile Management (UPM)
 6.1.2 LAN Server User Interface

6.1.1 User Profile Management (UPM)

   UPM is a generic interface developed to be used with multiple IBM OS/2
   client/server products including OS/2 LAN Server, DB/2 for OS/2, CM/2 and
   other products. This OS/2 Presentation Manager utility provides a set of
   user and group validation and management functions that help control
   access to information.  User IDs and optional passwords are used to
   regulate data access.  These IDs and passwords are assigned by a user with
   administrative authority.  UPM operates within a Presentation Manager
   window environment; its tasks are completed through a menu interface.
   Online help is available to assist both the user and the administrator.

   You can select the User Profile Management icon from the desktop, or type
UPMACCTS to start UPM.  From UPM, you can add/delete/update user and group

   information.  This includes password information, but not OS/2 LAN Server
   user logon assignment information.

   With OS/2 LAN Server 4.0, you can also do this user and group
   administration from the LAN Server GUI interface.  This allows you to use
   only one interface for performing LAN Server administration.  Both LAN
   Server 3.0 and 4.0 include the commands NET USER, NET GROUP, and NET
   PASSWORD, which allow you to do these functions from the OS/2 command
   prompt.

Note:  Up to 16,000 user IDs can be defined through UPM, but the full list
   cannot be displayed in the Presentation Manager window environment.

   UPM is installed by the LAN Services installation/configuration program.
   Each installation of UPM is local to the particular workstation where it
   is installed and validates persons accessing data or using programs
   residing on that particular workstation.  UPM can also be installed during
   IBM Extended Services* installation.

   The Figure 79 in topic 6.1.1 show the User Profile Management screen.
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   Figure 79. OS/2 User Profile Management Screen

   Some UPM options do not apply to the LAN Server product.  For example,
Figure 80 in topic 6.1.1 shows the Add a User screen where you see the

   option Local Administrator.  In OS/2 LAN Server, there is no difference
   between Local Administrator and User options.

          

   Figure 80. Add a New User Screen

    ___  Warning ___________________________________________________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   | If you choose the Local Administrator option, you create a user with   |
   | common user privileges not with administrator privileges.  This option |
   | is used by other products such as IBM DB2/2.                           |
   |                                                                        |
   |________________________________________________________________________|

   UPM provides three levels of authority:  user, local administrator, and
   administrator.

   °   User:

       Users can perform the following tasks:

       -   Log on
       -   View the user profile
       -   Change their own passwords
       -   Add comments to the user profile
       -   Log off

   °   Local Administrator:

       For LAN access control, local administrative authority does not differ
       from user authority.  For Database Manager, the person with local
       administrator authority has the same authority as the administrator
       but for local databases only.  A local administrator does not have
       administrative authority for UPM.
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   °   Administrator:

       In addition to being able to perform all user tasks, the person with
       administrative authority can perform the following additional tasks:

       -   Administration of users:
           -   Add or delete users (including other administrators)
           -   Specify user authority (either user or administrator)
           -   Specify password options (optional or required)
           -   Specify user status (access allowed or denied)

          

   Figure 81. UPM Window User Management

       -   Administration for groups of users:
           -   Create or delete groups
           -   Add/remove users from groups

          

   Figure 82. UPM Window Group Management

   An administrator can establish groups so that access to protected objects
   can be granted to all members of a department or to all persons performing
   similar tasks.  Access can then be granted to the group as a whole.  The
   members of the group can be changed through UPM.  If a user ID is deleted,
   it is removed from all groups.

   UPM is a shared user-validation function.  UPM does not distinguish
   between administrators accessing different OS/2 components.

   For more information about UPM, seet OS/2 LAN Server Network Administrator
Reference, Volume 3: Network Administrator Tasks.

6.1.2 LAN Server User Interface

   After LAN Server has been installed, LAN tasks can be done from either the
   command-line interface or, if installed, the LAN Requester interface.  In
   OS/2 LAN Server 4.0, this is a powerful GUI interface; in OS/2 LAN Server
   3.0, this is a full-screen interface.  In addition, a number of User
   Profile Management and LAN Requester full-screen interface
   non-administrative functions are available through the Network folder on
   the OS/2 desktop.

Note:  In OS/2 LAN Server 4.0, you can optionally manage users/groups from
   the LAN Server GUI rather than from UPM.
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   The command-line interface supports a set of commands that are used to
   invoke system functions.  LAN Server commands are compared to NetWare
   commands in Chapter 8, "LAN Server and NetWare Commands" in topic 8.0.

   For more information about the network commands, see the online OS/2 LAN
   Command Reference.  For information about the LAN Server interface and the
   Network folder on the OS/2 desktop, see the OS/2 LAN Server Network

Administrator Reference Volume 3: Network Administrator Tasks that came
   with your version of OS/2 LAN Server.

6.2 Setting Up Your Printing Environment

   Network printers in OS/2 2.x are managed through individual printer
   objects (objects that represent a physical printer, its printer driver,
   queue, and other settings).  By default, printer objects are created as
   printer queues.  You can manage printer objects on remote servers, from
   any requester, by accessing the printer object from the Network folder.

   You, or a user with print operator privilege, can manage any print job,
   printer queue, or printer object.  Users can hold, release, and cancel
   their own print jobs.

Subtopics:

 6.2.1 Printing from a Requester
 6.2.2 Installing a Network Printer at a Server
 6.2.3 Managing Network Printers
 6.2.4 Example of Setting Up a Printer Object for a 4019 Printer

6.2.1 Printing from a Requester

   When you submit a print request on the network, your job is added to the
   queue belonging to the printer object or port you selected, and the data
   is stored on the server's fixed disk until the job has been printed.  OS/2
   2.0 and LAN Server support various types of printing.  You can print from
   the desktop using direct manipulation.  You can print outside the desktop
   using OS/2 and NET commands, or you can print from an application.

   Printer objects, which are base operating system components, allow you to
   see all the print jobs for selected queues and hold, release, or cancel
   any job you submitted.  You can access remote printer objects through the
   Network folder.  See the online Master Help Index for OS/2 2.0 for more
   information about printing from the desktop and managing your print jobs.

    ___ Note _______________________________________________________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   | When printing from an OS/2 2.0 LAN Requester to a network printer,     |
   | both the LAN Requester and server must have the same level printer     |
   | driver.                                                                |
   |                                                                        |
   |________________________________________________________________________|

6.2.2 Installing a Network Printer at a Server

   Network printing in OS/2 2.0 involves using the printer object functions
   of the base operating system as well as LAN Server.  Complete the
   following tasks to install a network printer.

   1.  Attach the printer to the print server.  Refer to the documentation
       that came with your printer for more information.

   2.  Create a printer object.  See "Creating a Printer Object" in
topic 6.2.4.1 for more information.

   3.  If necessary, install a printer driver that matches the attached
       printer.  See "Installing a Printer Driver" in topic 6.2.4.2 for more
       information.

   4.  From the printer object, change the print properties as needed.

Note:  For serial printers, you must update the output settings to
       change the communication port settings.  See "Updating Output

Settings" in topic 6.2.4.3 for more information.

   5.  From the LAN Server interface, share the printer object.  See
"Creating a Printer Alias" in topic 6.2.4.4 for more information.
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   6.  From the LAN Server interface, give users the appropriate access to
       the shared printer object.  See "Creating an Access Control Profile"

in topic 6.2.4.5 for more information.

6.2.3 Managing Network Printers

   You can send print jobs to printer objects according to general criteria,
   such as file size.  For example, you can set up one printer object for
   large jobs and another printer object for small jobs.  Each job waits in
   the queue associated with the printer object until the job prints on one
   of the printers the printer object uses.  You can define a printer object
   to use just one printer, or to make better use of available resources, to
   use several printers at once (called pooling printers).  For information
   about pooling printers, see the online Master Help Index for OS/2 2.0.

   You can specify several network options for printer objects that are
   shared on the network.  For example, you can specify a separator page
   file, when the queue starts and stops printing, and the refresh interval.

   You can hold or release a printer object.  You can also hold, release, or
   cancel particular jobs within a printer object.  You can remotely manage
   printer objects by accessing the printer object from the Network folder.

Subtopics:

 6.2.3.1 Updating Printer Settings
 6.2.3.2 Description of Printer Settings

6.2.3.1 Updating Printer Settings

   Following is the procedure for updating printer settings.  You can change
   the:

   °   Way in which the printer queue is displayed
   °   Frequency with which the display of the printer queue is refreshed
   °   File in which the page that separates print jobs is contained
   °   Time at which a print job must start or end

   Refer to "Description of Printer Settings" in topic 6.2.3.2 for a
   description of the settings.

   To update printer settings:

   1.  Select the printer object you want to update.  To make changes at a
       remote server, select the printer object from the Network folder.

   2.  Display the pop-up menu for the printer object.

   3.  Select the arrow to the right of Open.

   4.  Select Settings.

       To specify network job view:

       a.  Select the View tab.
       b.  Select either Show all jobs or Show own jobs.

       To specify the refresh interval:

       a.  Select the View tab.
       b.  Specify a refresh interval in seconds.

       To specify the separator file:

       a.  Select the Print options tab.
       b.  Specify a separator file name.

       To specify the start time and stop time:

       a.  Select the Print options tab.
       b.  Specify a start time and stop time.

6.2.3.2 Description of Printer Settings
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   Following are the descriptions of printer settings that can be set for
   remote printer objects.  Refer to the online Master Help Index for more
   information about changing printer settings.

Option Description

Network Job View   Either all jobs or only jobs owned by the user are
                      displayed in icon or detail view.  This item is not
                      available if the printer object is not remote.

Refresh Interval   Sets the rate at which the printer object window is
                      refreshed with the latest network jobs.  The default
                      rate is 45 seconds.  Local jobs are updated as status
                      changes occur.

Separator File     A file name containing information about the separator
                      page used for network print jobs.  This separator page
                      prints before each job.  It can contain, for example, a
                      user ID, a job number, and the time the job is printed.

Start Time         When the printer object starts printing jobs.  Specify
                      this option as a time in 24-hour hh:mm format.  If the
                      start time and stop time are the same, the printer
                      object prints continuously.

Stop Time          When the printer object stops printing jobs.  Specify
                      this option as a time in 24-hour hh:mm format.

6.2.4 Example of Setting Up a Printer Object for a 4019 Printer

   Following are the tasks for installing a 4019 printer on a COM port.  This
   particular example also requires serial device support.  The serial device
   support is installed through the base operating system installation
   program.  Refer to your base operating system documentation for
   instructions.

Subtopics:

 6.2.4.1 Creating a Printer Object
 6.2.4.2 Installing a Printer Driver
 6.2.4.3 Updating Output Settings
 6.2.4.4 Creating a Printer Alias
 6.2.4.5 Creating an Access Control Profile

6.2.4.1 Creating a Printer Object

   To create a printer object:

   1.  Open the Templates folder.

   2.  Select the printer object template and drag it to a folder or an
       available space on your desktop and drop it.

   3.  Complete the Create a Printer window as follows:

Field Value
       Name                     LASER1
       Default printer driver   (Accept the default)
       Output port              COM1

   4.  Select Create when you are finished.

6.2.4.2 Installing a Printer Driver

   You must now associate the printer object with the printer driver that
   matches the printer attached to the server.

   1.  Display the pop-up menu for the LASER1 printer object.

   2.  Select the arrow to the right of Open.

   3.  Select Settings.

   4.  Select the Printer driver tab.
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       If IBM 4019 LaserPrinter is already included in the list of printer
       drivers, then you do not need to add it.  If IBM 4019 LaserPrinter is
       not included in the list, select the IBM 4019 LaserPrinter printer
       driver and refer to "Updating Output Settings" in topic 6.2.4.3.

   5.  Display the menu for a printer driver.

   6.  Select Install.

   7.  When the Install New Printer Driver window is displayed, insert the
       Presentation Manager Device Drivers diskette 1 in drive A.  (The
       Presentation Manager Device Drivers diskettes are included with the
       OS/2 2.0 installation diskettes.)

       For purposes of this scenario, it is assumed that you did not copy the
       drivers to your fixed disk.  If your printer drivers are already in a
       directory on your fixed disk, type the correct drive and directory
       name in the entry field.  Do not type the file name.

   8.  Select Refresh.

       When all the printer drivers are found on the diskette, a list is
       displayed in the Printer Driver Selection window.  Scroll through the
       list of printer drivers until you reach IBM 4019 LaserPrinter.

       If IBM 4019 LaserPrinter is not displayed, you need to search through
       another Presentation Manager Device Drivers diskette.  To search
       through another diskette, insert the diskette and select Refresh.

   9.  When you have selected the printer driver you want to install, select
       Install.

   10. Select OK when you are notified that the printer driver installed
       successfully.

   11. Select Cancel from the Install New Printer Driver window when you are
       finished installing printer drivers.

6.2.4.3 Updating Output Settings

   For serial printers, you may need to update the output settings to change
   the communication port settings.

   1.  You must now initialize the COM port.  Select the Output tab.

   2.  Display the pop-up menu for COM1.

   3.  Select the arrow to the right of Open.

   4.  Select Settings.

       The base operating system displays the default settings for the COM1
       port.  Refer to the publication that came with your serial printer to
       determine how to set the communication settings and the switches on
       the printer.

   5.  Select OK.

   6.  Close the printer object settings window.  For information on changing
       other printer object settings, see the online Master Help Index for
       OS/2 2.0.

6.2.4.4 Creating a Printer Alias

   Printer aliases are nicknames for printer objects that are redirected to
   network printers.  You can use aliases to represent shared printers and
   you can create access control profiles for the aliases.  Access control
   profiles specify what users or groups can access the printer.

   Be sure the server where the printer resides is started and you are logged
   on as an administrator.  Then, follow the directions for setting up a
   printer alias in OS/2 LAN Server Network Administrator Reference Volume 3:

Network Administrator Tasks.  Directions vary depending on your version of
   LAN Server.  Use F1 when you need help on a particular field.

Notes:
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   1.  It is recommended that the Alias field value be the same as the
       Spooler queue field value.

   2.  The default of blank for the Maximum number of users field means there
       is no limit to the number of users who can use this printer object.

   3.  The spooler queue name must match the printer object name.

6.2.4.5 Creating an Access Control Profile

   By default, users can send jobs to any shared printer.  To restrict access
   to a printer alias, create an access control profile for the alias.  When
   creating the access profile, specify N in the Universal access permissions
   field.  Then, create a user or group list, granting Create and Write
   permissions to allow access to the print queue.

   Again, follow instructions in your OS/2 LAN Server Network Administrator
Reference Volume 3: Network Administrator Tasks manual.

6.3 Assigning Home Directories

   A home directory is an optional files resource on a server assigned to one
   or more users.  Only an administrator can assign a home directory to a
   user or change the drive assignment or path to a user's home directory.

   When a home directory is created for a user, the user is connected to the
   home directory as a logon assignment.  An access control profile granting
   all permissions to that user is automatically created.  (The access
   control profile is not applied to existing subdirectories.)

   When you create a home directory, you can specify a storage limit.  This
   will only generate a warning message and does not actually enforce a
   limit.  If you are using LAN Server 4.0, however, you can set DASD limits
   for any directory (home directory or other) on server HPFS386 drives, and
   these limits will be enforced.  (Administrators are exempt from DASD
   limitations).

   If you want other users to share the same home directory, you can either
   modify the access control profile, or create home directories for other
   users, specifying the same drive and path.

   This task can be done through either the LAN Server interface or the
   command line interface.  If you use the command line interface to create a
   home directory, neither the access control profile nor the home directory
   is automatically created; you must create the access control profile and
   the home directory separately.  For information about creating home
   directories using the NET USER command, refer to the online OS/2 LAN
   Command Reference.

   To create a home directory or update the home directory's drive assignment
   using the LAN Server interface, see OS/2 LAN Server Network Administrator

Reference Volume 3: Network Administrator Tasks.

Note:  For users at DOS workstations, you cannot specify Z as the drive
   assignment to the home directory.  If a DOS workstation requires remote
   IPL, you cannot specify Y or Z as drive assignments.  These logical drives
   are reserved by LAN Server.

6.4 Network Applications

   A network application is a program, or a combination of a program and
   data, that is defined to the domain because it uses network resources.
   For example, a network application can be stored in a directory on a
   requester or in a shared directory on a server.  However, the program runs
   on the requester.  If the application's files are stored on a server, the
   files are downloaded from the server to the requester, as required.

   There are two types of network applications:  public and private.  A
   public application is one that is defined and managed by the network
   administrator for users on the network.  A private application is one that
   users define for their own use so that network resources can be assigned
   automatically when the private application is run.  Both public and
   private applications can reside on either a server or a requester.  Both
   require that an alias be set up to point to the application's location.

   For example, a word processing program that resides on a requester could
   be defined as a private network application, allowing output to be sent
   automatically to a network printer.  A shared directory containing, for
   example, documents to be edited could be made current when the private
   application is started.
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   Each time a user logs on to the domain, OS/2 LAN Server adds all OS/2
   applications assigned to that user ID to the user's OS/2 desktop.  Public
   applications are listed in the Public Applications folder; private
   applications are listed in the Private Applications folder.  A combined
   total of 64 public and private applications can be listed.

   In our migration scenario we don't create any applications because we want
   to change as less as possible on the workstations. (There we assigned the
   subdirectory \APPS as drive W: and started the program using this drive
   W:\WPWIN\WPWIN.EXE.)

   For more information on setting up public and private applications, see
OS/2 LAN Server Network Administrator Reference Volume 3: Network
Administrator Tasks.

6.5 Defining Logon Assignments (Login Scripts)

   In LAN Server there is no counterpart to the NetWare system login script.
   Instead you use logon assignments and logon profiles (see "Creating a

Logon Profile" in topic 6.5.1 for information on the profiles).

   You can define logon assignments for a user.  Logon assignments give the
   user access to network resources by assigning resources to logical drives
   or ports each time a user logs on.  The logon assignments remain in effect
   until changed.  Both you and a user can change that user's logon
   assignments.

   An alias must be defined for a resource before a resource can be defined
   as a logon assignment. (An alias is not required, however, for the logon
   profile.)

   For instructions on how to update a user's logon assignments, see OS/2 LAN
Server Network Administrator Reference Volume 3: Network Administrator
Tasks.

Subtopics:

 6.5.1 Creating a Logon Profile

6.5.1 Creating a Logon Profile

   You can create a logon profile for a user, if desired.  A logon profile is
   a batch file containing commands that run automatically each time the user
   logs on.

   To create a logon profile for a user, create a file with one of the
   following names (these file names are required):

   °   PROFILE.CMD for users at OS/2 requesters
   °   PROFILE.BAT for users at DOS requesters.

   The logon profile must be in that user's user profile subdirectory,
   \IBMLAN\DCDB\USERS\userid for users at both OS/2 and DOS requesters. If
   the subdirectory does not exist, you can create it using the LAN Requester
   interface.

   For example, for a user logging on to a DOS requester, the following line
   in the PROFILE.BAT file assigns printer queue LPT1Q on SERVER1 to local
   printer LPT1:

NET USE LPT1: \\SERVER1\LPT1Q

   This causes the DOS workstation to connect to the printer resource at
   logon.

Notes:

   1.  Currently existing environment variables cannot be permanently set
       through the PROFILE.CMD or PROFILE.BAT file.

   2.  If you log on through UPM and your PROFILE.CMD file contains an ECHO
       or a SAY command, you will receive a NET8195 error.  To avoid this
       error condition, log on using the command-line interface.

   3.  If the PROFILE.CMD file is written in REXX language, you must have the
       EXIT (0) statement at the end of the file; otherwise, a NET8195 error
       will occur.
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Subtopics:

 6.5.1.1 Logon Profile on Group Level

6.5.1.1 Logon Profile on Group Level

   In LAN Server 3.0 it is not possible to create logon assignments on group
   level.  (This is possible in LAN Server 4.0.)  The migration utility
   includes a file called MEMBER.EXE.  This tool gives you the possibility to
   create a command file on a group level that is similar to a NetWare login
   script.

   The MEMBER.EXE file is a dual-mode (OS/2 and DOS) program that returns a 0
   (zero) if the logged-on user is a member of the group, and 1 (one) if the
   user is not logged-on, not a member of the group, or has not started the
   requester prior to calling MEMBER.EXE.

   After NET LOGON in AUTOEXEC.BAT or LOGON in STARTUP.CMD:

member GWPWIN
IF ERRORLEVEL 1 goto NEXT

net use lpt1 \\lsmig2\laser1
net use T: \\lsmig2\data\wpwin

:NEXT
member NEXT
IF ERRORLEVEL 1 goto END

net use lpt1 \\lsmig2\laser2
net use T: \\lsmig2\data\next

:END

6.6 Resource Sharing

   The files, printers, and serial devices attached to or residing on a
   server are called resources.  Generally, users have access to resources on
   their domain.  They can also have access to resources on other domains if
   the network administrators of the other domains grant the users access to
   those resources.

   For a user to use a resource, the resource must be shared, and the user
   must be assigned the proper access permissions.  You can use either the
   command line interface or the LAN Server interface to do this.  For more
   information, see the online command reference and the OS/2 LAN Server

Network Administrator Reference Volume 3: Network Administrator Tasks
   manual.

Subtopics:

 6.6.1 Names of Shared Resources

6.6.1 Names of Shared Resources

   Users refer to a shared resource by either its alias or its netname (share
   name).  Aliases and netnames are assigned by the network administrator
   sharing the resource.  Aliases and netnames can be used in both the LAN
   Requester interface and the command-line interface.

Subtopics:

 6.6.1.1 Alias

6.6.1.1 Alias

   An alias is a nickname for a resource.  An alias makes it easier for a
   user to refer to the resource.  For example, the network administrator
   could create the alias MAYDATA to refer to a directory on SERVER1 called
   C:\MAY\DATASET.  Users can then refer to that directory simply as MAYDATA.
   When an alias has been assigned to a resource, there is no longer any need
   to specify the path to the resource or the location of the resource.

   A network administrator can delete an alias name and then recreate it to
   define a new resource.  Users who continue to use the alias may not
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   realize that the allocation of the resource has changed.

   When defining an alias, you can choose to share the resource in different
   ways:

   °   As required by user (for files resources only)

       This causes the resource to be shared dynamically when a user (with
       the appropriate access permission) requests to use that resource.  A
       user can request use of a resource by:

       -   Logging on, thus invoking logon assignments

       -   Selecting a public application that uses network resources from
           the program starter

       -   Going through the LAN Requester interface and assigning the alias
           to a drive

       When no user is using the resource, sharing is automatically stopped
       if the cleanup parameter is set to YES in the IBMLAN.INI file.

   °   At server startup

       This causes the resource to be shared when the server on which it is
       located starts.  It continues to be shared until the server is
       stopped, or until you explicitly stop sharing it.

       Consider sharing frequently used resources, such as often-used
       printers and serial devices, at server startup.

   °   By administrator action

       This causes a resource to be shared only when you share it explicitly
       from the LAN Server interface or with the NET SHARE command.

       When a resource is shared by administrator action, the sharing remains
       in effect until the server where the resource resides is stopped, or
       when you stop sharing the resource.  The next time the server starts
       and a user needs to access that resource, you must share the resource
       again.

       You can specify resource sharing by administrator action for resources
       over which you want more control.  To access such resources, users
       must first contact you.

6.7 Setting Up LAN Workstations

   This section provides an overview for setting up the DOS and OS/2 client
   workstations.

   For more specific information, please refer to the following:

   °   For OS/2 LAN Requester 4.0 or DOS LAN Services workstations:

       -   LAN Server 4.0 Up and Running!
       -   OS/2 LAN Server 4.0 Network Administrator Reference Volume 1:

Planning, Installation, and Configuration

   °   For OS/2 LAN Requester 3.0 and DOS LAN Requester workstations:

       -   OS/2 LAN Server 3.0 Network Administrator Reference Volume 1:
Planning and Installation

       -   OS/2 LAN Server 3.0 LAN Support Program User's Guide

Subtopics:

 6.7.1 DOS/Windows Workstations
 6.7.2 OS/2 Workstations

6.7.1 DOS/Windows Workstations

   General DOS/Windows workstation setup steps are listed in Figure 83.

   Assumptions are that:
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   °   DOS, Netware, and Windows are installed.
   °   IBM Token-Ring Network Adapter is used.
   °   NetWare server and IBM LAN Server are up and running.

          

   Figure 83. Steps for Setting up DOS/Windows Workstations

   We planned our test migration scenario for minimal changes on the
   workstation.  The steps in Figure 83 are the main steps on the
   workstation.  After this has been done our workstation could logon to the
   LAN Server, start Windows, and work as before the migration.  For a
   detailed listing of all important configuration files see "DOS/Windows

Workstation" in topic C.1.

6.7.2 OS/2 Workstations

   General OS/2 client setup steps are listed in Figure 84.

          

   Figure 84. Steps for Setting up OS/2 Workstations

   As mentioned earlier, we planned our test migration scenario for minimal
   changes on the workstation.  The steps in Figure 84 are the basic steps to
   be done on the workstation.  After this, our workstation user could logon
   to the LAN Server, start Win-OS/2 and work as before the migration.  For a
   detailed listing of all important configuration files see "OS/2

Workstation" in topic C.2.

   To convert OS/2 NetWare client machines to OS/2 LAN Requester, we
   recommend CID.  This is explained in Automated Installation for CID

Enabled ES, LAN Server V3.0 and NTS/2.  Please refer to this manual for
   setting up a code server and making client bootable diskettes.

7.0 Chapter 7. LAN Server Unique Features
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   This chapter briefly discusses some LAN Server concepts and features,
   including the following:

   °   Machine types on a LAN Server domain

   °   Domains

   °   Aliases

   °   Netnames

   °   Shared resources on a LAN Server domain

   °   Access control

Subtopics:

 7.1 Machine Types
 7.2 Domains
 7.3 Shared Resources

7.1 Machine Types

   In the OS/2 LAN Server domain, client workstations are typically called
requesters - OS/2 LAN Requesters and DOS LAN Requesters.

   As in NetWare, the server is the workstation that shares its files,
   printers, and serial devices with requesters on the LAN.  During
   installation, the network administrator specifies the server to be either
   an additional server or a domain controller.  There must be one and only
   one domain controller in a domain.

7.2 Domains

   A domain is a set of one or more servers that share their resources.  One
   server, called the domain controller, has overall control.  Additional
   servers cannot be started if the domain controller is not running.  There
   can be several domains on the same LAN, each managed separately, but a
   server belongs to only one domain.

   Each domain has a set of users who are defined on the domain.  A user
   defined on the domain logs on to the domain and can then use domain
   resources that the administrator has allowed the user to access.  Unlike
   NetWare 2.x and 3.x, the user does not log on to each server separately,
   but logs on once to the domain, which may contain one or more servers.
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   Figure 85. OS/2 LAN Server Domains

   Domains are managed by network administrators  who set up, maintain, and
   control the network, manage its resources, and support its users.  For
   example, a network administrator can define the users allowed to access a
   domain and the resources available to those users.

   The facilities available to a network administrator are usually enhanced
   or extended versions of the facilities available to other users.  Network
   administrators can manage the domain from any OS/2 workstation and can
   manage any server.

Subtopics:

 7.2.1 Domain Control Database

7.2.1 Domain Control Database

   The Domain Control Database (DCDB) structure is  where OS/2 LAN Server
   stores shared resources definitions. This includes user logon assignments,
   logon profiles, alias information, and public/private application
   definitions. The DCDB is located in the directory \IBMLAN\DCDB on the
   domain controller.

   The DCDB structure can be replicated from the domain controller to other
   servers defined as to the domain as Backup servers.  This is done
   exclusively by the DCDBREPL service. When DCDBREPL service is used
   together with the NETLOGON service, users can log on to the domain even if
   the domain controller fails or is busy.  For more information about the
   DCDB, refer to IBM OS/2 LAN Server Network Administrator Reference Volume

3: Network Administrator Tasks and IBM OS/2 LAN Server Network
Administartor Reference Volume 1: Planning and Installation.

Note:  The NETLOGON service is responsible for replicating the NET.ACC
   file, which contains user and group information.

   The DCDBREPL service is responsible for replicating users' resource
   definitions (the DCDB directory tree, except RPL files).

7.3 Shared Resources
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   Resources include files (programs or data files), printers, and serial
   devices such as modems or plotters.  Logging on to a domain generally
   gives you access to resources attached to the servers in that domain.  On
   a LAN, resources can be shared by many users.  The types of available
   resources are determined by your network administrator.  To use a
   resource, it must first be shared by a network administrator and you must
   have permission to use it.

   You can also have access to resources on other domains if the network
   administrator has defined those resources as external resources and your
   user ID and password are defined on the external domain.  Consult your
   network administrator for information about external resources.

Subtopics:

 7.3.1 Names of Shared Resources
 7.3.2 Types of Network Resources
 7.3.3 Access Control
 7.3.4 Connecting to Shared Resources

7.3.1 Names of Shared Resources

   The network administrator sharing the resource gives it a name, either in
   the form of an alias or a netname.  Users refer to the shared resource by
   its alias, its netname, or its Universal Naming Convention (UNC) name when
   they want to use the resource.  Network administrators are responsible for
   setting up aliases for the domain.  An alias makes it easier for you to
   use a shared resource.  When you use an alias, you do not need to specify
   the location of the shared resource.

Subtopics:

 7.3.1.1 Aliases
 7.3.1.2 Netnames
 7.3.1.3 UNC Names

7.3.1.1 Aliases

   An alias is a nickname for a resource.  For example, an alias of APRILREC
   can be created to refer to a directory on SERVER1 called
   C:\RECEIPTS\APRIL.  Once the network administrator creates this alias, you
   can refer to that directory simply as APRILREC.  When an alias is assigned
   to a resource, there is no longer any need to specify the server where the
   resource is located and no need to specify the path to the resource.

   An alias remains defined after the domain controller is stopped and
   restarted; a netname does not.  Aliases can be used from either the
   full-screen interface or command-line interface.

7.3.1.2 Netnames

   A netname can be given to a resource by the network administrator to
   define the resource temporarily.  A netname identifies a shared resource
   on a server.  To use such a resource, you must refer to it by the netname,
   and you must also specify the server on which the resource is located.

   For example, a directory with a netname of RECEIPTS on SERVER1 is referred
   to as:

\\SERVER1\RECEIPTS

   Unlike an alias, a netname does not remain defined if the domain
   controller is stopped.  Netnames are used both in the full-screen
   interface and the command-line interface.  In both cases, the server name
   must be specified.

7.3.1.3 UNC Names

   A UNC name consists of a server name and a netname, which together
   identify a resource in the domain.  A UNC name has the following format:

\\servername\netname\path

   where the path is optional.  For example, suppose that a netname of
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   RECEIPTS is assigned to the directory C:\MONEY on SERVER1.  The UNC name
   for that directory is:

\\SERVER1\RECEIPTS

   If this directory has a subdirectory called APRIL, the UNC name of that
   subdirectory is:

\\SERVER1\RECEIPTS\APRIL

   If APRIL contains a file called BALANCE.TXT, the UNC name of that file is:

\\SERVER1\RECEIPTS\APRIL\BALANCE.TXT

7.3.2 Types of Network Resources

   There are three types of network resources: files, printers, and serial
   devices such as modems or plotters.

Subtopics:

 7.3.2.1 Files
 7.3.2.2 Printers
 7.3.2.3 Serial Devices

7.3.2.1 Files

   A files resource is a directory that contains data files or programs. You
   can assign a files resource to a local drive letter (D through Z) to make
   that directory and its files available for your use.  You must specify a
   drive letter that is not already assigned to another resource or to a disk
   drive on your computer.  After assigning a files resource to a local drive
   letter (for example, drive K:), you can use the files resource as if it
   resided on drive K: at your workstation.  The directory and files actually
   stay on the server, but you can access them from your workstation.

   For example, you need access to a directory on the server called
\\SERVER1\RECEIPTS.  You already have C and D drives, so you assign the
\\SERVER1\RECEIPTS directory to K:.  You can then use the BALANCE.TXT file

   located in the subdirectory APRIL by specifying the path as:

K:\APRIL\BALANCE.TXT

7.3.2.2 Printers

   From a requester, you can use printers that are attached to servers if
   your network administrator has designated the printers as shared.  A
   shared printer can accept print jobs from many users.

   To handle print jobs more efficiently, the network administrator can
   create queued printer objects.  If the printer is busy and output cannot
   be printed immediately, the data to be printed waits in the queue.
   Network printers are accessed through printer objects in the Network
   folder.  A queue can be serviced by one printer or by a group of several
   printers (a printer pool).  Print jobs serviced by a printer pool are
   processed by the first available printer in the pool unless another queue
   for that printer pool has a higher priority.

7.3.2.3 Serial Devices

   From a requester, you can use serial devices that are connected to servers
   if the administrator has designated them as shared.  These devices are
   assigned to LPT or COM ports for direct input/output use. You can use a
   shared queue by assigning a local device name (COM1 through COM9 or LPT1
   through LPT9) to the serial device queue.

   To handle serial device requests more efficiently, the network
   administrator can create serial device queues and serial device pools.
   When you request the use of a serial device in a pool, the first free
   serial device in the pool is used.  If you request the use of a shared
   serial device and none is available, the request waits in a queue until a
   serial device is available.

7.3.3 Access Control
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   The network administrator can grant, restrict, or deny access to a shared
   resource by creating an access control profile.  A shared resource can
   have only one access control profile, although one is not required.  An
   access control profile can contain a user access list and a group access
   list.  The size of an access control profile is limited, so it is
   recommended that you use a group list if you have many users with common
   needs.  Your network administrator can identify individual user and group
   permissions, and can also assign access permissions to your user ID that
   enable you to perform the following functions:

   °   Read and run files such as .EXE files, .COM files, .BAT files, .CMD
       files, and DOS programs

   °   Read and write data files

   °   Create and delete subdirectories and files

   °   Change file attributes

   °   Create, change, and delete access control profiles

   Permission for USERS group is the permission given to all users on the
   domain.  This is like the group EVERYONE in NetWare.  When you migrate,
   the utility will convert permissions given to the NetWare group EVERYONE
   to permissions given to the OS/2 LAN Server group USERS.

7.3.4 Connecting to Shared Resources

   To connect to a shared resource, assign it to a local device name.  A
   local device name is a local drive letter (such as K:) or a local port
   name (such as LPT2 or COM2).  For example, you can assign local drive K:
   to a files resource (a shared directory).  Or you can assign LPT2 to a
   shared print queue (to access a network printer).  If you assign K: and
   LPT2 to shared resources, those device names are redirected devices.

   For example, suppose that your local printer (attached to your requester)
   is referred to as LPT1, and your print jobs are being sent to LPT1 by
   default.  If you also assign LPT1 to a shared print queue, your local
   printer is overridden and your print jobs are sent to the shared print
   queue by default.

   In contrast, local drives cannot be overridden.  For example, if your
   workstation has a fixed disk, the C: drive letter cannot be redirected to
   a files resource at a server.

8.0 Chapter 8. LAN Server and NetWare Commands

   This chapter compares NetWare and LAN Server commands.

Subtopics:

 8.1 NetWare to IBM OS/2 LAN Server Command Reference
 8.2 IBM LAN Server to NetWare Command Reference

8.1 NetWare to IBM OS/2 LAN Server Command Reference

   The following table first shows NetWare commands and then lists the
closest analagous LAN Server command(s), if it exists.  In some cases,

   utilities other than commands (such as OS/2 printing) are mentioned.

Note:  In most cases, NET command functions can also be performed from the
   LAN Server 4.0 GUI or the LAN Server 3.0 full-screen interface (FSI).  You
   can start the GUI with NETGUI and the FSI with NET.  These commands are
   noted in the table where applicable.

    ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   | Table 1. Cross-Reference of Common NetWare and LAN Server Commands                                                   |
   |_____________________________ _____________________________ __________________________________________________________|
   | NetWare Command             | IBM LAN Server Command      | Description                                              |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | ACONSOLE                    | -                           | Controls the transfer of screen and keystroke            |
   |                             |                             | information to and from the remote file server.          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | ADD NAME SPACE              | -                           | Allows non-DOS files (such as Macintosh files) to be     |
   |                             |                             | stored on a NetWare volume.                              |
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   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | ALLOW                       | NET ACCESS                  | Shows, sets, or modifies the Inherited Rights Mask of a  |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               | directory or file.                                       |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Lists the following accounting totals:                   |
   |                             |                             |                                                          |
   | ATOTAL                      | -                           | °   Connect time in minutes                              |
   |                             |                             | °   Service requests                                     |
   |                             |                             | °   Blocks read, blocks written Disk storage in blocks   |
   |                             |                             |     per day                                              |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | ATTACH                      | NET USE                     | Lets you attach to other servers and remain logged in to |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               | your current server.                                     |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | LAPS/MPTS (part of LAN      | Links LAN drivers to a communication protocol and a      |
   | BIND                        | Services Installation/      | network board in the server. Each board is bound         |
   |                             | Configuration)              | separately.                                              |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | BINDFIX                     | FIXACC                      | Scans current bindery files for inconsistencies and      |
   |                             |                             | tries to correct problems it finds.                      |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | BINDREST                    | RESTACC                     | Restores a previous version of the bindery files after   |
   |                             |                             | you have run BINDFIX.                                    |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | BROADCAST                   | NET SEND                    | Sends a message to users. (Prevent messages from being   |
   |                             | NETMSG (LAN Server 4.0)     | received by using CASTOFF ALL.)                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Allows printing to network printers from the screen or   |
   | CAPTURE                     | NET USE                     | from applications not designed to run on a network;      |
   |                             |                             | saves data to files.                                     |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | NET STOP                    |                                                          |
   | CASTOFF                     | NET LOG                     | Prevents messages from reaching your station.            |
   |                             | NETMSG (LAN Server 4.0)     |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | NET START                   | Enables your station to receive messages if you used     |
   | CASTON                      | NET LOG                     | CASTOFF.                                                 |
   |                             | NETMSG (LAN Server 4.0)     |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | CHKDIR                      | CHKDSK                      | Path: directory path leading to and including the path   |
   |                             |                             | you want to check.                                       |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | CHKVOL                      | CHKDSK                      | Shows volume information.                                |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | NET SESSION                 | Removes file server resources allocated to a station.    |
   | CLEAR STATION               | NETGUI or NET               | (Use when a station has crashed and left files open on a |
   |                             |                             | server.)                                                 |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Use CLIB if you have a loadable module (such as BTRIEVE) |
   |                             |                             | that requires CLIB.                                      |
   |                             |                             |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | CLIB is a library of routines and functions that         |
   | CLIB                        | -                           | loadable modules can use. CLIB must be loaded before the |
   |                             |                             | loadable module that uses it is loaded.                  |
   |                             |                             |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | CLIB cannot be loaded or be completely functional unless |
   |                             |                             | |STREAMS is loaded. If you don't load STREAMS before you |
   |                             |                             | load CLIB, the OS will try to load STREAMS for you.      |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | CLS                         | CLS                         | Clears the file server console screen.                   |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Changes screen colors of NetWare menu utilities          |
   |                             |                             | (including menus you create with MENU). Users can:       |
   | COLORPAL                    | See OS/2 / Windows settings |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | °   Change the colors that already exist;                |
   |                             |                             | °   Add new color palettes;                              |
   |                             |                             | °   Delete unwanted color palettes                       |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Tests the communications between network stations.       |
   |                             |                             |                                                          |
   | COMCHECK                    | -                           | This utility does not require that the network be        |
   |                             |                             | running; it is intended to be used to check              |
   |                             |                             | communication between workstations before the network is |
   |                             |                             | up and running.                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Lists:                                                   |
   |                             |                             |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | °   File server name; internal network number.           |
   |                             |                             | °   Loaded LAN drivers.                                  |
   |                             |                             | °   Hardware settings on network boards.                 |
   | CONFIG                      | NET STATUS                  | °   Node (station) addresses of network boards.          |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               | °   Communication protocol bound to the network board.   |
   |                             |                             | °   Network number of the cabling scheme for a network   |
   |                             |                             |     board.                                               |
   |                             |                             | °   Frame type assigned to the board. Ethernet and       |
   |                             |                             |     Token-Ring boards can have more than one.            |
   |                             |                             | °   Board name assigned                                  |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | LAPS/MPTS (part of LAN      | Changes the configuration option of the IPX.COM shell    |
   | DCONFIG                     | Services Installation/      | file to match the configuration setting of the network   |
   |                             | Configuration)              | board in the workstation.                                |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | NET USER                    |                                                          |
   | DISABLE LOGIN               | UPMACCTS                    | Prevents users from logging in to a server.              |
   |                             | NET STOP NETLOGON           |                                                          |
   |                             | NETGUI                      |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Disables the Transaction Tracking System (TTS) in the    |
   | DISABLE TTS                 | -                           | file server. (TTS protects the bindery from becoming     |
   |                             |                             | corrupted.)                                              |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Places identification information about external hard    |
   | DISKSET                     | -                           | disks on the EEPROM chip of the Novell Disk Coprocessor  |
   |                             |                             | Board.                                                   |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
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   |                             |                             | Makes a volume unavailable to users, allowing you to     |
   |                             |                             | maintain or repair the volume or to upgrade disk drivers |
   |                             |                             | while the server is up.                                  |
   | DISMOUNT                    | NET STOP                    |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | If you have a volume that is not used very often,        |
   |                             |                             | dismount it until you need it. Mounted volumes take up   |
   |                             |                             | memory and slow down the system.                         |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Lists the following on the file server console screen:   |
   |                             |                             |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | °   Network numbers (internal IPX and cabling)           |
   | DISPLAY NETWORKS            | -                           | °   Number of hops (networks crossed) to reach the       |
   |                             |                             |     network (0 hops: server you issued the command from) |
   |                             |                             | °   Estimated time in ticks (1/18 second) for a packet   |
   |                             |                             |     to reach the network                                 |
   |                             |                             | °   Number of networks the router is aware of            |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Lists the following on the file server console screen:   |
   |                             | NET VIEW                    |                                                          |
   | DISPLAY SERVERS             | NETGUI or NET               | °   File servers the router is aware of                  |
   |                             |                             | °   Number of hops (networks that must be crossed) to    |
   |                             |                             |     reach the server                                     |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | DOSGEN                      | MAKEIMG                     | Allows workstations to boot from Remote Boot image files |
   |                             | MKRDPM                      | stored on the server's hard disk.                        |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Shuts down the operating system in preparation for the   |
   |                             |                             | file server to be shut off:                              |
   |                             |                             |                                                          |
   | DOWN                        | Shutdown OS/2               | °   Writes cache buffers to disk.                        |
   |                             |                             | °   Closes all files.                                    |
   |                             |                             | °   Updates the appropriate directory and file           |
   |                             |                             |     allocation tables                                    |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | CHKSTOR                     |                                                          |
   |                             | NET DASD (LAN Server 4.0)   | °   Lists, changes current server attachments            |
   | DSPACE                      | NETGUI (LAN Server 4.0)     | °   Limits a user's disk space on a volume               |
   |                             | Drives icon in OS/2 (with   | °   Limits disk space in a directory                     |
   |                             | LAN Server 4.0)             |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | LAPS/MPTS (part of LAN      | Lists Ethernet configurations; configures station shells |
   | ECONFIG                     | Services Installation/      | to use the Ethernet II standard; embeds NetWare's unique |
   |                             | Configuration)              | protocol number (8137) in the workstation shell file     |
   |                             |                             | IPX.COM.                                                 |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | EDIT                        | E or EPM                    | Creates or modifies a text file.                         |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Moves most commands in NETx.COM from DOS memory. This    |
   |                             |                             | frees about 34KB of memory.                              |
   | EMSNETx                     | -                           |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | The remaining 6KB of NETx.COM must remain in RAM to      |
   |                             |                             | handle interrupts and some data.                         |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | UPMACCTS                    |                                                          |
   | ENABLE LOGIN                | NET START                   | Re-enables login; enables the SUPERVISOR's account when  |
   |                             | NET USER                    | it has been locked by the intruder detection function.   |
   |                             | NETGUI                      |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | ENABLE TTS                  | -                           | Enables the Transaction Tracking System (TTS) in the     |
   |                             |                             | file server.                                             |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | ENDCAP                      | NET USE                     | Ends the capture of a station's LPT ports, and sends     |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               | data to a network printer or file.                       |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | ETHERRPL                    | NET START                   | Enables remote booting of IBM PC diskless workstations   |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               | that have Ethernet network boards installed.             |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Returns console to DOS after you use DOWN This allows    |
   | EXIT                        | -                           | you to access DOS files or rerun SERVER.EXE with new     |
   |                             |                             | parameters.                                              |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | FCONSOLE                    | Various commands            | Broadcasts messages, shows user information, and changes |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               | the server status.                                       |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Use FILER to:                                            |
   | FILER                       | Drives Icon in OS/2         |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | °   Control volume, directory, and file information      |
   |                             |                             | °   Change directory and file security                   |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | FLAG                        | ATTRIB                      | Shows or changes files attributes.                       |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | FLAGDIR                     | ATTRIB                      | Lists or changes the attributes of volumes, directories, |
   |                             |                             | and subdirectories.                                      |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | GRANT                       | NET ACCESS                  | Grants trustee rights to users or groups in a file or a  |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               | directory.                                               |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | NET HELP                    |                                                          |
   | HELP                        | NETGUI or NET (F1 help      | Display HELP screen.                                     |
   |                             | function)                   |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | LANINST                     |                                                          |
   |                             | LAPS/MPTS (part of LAN      |                                                          |
   | INSTALL                     | Services Installation/      | Use to perform installation and maintenance tasks.       |
   |                             | Configuration)              |                                                          |
   |                             | FTADMIN                     |                                                          |
   |                             | FTSETUP                     |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | LAPS/MPTS (part of LAN      | View IPX version information and available hardware      |
   | IPX                         | Services Installation/      | configuration options, and change the configuration      |
   |                             | Configuration)              | option number for a network board.                       |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | LAPS/MPTS (part of LAN      | Use for a loadable module that requires STREAMS-based    |
   | LAPS                        | Services Installation/      | IPX protocol services.                                   |
   |                             | Configuration)              |                                                          |
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   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | JUMPERS                     | -                           | Reconfigures the IPX LAN driver to match network board   |
   |                             |                             | settings in a dedicated DOS IPX workstation or a router. |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | LISTDIR                     | DIR                         | Lists subdirectories and subdirectory information.       |
   |                             | Drives icon in OS/2         |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | *.EXE                       |                                                          |
   | LOAD                        | *.COM                       | Links loadable modules with the OS.                      |
   |                             | *.CMD                       |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | LOAD Disk Driver            | -                           | Establishes communication between the OS and the disk    |
   |                             |                             | controllers installed in your server.                    |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | LAPS/MPTS (part of LAN      |                                                          |
   | LOAD LAN Driver             | Services Installation/      | Links drivers with network boards in the file server.    |
   |                             | Configuration)              |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | LOAD Name Space             | -                           | Lets non-DOS machines connected to the network store     |
   |                             |                             | files on the server.                                     |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Links management and enhancement programs with the OS.   |
   |                             | *.EXE                       |                                                          |
   | LOAD NLM                   | *.COM                       | Loads the following types of programs:  installation,    |
   |                             | *.CMD                       | monitor, volume repair, backup, print server, database   |
   |                             |                             | server, communication gateway, and diagnostic.           |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | LOGIN                       | LOGON                       | Invokes your login script for a particular file server   |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               | and accesses that server.                                |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | LOGOUT                      | LOGOFF                      | Logs you out of file servers you are attached to.        |
   |                             | NETGUI                      |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Use to create and delete users on a regular basis (such  |
   |                             |                             | as setting up user accounts for new students each        |
   |                             |                             | semester) or to create many users.                       |
   | MAKEUSER                    | NET USER                    |                                                          |
   |                             | UPMACCTS                    | Workgroup Managers can use MAKEUSER to create users.     |
   |                             |                             |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | The system defaults set up in SYSCON do not apply to     |
   |                             |                             | users created with MAKEUSER.                             |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | MAP                         | NET USE                     | Lists, creates, or changes drive mappings.               |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | MATHLIB                     | -                           | Use if your server has a math coprocessor (a 386 machine |
   |                             |                             | with a math coprocessor chip, or a 486 machine).         |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Use if your server doesn't have a math coprocessor (a    |
   | MATHLIBC                    | -                           | 386 machine without a 387 chip.) Load CLIB before        |
   |                             |                             | MATHLIBC.                                                |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | MEMORY                      | -                           | Displays total amount of installed memory that the       |
   |                             |                             | operating system can address.                            |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | NET APP (LAN Server 4.0) -  | Allows you to access customized menus you create.        |
   | MENU                        | network applications        |                                                          |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               | Create menus with any text editor that saves a file in   |
   |                             |                             | ASCII format. Use MENU to run the menus you create.      |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | MODULES                     | NET STATUS                  | Displays names and descriptions of modules currently     |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               | loaded into the file server.                             |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | MONITOR                     | NET STATISTICS              | Locks the console and allows you to see how efficiently  |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               | the network is operating.                                |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | NET SHARE                   |                                                          |
   | MOUNT                       | NETGUI or NET               | Makes a volume available to users. You can mount volumes |
   |                             | Drives icon in OS/2 (with   | while the server is running.                             |
   |                             | LAN Server 4.0)             |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NAME                        | NET VIEW                    | Displays the name of the file server.                    |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Backs up and restores data on file servers and local     |
   |                             |                             | drives. (NBACKUP cannot be used on v3.11 servers.)       |
   | NBACKUP                     | BACKACC                     |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | Use to backup and restore DOS and Macintosh files only.  |
   |                             |                             | Use SBACKUP to backup and restore files on servers that  |
   |                             |                             | have additional name spaces loaded (OS/2 and NFS).       |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | NET COPY (across network    |                                                          |
   | NCOPY                       | drives)                     | Copies files between directories.                        |
   |                             |                             |                                                          |
   |                             | XCOPY                       |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NDIR                        | DIR                         | Lists detailed file and subdirectory information in a    |
   |                             | Drives icon in OS/2         | directory.                                               |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | LAPS/MPTS (part of LAN      | View NetWare version information, whether NETBIOS has    |
   | NETBIOS                     | Services Installation/      | been loaded, which interrupt it is using; unload         |
   |                             | Configuration)              | NETBIOS.                                                 |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NETx                        | -                           | View version of the NetWare shell or to unload the       |
   |                             |                             | shell.                                                   |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NMAGENT                     | -                           | Allows LAN drivers to register and pass configuration    |
   |                             |                             | parameters.                                              |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Prints files from outside an application.  These files   |
   | NPRINT                      | PRINT                       | must be DOS text files or files that have been formatted |
   |                             |                             | by an application for your printer.                      |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Shows the version of software running on the file server |
   |                             | VER                         | and workstation.                                         |
   | NVER                        | SYSLEVEL                    |                                                          |
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   |                             |                             | This includes NetBIOS, IPX, SPX, LAN driver, shell,      |
   |                             |                             | station's operating system, and server operating system. |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | OFF                         | CLS                         | Clears information from the file server console screen.  |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | PAUDIT                      | NET AUDIT                   | View system accounting records. Records each time an     |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               | intruder tries to log in.                                |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | OS/2 Printing               |                                                          |
   | PCONSOLE                    | NETGUI or NET               | Sets up the print server, controls network printing, and |
   |                             | PRTOPERA utility in LAN     | shows information about network printing.                |
   |                             | Server 4.0                  |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | PCN2RPL                     | NETGUI or NET               | Enables remote booting of IBM PC diskless workstations   |
   |                             | NET START                   | that have PCN2 network boards.                           |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Defines preferred print options and sets them up as      |
   |                             |                             | standard configurations.                                 |
   |                             |                             |                                                          |
   | PRINTCON                    | OS/2 Printing               | PRINTCON serves as a kind of macro for printing with     |
   |                             |                             | CAPTURE, NPRINT, and PCONSOLE.                           |
   |                             |                             |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | If you never use CAPTURE, NPRINT, or PCONSOLE, you don't |
   |                             |                             | need PRINTCON.                                           |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Use PRINTDEF to set up printer definitions, and to view  |
   |                             |                             | the device functions, modes, and forms that are set up.  |
   | PRINTDEF                    | OS/2 Printing               |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | The information is used by PRINTCON.  NPRINT, CAPTURE,   |
   |                             |                             | and PCONSOLE can use the device driver via PRINTCON.     |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | LAPS/MPTS (part of LAN      | PROTOCOL lists the protocols registered on your file     |
   | PROTOCOL                    | Services Installation/      | server.                                                  |
   |                             | Configuration)              |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | PSC                         | NET PRINT                   | Provides a way to view or control print servers and      |
   |                             |                             | network printers in DOS, rather than with PCONSOLE.      |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | PSERVER.EXE (DOS exec)      | OS/2 Printing               | Loads the print server on a dedicated station.           |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | PSERVER.NLM (loadable mod)  | OS/2 Printing               | Loads (or unloads) the print server on a NetWare v3.11   |
   |                             |                             | file server; establishes print services for the network. |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | PSERVER.VAP                 | OS/2 Printing               | Unloads or reloads the print server VAP without downing  |
   |                             |                             | or booting the file server                               |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | PURGE                       | -                           | Permanently deletes previously erased files.             |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Use to access the file server console from a station and |
   |                             |                             | use the station as a virtual server console.             |
   | RCONSOLE                    | NET RUN                     |                                                          |
   |                             | NET ADMIN                   | You can then load and unload modules, execute console    |
   |                             |                             | commands, and copy files to the server's NetWare         |
   |                             |                             | directories or DOS partition.                            |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | REGISTER MEMORY             | -                           | Use if the operating system doesn't recognize installed  |
   |                             |                             | memory above 16MB.                                       |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Use to access the file server console from a station.    |
   | REMOTE                      | NET ADMIN                   |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | For REMOTE to be fully functional, RSPX must also be     |
   |                             |                             | loaded.                                                  |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | NET USER                    |                                                          |
   | REMOVE                      | NET GROUP                   | Deletes a user or group from the trustee list of a file  |
   |                             | NETGUI                      | or a directory.                                          |
   |                             | UPMACCTS                    |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Removes DOS from the server's memory; takes the memory   |
   | REMOVE DOS                  | -                           | used by DOS and gives it to the operating system for     |
   |                             |                             | file caching.                                            |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | RENDIR                      | RENAME                      | Renames a directory.                                     |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | -> No router capabilities   | Resets the router table in the file server if it becomes |
   | RESET ROUTER                | in LS                       | inaccurate or corrupted. (This cannot be used when the   |
   |                             |                             | server is down.)                                         |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | REVOKE                      | NET ACCESS                  | Revokes trustee rights from a user or group in a file or |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               | directory.                                               |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | RIGHTS                      | NETGUI or NET               | Lists your effective rights in a file or a directory.    |
   |                             | NET ACCESS                  |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | ROUTE                       | -                           | Allows NetWare to pass frames (packets) through IBM      |
   |                             |                             | bridges on a token-ring cabling system.                  |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | RPRINTER                    | -                           | Connects or disconnects a remote printer on a network.   |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Sets up a communications port for remote management.     |
   |                             |                             |                                                          |
   | RS232                       | -                           | RS232 is an asynchronous communications driver that      |
   |                             |                             | initiates the file server's communication port and       |
   |                             |                             | transfers screen and keystroke information to and from   |
   |                             |                             | REMOTE.NLM.                                              |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | RSETUP                      | MAKEDISK                    | Makes a customized boot diskette for a remote file       |
   |                             | MKRDPM                      | server.                                                  |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Use to allow the file server to be accessed with         |
   |                             |                             | RCONSOLE. RSPX loads the SPX driver for REMOTE and       |
   | RSPX                        | -                           | advertises the server to the workstations on the         |
   |                             |                             | network.                                                 |
   |                             |                             |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | Load REMOTE before loading RSPX.                         |
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   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Use SALVAGE to:                                          |
   |                             |                             |                                                          |
   | SALVAGE                     | -                           | °   Recover or purge files                               |
   |                             |                             | °   Restore files                                        |
   |                             |                             | °   View all deleted files                               |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | °   Server Backup and NBACKUP.EXE are different          |
   |                             |                             | °   You must run Server Backup from a file server        |
   |                             |                             |     console                                              |
   | SBACKUP                     | BACKUP                      | °   Server Backup is recommended for Supervisor use only |
   |                             |                             | °   Filename formats are different                       |
   |                             |                             | °   Volumes must not be mounted or dismounted during     |
   |                             |                             |     sessions                                             |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | SEARCH                      | DIR                         | Tells the server where to look for loadable module files |
   |                             |                             | and NCF files. The default search path is SYS:SYSTEM.    |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | SECURE CONSOLE              | OS/2 LOCKUP                 | Secures the file server from unauthorized system         |
   |                             |                             | programs.                                                |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | SECURITY                    | -                           | Checks for file server security risks.                   |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | SEND (command line)         | NET SEND                    | Sends a message of up to 44 characters (minus your       |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               | username) to users.                                      |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | SERVER                      | NET START SRV               | Use SERVER (SERVER.EXE) to install and, later, boot      |
   |                             |                             | NetWare v3.11 on your file server.                       |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Use SESSION to:                                          |
   |                             |                             |                                                          |
   |                             | Various commands            | °   Change to another server                             |
   | SESSION                     | NETGUI or NET               | °   Choose your default drive                            |
   |                             |                             | °   List groups, user information                        |
   |                             |                             | °   Send a message                                       |
   |                             |                             | °   View, create, change drive mappings                  |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | SET                         | SET                         | Lists the current parameters for the OS and configures   |
   |                             |                             | the OS to fit your situation.                            |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | SET TIME                    | NET TIME                    | Sets the file server date and time.                      |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Changes, sets, or displays time zone information in      |
   | SET TIMEZONE                | -                           | CLIB. This information is used by NLMs that make calls   |
   |                             |                             | to CLIB.                                                 |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | NET PASSWORD                |                                                          |
   | SETPASS                     | UPMACCTS                    | Creates, changes, synchronizes passwords.                |
   |                             | NETGUI                      |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | SETTTS                      | -                           | Ensures that the Transaction Tracking System (TTS) works |
   |                             |                             | with your application.                                   |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | SLIST                       | NET VIEW                    | Lists file servers on your internetwork and information  |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               | about those servers.                                     |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | SMODE                       | -                           | Specifies how a program uses search drives when looking  |
   |                             |                             | for a data file.                                         |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | SPEED                       | -                           | Displays the processor speed.                            |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | NET PRINT                   |                                                          |
   | SPOOL                       | NET USE                     | Creates, changes, or lists spooler assignments.          |
   |                             | OS/2 Printing               |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | SPXCONFG                    | -                           | Use to configure certain parameters of SPX.              |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | SPXS                        | -                           | Use if you have a loadable module that requires          |
   |                             |                             | STREAMS-based SPX protocol services.                     |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Use if you have a loadable module that requires the CLIB |
   | STREAMS                     | -                           | loadable module or uses STREAMS-based protocol services. |
   |                             |                             | Load STREAMS before CLIB.                                |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               | Controls accounting, server, group, and user             |
   | SYSCON                      | UPMACCTS                    | information. Supervisors can also control activities of  |
   |                             |                             | Workgroup Managers.                                      |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | SYSTIME                     | NET TIME                    | Displays the server date and time; also synchronizes     |
   |                             |                             | your station's date and time with those on the server.   |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | TIME                        | NET TIME                    | Displays the date and time kept by the file server's     |
   |                             |                             | clock.                                                   |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | TLI                         | -                           | Use if you have a loadable module that requires TLI      |
   |                             |                             | communication services.                                  |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | TLIST                       | NET ACCESS                  | Lists the trustees of a directory or file.               |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | TOKENRPL                    | NETGUI or NET               | Enables remote booting of diskless workstations that     |
   |                             | NET START                   | have token-ring network boards installed.                |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Prevents the file server from displaying network         |
   |                             |                             | advertising packets that are received or sent on the     |
   | TRACK OFF                   | -                           | Router Tracking Screen.                                  |
   |                             |                             |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | Turns off the Router Tracking Screen.                    |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Displays the Router Tracking Screen and makes it the     |
   |                             |                             | active screen.                                           |
   | TRACK ON                    | -                           |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | TRACK ON also signals the router to display server and   |
   |                             |                             | network advertising packets that are received or sent.   |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
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   |                             | LAPS/MPTS (part of LAN      | Removes a communication protocol from the LAN driver of  |
   | UNBIND                      | Services Installation/      | a network board, or changes the network number.          |
   |                             | Configuration)              |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | UNLOAD                      | -> End OS/2 program         | Unlinks a loadable module. Unloading the module returns  |
   |                             |                             | all resources to the OS.                                 |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | UPGRADE                     | -                           | °   Upgrade from NetWare v3.x to v3.11                   |
   |                             |                             | °   Upgrade from NetWare v2.x to v3.11                   |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | UPS                         | NET START UPS               | Use to attach an uninterruptible power supply to your    |
   |                             |                             | server.                                                  |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Checks the uninterruptible power supply attached to the  |
   |                             |                             | file server.                                             |
   | UPS STATUS                  | -                           |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | If UPS has not been loaded, using UPS STATUS gives the   |
   |                             |                             | error "??? Unknown Command???"                           |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Changes the amount of time you want the network to       |
   | UPS TIME                    | -                           | function on battery power and the time you estimate it   |
   |                             |                             | will take the battery power to fully recharge.           |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Use USERDEF to:                                          |
   |                             |                             |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | °   Create multiple users                                |
   | USERDEF                     | NET USER                    | °   Provide simple login scripts                         |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               | °   Set up home directories                              |
   |                             |                             | °   Set up minimal login/password security               |
   |                             |                             | °   Assign account and disk space restrictions           |
   |                             |                             | °   Set up print job configurations                      |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | USERLIST                    | NET WHO                     | Lists users, their connection number, login time,        |
   |                             | NETGUI or NET               | network and node addresses, and object type.             |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | VERSION (console com)       | VER                         | Displays the file server's version information and       |
   |                             | SYSLEVEL                    | copyright notice.                                        |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | VOLINFO                     | CHKDSK                      | Use VOLINFO to view information about each volume on     |
   |                             |                             | your server.                                             |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | VOLUMES                     | FDISKPM                     | Lists the volumes mounted on the server.                 |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | FTADMIN                     | Corrects minor hard disk problems on a volume without    |
   | VREPAIR                     |                             | destroying its data; removes name space entries from     |
   |                             | CHKDSK                      | File Allocation Tables and Directory tables.             |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | NET WHO                     | Lists your user name, file servers, software version,    |
   | WHOAMI                      | NET USER name               | login date and time, groups you belong to, rights, and   |
   |                             |                             | security equivalences.                                   |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Updates workstation files from the file server.  Updates |
   |                             |                             | workstation copies of the NetWare shell program or other |
   |                             |                             | files.  Compares the date and time of the source file    |
   | WSUPDATE                    | -                           | with the date and time of the destination file.          |
   |                             |                             |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | If the source file is more current than the destination  |
   |                             |                             | file, the utility will update the destination file.      |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Moves most commands in NETx.COM from DOS memory. This    |
   |                             |                             | frees about 34KB of memory.                              |
   | XMSNETx                     | -                           |                                                          |
   |                             |                             | The remaining 6KB of NETx.COM must remain in RAM to      |
   |                             |                             | handle interrupts and some data.                         |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|

8.2 IBM LAN Server to NetWare Command Reference

   The following table first shows LAN Server commands and then lists the
   analagous NetWare command if it exists.

    ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   | Table 2. Cross-Reference of Common LAN Server and NetWare Commands                                                   |
   |_____________________________ _____________________________ __________________________________________________________|
   | IBM LAN Server Command      | NetWare Command             | Description                                              |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | LOGOFF                      | LOGOUT                      | Logs OFF the local and remote user IDs.                  |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | LOGON                       | LOGIN                       | Identifies and logs on users.                            |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | SYSCON                      |                                                          |
   | NET                         |                             | Runs the full-screen interface.                          |
   |                             | FCONSOLE                    |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET ACCESS                  | SYSCON                      | Controls access profiles.                                |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET ACCOUNTS                | SYSCON                      | Sets the Netlogon service role, password expiration, and |
   |                             |                             | user time.                                               |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET ADMIN                   | RCONSOLE                    | Runs administrative commands on a remote server.         |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET ALIAS                   | SYSCON                      | Controls alias definitions.                              |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET APP (LAN Server 4.0)    | MENU                        | Allows you to setup network applications                 |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | AT                          | -                           | Schedules a program or command to be run at a later date |
   |                             |                             | or time on a server.                                     |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET AUDIT                   | PAUDIT                      | Lists and clears the contents of network audit trail.    |
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   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Backs up permissions on the 386 HPFS volumes, the user   |
   | BACKACC                     | NBACKUP                     | accounts database (NET.ACC), and the audit log (NET.AUD) |
   |                             |                             | while LAN Server is running.                             |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | CACHE386/STATS              | -                           | Shows file system caching for a 386 HPFS volume.         |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Changes the server name of a domain controller or the    |
   | CHGSRVR                     | -                           | name of an additional server and updates the domain      |
   |                             |                             | control database and user information with the new name. |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | CHKSTOR                     | DSPACE                      | Checks the storage remaining in home directories on a    |
   |                             |                             | server.                                                  |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET COMM                    | PCONSOLE                    | Controls serial device queues.                           |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | SYSCON                      |                                                          |
   | NET CONFIG                  | INSTALL                     | Lists and changes configuration parameters.              |
   |                             | SET                         |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | PSC                         |                                                          |
   | NET CONTINUE                | PCONSOLE                    | Continues network programs and services.                 |
   |                             | SYSCON                      |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET COPY                    | NCOPY                       | Copies files locally and remotely.                       |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET DASD (LAN Server 4.0)   | DSPACE                      | Limits user DASD on HPFS386 directories                  |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET DEVICE                  | PCONSOLE                    | Lists and stops use of shared serial devices.            |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET ERROR                   | SYSCON                      | Lists and clears the network error log.                  |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET FILE                    | MONITOR                     | Lists and closes files that are open.                    |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | FIXACC                      | BINDFIX                     | Restores a damaged user accounts database (NET.ACC).     |
   |                             |                             | The old NET.ACC is renamed to NETACC.BAD.                |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET FORWARD                 | -                           | Routes incoming messages and cancels forwarding.         |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Starts the FTADMIN fault-tolerance utility.  It is an    |
   | FTADMIN                     | VREPAIR                     | OS/2 application that runs in a Presentation Manager     |
   |                             |                             | window.                                                  |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | FTMONIT                     | VREPAIR                     | Starts the fault-tolerance utility's error-monitoring    |
   |                             |                             | feature or clears statistics about error monitoring.     |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | The FTREMOTE utility is a response-file-driven version   |
   |                             |                             | of FTADMIN and FTSETUP that activates Fault Tolerance,   |
   | FTREMOTE                    | VREPAIR                     | configures the drives to use Fault Tolerance in an       |
   |                             |                             | unattended state, verifies mirrored drives, and corrects |
   |                             |                             | errors.                                                  |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Installs the Disk Fault Tolerance system and prompts for |
   | FTSETUP                     | VREPAIR                     | information needed to configure drive mirroring and      |
   |                             |                             | drive duplexing.                                         |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | This utility is run on remote IPL servers after          |
   |                             |                             | installation or reinstallation of LAN Server.  GETRPL    |
   | GETRPL                      | -                           | migrates RPL.MAP workstation and server records from     |
   |                             |                             | previous levels of LAN Server into the RPL.MAP on the    |
   |                             |                             | current remote IPL server.                               |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET GROUP                   | SYSCON                      | Displays and updates groups.                             |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | The HDCON utility allows you to migrate users' home      |
   | HDCON                       | -                           | directory aliases from LAN Server Version 1.3 into the   |
   |                             |                             | format used by the current version.                      |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET HELP                    | HELP                        | Lists syntax and use of NET commands.                    |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET LOG                     | CASTON/CASTOFF              | Starts and stops message logging.                        |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | This utility can be used to create a 386 HPFS boot       |
   | MAKEDISK                    | RSETUP                      | diskette for the workstation after installing OS/2 2.0   |
   |                             |                             | and LAN Server 3.0 on a workstation.                     |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | MAKEIMG                     | DOSGEN                      | This utility packages the system programs required for a |
   |                             |                             | remote IPL requester into an image file.                 |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | MKRDPM                      | DOSGEN                      | This utility allows the user to create remote IPL        |
   |                             |                             | diskettes.                                               |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET MOVE                    | FILER                       | Moves files locally and remotely.                        |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET NAME                    | -                           | Manages messaging names.                                 |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET PASSWORD                | SETPASS                     | Changes passwords.                                       |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | PCONSOLE                    |                                                          |
   | NET PAUSE                   |                             | Suspends requester and server services.                  |
   |                             | FCONSOLE                    |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | This utility removes access control profiles from        |
   | PREPACL                     | -                           | subdirectories and files on 386 HPFS drives required by  |
   |                             |                             | the OS/2 program.                                        |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | PCONSOLE                    |                                                          |
   | NET PRINT                   |                             | Manages network spooler queues.                          |
   |                             | PSC                         |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Ensures that a background process started by an          |
   | PRIV                        | -                           | administrator on a 386 HPFS server with local security   |
   |                             |                             | remains privileged after the administrator logs off.     |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | Restores the permissions for 386 HPFS volumes, the user  |
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   | RESTACC                     | NBACKUP                     | accounts database, and the audit file stored with        |
   |                             |                             | BACKACC.                                                 |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | RPLENABL                    | -                           | Enables the Remote IPL service at a workstation that has |
   |                             |                             | a hard disk.                                             |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | RPLDSABL                    | -                           | Disables the Remote IPL service at a workstation that    |
   |                             |                             | has a hard disk.                                         |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET RUN                     | RCONSOLE                    | Runs a program or command on a remote server.            |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET SEND                    | SEND                        | Sends messages and files.                                |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | MAP                         |                                                          |
   | NET SESSION                 | CLEAR STATION               | Displays and disconnects user session to a server.       |
   |                             | ATTACH                      |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET SHARE                   | MOUNT                       | Makes server resources available to network users.       |
   |                             | FCONSOLE                    |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET START                   | LOAD                        | Starts and lists network services.                       |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET STATISTICS              | MONITOR                     | Displays and clears workstaion usage statistics.         |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET STATUS                  | MONITOR                     | Lists network shares and server definition information.  |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | PSC                         |                                                          |
   | NET STOP                    |                             | Stops network services.                                  |
   |                             | DOWN                        |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             |                             | This utility creates a temporary 386 HPFS file system    |
   | THIN386                     | -                           | that can be used by the LAN Server 3.0                   |
   |                             |                             | installation/configuration program.                      |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET TIME                    | TIME                        | Displays and sets clock.                                 |
   |                             | SET TIME                    |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET USE                     | MAP                         | Lists, connects and disconnects shared resources.        |
   |                             | CAPTURE                     |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   |                             | USERLIST                    |                                                          |
   | NET USER                    | USERDEF                     | Lists, adds, removes and modifies user accounts.         |
   |                             | SYSCON                      |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET VIEW                    | SLIST                       | Lists server names and resource information.             |
   |                             | WHOAMI                      |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | NET WHO                     | WHOAMI                      | Lists information on users.                              |
   |                             | USERLIST                    |                                                          |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | UPMACCTS                    | SYSCON                      | Accesses the User Profile Management primary menu.       |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|
   | UPMCSET                     | -                           | Specifies character set to be used for IDs and           |
   |                             |                             | passwords.                                               |
   |_____________________________|_____________________________|__________________________________________________________|

A.0 Appendix A. OS/2 and NetWare LAN Transport Architecture

   OS/2 Version 2.x has been designed to operate in a multiprotocol network
   environment. IBM's transport strategy is based on Network Driver Interface
   Specification (NDIS) - an industry standard jointly developed by 3COM and
   Microsoft Corporation.  NDIS allows different network protocols to operate
   over the same LAN interface at the same time.

   This appendix discusses the theory behind NDIS, and how this standard is
   implemented with OS/2.

   The Network Driver Interface Specification (NDIS) is a standardized Medium
   Access Control (MAC) interface for network adapter drivers and protocol
   drivers.  NDIS has become a pseudo industry standard, providing a common,
   open interface which enables different manufacturers of network adapters
   and LAN software developers to communicate with each other.

   NDIS separates protocol handling from hardware manipulation by defining
   functions which protocol drivers and network adapter drivers must provide
   to each other.

   NDIS defines:

   °   Specifications for network protocol drivers

   °   Specifications for network adapter drivers

   °   The interface between the above two layers

   °   A binding process to link these protocol and adapter drivers

   A hp1.Network Protocol Driver provides the communication between an
   application and a network adapter driver.

   A Network Adapter Driver, or MAC driver, provides the communication
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   between a network adapter and a protocol.  The main function of the
   network adapter driver is to support network packet reception and
   transmission.

   Both types of NDIS drivers have the same modular structure.  Each driver
   has an upper and a lower boundary.  The drivers are linked together to
   form a stack by binding the lower boundary of one driver to the upper
   boundary of another driver.  The MAC driver at the bottom of the stack
   always has its lower boundary connected to the physical layer - the
   network adapter hardware.

   The NDIS specification clearly defines the binding process of the drivers.
   Three components are used to form and manage the protocol stack from
   individual drivers.

   The three components in the OS/2 2.x environment are:

   °   PROTOCOL.INI (ASCII file)

   °   PROTMAN.OS2 (protocol manager)

   °   NETBIND.EXE (initiates final binding process)

Figure 86 provides an illustration of the protocol stack with NDIS, in
   comparison to both the OSI reference model and the IEEE model.

    ________________________________________________________________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |

   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |________________________________________________________________________|
   Figure 86. NDIS and OSI Comparison

   If a MAC driver must be bound to more than one protocol driver, the
   protocol manager inserts a component called a Vector, between the MAC and
   the protocol drivers.

   This vector is required because a MAC driver can only have one binding at
   its upper boundary.  The MAC driver will bind to the vector at its upper
   boundary and each protocol driver will bind the vector at its lower
   boundary.  When a packet is received by the MAC driver, it will issue a
   notification of the event to its upper boundary.  If a vector is involved,
   it will pass this notification, first to one, then to the other protocol,
   until one accepts the packet.  See Figure 87 for an illustration.

    ________________________________________________________________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |

   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |________________________________________________________________________|
   Figure 87. Multiple Protocol, Single MAC Drivers
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   The vectoring of incoming packets is the key to implementing multiple
   protocols on one MAC driver.

   It is also possible to have two network adapter cards and MAC drivers,
   with both of them bound to only one protocol driver.  In this case a
   vector is not needed. See Figure 88.

    ________________________________________________________________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |

   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |________________________________________________________________________|
   Figure 88. Single Protocol, Multiple MAC Drivers

Subtopics:

 A.1 PROTOCOL.INI
 A.2 IPX/SPX over NDIS
 A.3 NTS/2 and MPTS
 A.4 NetWare LAN Transport Architecture

A.1 PROTOCOL.INI

   PROTOCOL.INI contains the NDIS configuration information for network
   adapter drivers and protocol drivers for a workstation. PROTOCOL.INI is an
   ASCII file which can be edited manually, however this is generally not
   recommended.  We recommend using the IBM Presentation Manager (PM)
   application, LAN Adapter and Protocol Support (LAPS), to configure
   PROTOCOL.INI.  This application will be discussed later in this appendix.

   PROTOCOL.INI consists of:

   °   Protocol manager

   °   LAPS configuration section

   °   MAC or network adapter driver

   °   Network protocol driver

   All these sections have the structure:

[module name]
parameter=value

   The module name is the name of the NDIS driver.  Each module may have
   multiple parameters, but must have at least one drivername.

   Below is a modified example of a PROTOCOL.INI file:

   The first entry is the protocol manager, which is the driver that controls
   the binding process.

[PROT_MAN]
DriverName = PROTMAN$

   The configuration section defines which protocols are used, and which type
   of adapters are configured.  In the example following, LANDD_NIF and
   NETBEUI_NIF are the protocol drivers (802.2 and NetBIOS respectively), and
   IBMTOK_NIF is the adapter configuration.

[IBMLXCFG]
IBMTOK_nif = IBMTOK.NIF
LANDD_nif = LANDD.NIF
NETBEUI_nif = NETBEUI.nif
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   The Bindings= parameter specifies the module name of the driver with which
   the protocol should attempt to bind.  This parameter determines which
   drivers will be bound together to form the protocol stack or stacks.  In
   the example above, the LLC subsystem (802.2) and NetBIOS (NETBEUI) are
   bound to the driver for a token-ring card.

[LANDD_nif]
DriverName = LANDD$
Bindings = IBMTOK_nif

[NETBEUI_nif]
DriverName = netbeui$
Bindings = IBMTOK_nif

   This section defines the network adapter driver, in this case a token-ring
   card.

[IBMTOK_nif]
DriverName = IBMTOK$
MAXTRANSMITS = 12
RECVBUFS = 2
RECVBUFSIZE = 256
XMITBUFS = 1

Subtopics:

 A.1.1 Flow of Binding Process

A.1.1 Flow of Binding Process

   The binding process is illustrated in Figure 89.

    ________________________________________________________________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |

   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |________________________________________________________________________|
   Figure 89. Flow of Binding Process

   1.  PROTOCOL.INI is created either manually or via the LAPS configuration
       function.

   2.  The Protocol Manager is the first NDIS-related driver which must be
       initialized during the CONFIG.SYS process.  During initialization, the
       protocol manager reads the PROTOCOL.INI file.

   3.  This information is then parsed into an image table, which needs to be
       accessible to other NDIS drivers.

   4.  As CONFIG.SYS processing continues, the operating system directs the
       other drivers to initialize.  During initialization, the necessary
       information residing in the image table is read.  The NDIS drivers
       then register with the Protocol Manager.  If a driver is a protocol it
       will find a BINDING parameter which specifies the module name of the
       driver to which the protocol should attempt to bind.

       After all drivers and protocols are processed, the Protocol Manager
       has a list of active NDIS drivers, their characteristics, the desired
       bindings, and the entry points.
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   5.  A NETBIND is issued.

A.2 IPX/SPX over NDIS

   To run the NetWare Client for OS/2 over the NDIS interface, IBM developed
   a special driver: ODI2NDI, or ODI to NDIS.  The ODI2NDI driver provides an
   interface to the Open Data-Link Interface driver from Novell so that these
   drivers can use the NDIS interface and are able to coexist on the same
   workstation.

   The Open Data-Link Interface (ODI) will be discussed in greater depth in
"NetWare LAN Transport Architecture" in topic A.4.

    ________________________________________________________________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |

   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |________________________________________________________________________|
   Figure 90. ODI2NDI

   As can be seen in Figure 90, the NetWare Client for OS/2 runs on top of
   Novell's Open Data-Link Interface (ODI).  ODI is discussed in greater
   detail in "NetWare LAN Transport Architecture" in topic A.4.  In a default
   environment, the ODI drivers talk directly to the LAN adapter. In the
   above configuration, the ODI drivers talk to the ODI2NDI driver which
   provides an interface to NDIS.

   This configuration facilitates the combination of NDIS aware network
   protocols and the NetWare Client for OS/2.  Figure 91 illustrates the
   coexistence of CM/2, TCP/IP, LAN Server Requester and the NetWare Client
   for OS/2 using this approach.

    ________________________________________________________________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |

   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |________________________________________________________________________|
   Figure 91. Multiprotocol Environment

   The ODI2NDI driver is included in IBM's Network Transport Services/2
   (NTS/2).  Using this, ODI2NDI can be configured using the LAPS Utility
   which is discussed in the following section.

A.3 NTS/2 and MPTS
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   If you are using LAN Server 3.x, you are using the IBM Network Transport
   Services/2 (NTS/2) version of LAN Adapter and Protocol Support (LAPS).  If
   you are using LAN Server 4.0, you are using the Multiprotocol Transport
   Services (AnyNet for OS/2) version of LAPS.

   Both NTS/2 and MPTS provide LAN transport and interfaces to communication
   protocols.  Both provide a PM application to facilitate the configuration
   of this communication.  There are more drivers available in the newer MPTS
   product.

   NTS/2 is included in the OS/2 LAN Server 3.x product, and can also ordered
   as a separate product from IBM.  At this time, MPTS is available only in
   the OS/2 LAN Server 4.0 product.

   NTS/2 and MPTS provide:

   °   NDIS-compliant protocol drivers

   °   NDIS-compliant network adapter drivers

   °   API support software

   °   LAPS - configuration and installation software for these drivers

   The protocol drivers provide a high level of communication between the
   Data-Link Layer and the Application Layer, such as:

   °   IBM OS/2 NetBIOS

   °   IBM IEEE 802.2

   °   IBM NetWare Requester Support (ODI2NDI)

In addition, MPTS in LAN Server 4.0 adds support for NetBIOS over TCP/IP,
thus allowing your LAN requesters and servers to communicate over an IP
router as well as on the local area network.

   A device driver interface API and a dynamic link interface API exist for
   both protocols.  The IEEE 802.2 and NetBIOS APIs  and the IEEE 802.2 and
   NetBIOS protocols are described in detail in the IBM Local Area Network

Technical Reference..

   The IBM NetWare Requester Support provides an interface which makes it
   possible for a NDIS-compliant network adapter driver to communicate with
   an ODI aware network protocol driver.

   NTS/2 and MPTS were designed with the following goals in mind:

   °   Support for new LAN adapters and technology (both IBM and OEM)

   °   Support for multiple LAN protocols, for example, NetBIOS, IEEE 802.2,
       TCP/UDP/IP, XNS**, IPX/SPX and others

   °   Optimize NetBIOS, IEEE 802.2, TCP/IP system performance

   °   Increase concurrent execution of adapters and protocols

       -   Support multiple protocols across a single adapter

       -   Support single protocols across multiple adapters

   °   Easy configuration and installation

Figure 92 provides an illustration of the LAPS driver.

    ________________________________________________________________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
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   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |________________________________________________________________________|
   Figure 92. LAN Adapter and Protocol Support Elements

   Network Information Files, or NIFs, contain the configurable items that
   are displayed in the LAPS configuration utility windows.  Each driver -
   both protocol and adapter - must have a NIF which contains the default
   values, ranges for the parameter values, and other information associated
   with a driver.  NTS/2 and MPTS provide the NIFs for the network adapter
   drivers and protocol drivers that are shipped with the product.  The LAPS
   configuration utility installation program copies the NIFs to the
   workstation.  NIFs for network adapter drivers are installed in the
   IBMCOM\MACS subdirectory of the boot drive, and NIFs for protocol drivers
   are installed in the IBMCOM\PROTOCOL subdirectory of the boot drive.

Figure 93 illustrates the part the configuration utility plays in
   installation and configuration of network protocol and adapter drivers.

    ________________________________________________________________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |

   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |________________________________________________________________________|
   Figure 93. NIF File and Configuration Utility's Role

   For more specific information on NTS/2 and MPTS, please see the following:

   °   NTS/2 LAN Adapter and Protocol Support Configuration Guide

   °   Multi-Protocol Transport Services - AnyNet for OS/2: Configuration
Guide

A.4 NetWare LAN Transport Architecture

   The Open Data-Link Interface is Novell's LAN Transport Architecture.  ODI
   was jointly developed by Novell and Apple to fulfil customers'
   requirements in multiprotocol, networked environments. This chapter
   discusses the Open Data-Link Interface technology.  This interface is used
   in most NetWare products and is Novell's interconnectivity strategy for
   the 1990s.  The NetWare Client for OS/2 and DOS, NetWare 3.1x and also
   NetWare 4.01 all use the Open Data-Link Interface.

   ODI may be loosely equated to the function the NDIS specification
   provides.

Subtopics:

 A.4.1 ODI Stack Compared to OSI Reference Model
 A.4.2 ODI Implementation
 A.4.3 ODINSUP
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 A.4.4 Novell's LANSUP Driver

A.4.1 ODI Stack Compared to OSI Reference Model

Figure 94 illustrates ODI against the OSI stack, and the four main
   components of ODI.  These components are described in greater detail later
   in this appendix and include:

   °   Network protocol drivers

   °   Link Support Layer (LSL)

   °   Multiple Link Interface Driver (MLID)

   °   Control file - NET.CFG

          

   Figure 94. ODI Stack

Network Protocol Driver

   The Network protocol driver must be written to the ODI specification.
   Drivers such as TCP/IP and IPX/SPX provide for the protocol stack above
   the data link layer.  Network protocol drivers written to the ODI
   specification are media protocol independent.

Link Support Layer (LSL)

   The main function of the link support layer is to perform a routing
   function between network protocol drivers and Multiple Link Interface
   Drivers (MLIDs).  The link support layer consists of three components: the
   link support layer itself, and two interfaces, one to its lower layer and
   one to its upper layer.  These two interfaces are:

   °   Multiple link interface, a standard interface for MLID developers

   °   Multiple protocol interface, a standard interface for network protocol
       driver developers

   To be able to route packets from the MLID to a network protocol driver or
   vice versa, the link support layer has to manage:

   °   Board number, which is assigned to each MLID when the MLID registers
       with the LSL

   °   Stack ID, which is assigned to each network protocol driver when it
       registers to the LSL

   °   Protocol ID, which is unique for each network protocol driver.
       Protocol IDs are grouped according to the media frame type
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   °   Media ID, which defines a physical media using a particular frame
       format

   The protocol ID is mainly responsible for assuring the packets received
   through an MLID and passed to the LSL are routed to the right network
   protocol driver.  The other information is used to bind the ODI stack.
   The binding process is dynamic and can be done without re-booting the
   system.

   The table below shows example of media IDs and protocol IDs:

MEDIA IDs

LocalTalk 1 Ethernet II:
Ethernet II 2 TCP/IP IP 0800
802.3/802.2 3 0806
802.3/802.2 SNAP 10 8085
802.5/802.2 4 IPX/SPX 8137
802.2/802.2 SNAP 11

Multiple Link Interface Driver (MLID)

   MLIDs are adapter drivers which are written to the ODI specification.
   These drivers send and receive packets on the physical LAN.  Most of the
   drivers are capable of supporting multiple media frame types (Ethernet II,
   IEEE 802.3, and so on).  MLIDs are network protocol independent.

   To make development easier in providing a LAN driver with an interface to
   the Link Support Layer (LSL), Novell divided the MLID Layer into three
   submodules.  These modules are:

   °   Media Support Module

       This module handles generic initialization and run-time issues common
       to all LAN driver.

   °   Topology Specific Module (TSM)

       This module provides support for the standardized media types of
       Token-Ring, Ethernet, Arcnet and FDDI.

   °   Hardware Specific Module (HSM)

       This module is responsible for a specific adapter card.

   The following figure illustrates the modules:

          

   Figure 95. Muliple Link Interface Driver (MLID) Modules

   In a server these modules must be loaded separately. In an OS/2 or DOS
   workstation, these modules are linked together so that only one module has
   to be loaded.

Control File NET.CFG

   The NET.CFG file is a control file which contains parameters and options
   which differ from the established defaults of the regular workstation boot
   process.  It may be loosely equated to the PROTOCOL.INI file of the NDIS
   environment.

   The NET.CFG file is an ASCII file which may be created and updated
   manually, although the installation utility with the NetWare Client for
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   OS/2 also provides a configuration utility for NET.CFG. In a default
   workstation installation, no NET.CFG is necessary.

   The following are the main section headings in the NET.CFG file:

   °   Link support

   °   Protocol

   °   Link driver

   The Link Support parameters are related to the link support layer.

Link Support
Buffers

   The Protocol parameters are related to the link support layer and to the
   protocol stack.  The bind parameter points to the MLID which must be bound
   to the network protocol stack.  The session parameter configures the
   number of sessions that the protocol stack will be required to maintain.
   There are additional parameters which may vary for each protocol stack.

Protocol IPX
Bind TOKEN

Protocol TCP
Bind TOKEN

   The Link Driver parameters are related to the MLIDs and to the adapter
   board.  The parameters depend on the type of adapter board.

Link Driver TOKEN
Frame TOKEN-RING
Frame TOKEN-RING_SNAP
Protocol IPX E0 TOKEN-Ring
Max Frame Size 2048

   The Frame option specifies the frame type used with this network adapter.
   The option Protocol is used to point out which media protocol must be used
   through a network protocol.  The Max Frame Size option sets the maximum
   number of bytes that can be sent on a token-ring at one time.

Subtopics:

 A.4.1.1 ODI Functionality

A.4.1.1 ODI Functionality

   The figure below shows the way in which ODI manages the combinations of
   multiple protocol and multiple adapter drivers.
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   Figure 96. Open Data-Link Interface

A.4.2 ODI Implementation

   Every network station (server, bridge, OS/2 workstation, DOS workstation)
   has its own implementation of an LSL.  Novell has created an LSL for
   NetWare 3.1X as well as other NetWare versions.  Currently, the NetWare
   3.1X server LSL supports up to 16 MLIDs and up to 32 protocol stacks.

Figure 97 shows the architecture of the NetWare Client for OS/2 base
   environment.

    ________________________________________________________________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |

   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |________________________________________________________________________|
   Figure 97. NetWare Client for OS/2 and ODI

A.4.3 ODINSUP
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   ODINSUP (Open Data-Link Interface/Network Driver Interface Specification
   Support) is a special network protocol driver written to the ODI
   specification.

   ODINSUP provides an interface that allows NDIS network protocol drivers to
   have access to a LAN adapter through the ODI network driver interface.  In
   other words, ODINSUP allows coexistence between network protocol driver
   written to the ODI specification and network protocol driver written to
   the NDIS specification.

   ODINSUP replaces the NDIS LAN adapter driver and makes the ODI MLID LAN
   adapter driver usable for the NDIS network protocol driver.

Figure 98 shows how ODINSUP is included into the ODI stack, and how the
   NDIS interface is runing on top of ODINSUP.

          

   Figure 98. ODINSUP

   ODINSUP may be used in a DOS or OS/2 workstation.  The installation in
   both environments is quite similar.

A.4.4 Novell's LANSUP Driver

   LANSUP (LAN Adapter Network Driver Interface Specification Support) is a
   network protocol driver written to the IEEE 802.2 specification.

   LANSUP provides an interface which allows IPX/SPX to access the LAN
   through the IEEE 802.2 interface. This interface may also be used by other
   different network protocols, for example SNA. This interface provides
   coexistence between the network protocol drivers written to the ODI
   specification and those written to NDIS, such as NetBIOS.

   Both LANSUP and ODINSUP provide essentially the same functionality, but
   each targets a different communications interoperability environment.
   LANSUP maintains the OS/2 protocol stack and device drivers, and simply
   adds another layer to the IEEE 802.2 interface.  ODINSUP on the other
   hand, replaces the OS/2 NDIS token-ring device driver with the NetWare
   NDIS Driver.  This requires a considerable number of changes to be made in
   the CONFIG.SYS and PROTOCOL.INI files.

Figure 99 shows how LANSUP integrates the NetWare Client into an IEEE
   802.2 environment.
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   Figure 99. LANSUP

B.0 Appendix B. Migration Database Files

   During the migration procedure the following files are created:

ALIAS DAT 117 8-09-94 10:39a
DEFGROUP DAT 32 7-21-94 2:31p
GROUP DAT 197 8-09-94 10:38a
NWFILE DAT 22628 8-09-94 10:21a
NWPATH DAT 1401 8-09-94 10:42a
SETUP DAT 63 8-09-94 10:22a
TRUSTEE DAT 618 8-09-94 10:43a
USER DAT 851 8-09-94 10:43a
NW2LSERR LOG 39033 8-09-94 10:47a
XCOPY ERR 663 8-09-94 10:55a
XCOPY OK 195 8-09-94 10:55a
PRINTOUT DMP 26371 8-09-94 5:16p
DRVCHK LOG 1468 8-11-94 10:30a

    ___ Note _______________________________________________________________ 
   |                                                                        |
   | The Date and Time information of each *.DAT file is reformatted the    |
   | following way:                                                         |
   |                                                                        |
   | Original: G:\APPS\WPWIN\WPWIN.EXE,7072,11-30-92,1200,A                 |
   |                                                                        |
   | In *.DAT File: G:\APPS\WPWIN\WPWIN.EXE,7072,21401992,2210,A            |
   |                                                                        |
   | -> 10 is added to month, day, hour, minute                             |
   |                                                                        |
   | It is properly retrieved during any file check.                        |
   |                                                                        |
   |________________________________________________________________________|

Subtopics:

 B.1 ALIAS.DAT
 B.2 DEFGROUP.DAT
 B.3 GROUP.DAT
 B.4 NWFILE.DAT
 B.5 NWPATH.DAT
 B.6 SETUP.DAT
 B.7 TRUSTEE.DAT
 B.8 USER.DAT
 B.9 NW2LSERR.LOG
 B.10 XCOPY.ERR
 B.11 XCOPY.OK
 B.12 PRINTOUT.DMP
 B.13 DRVCHK.LOG

B.1 ALIAS.DAT

Type, Name, Path, Rights, Rsrv, Apply, Maxuse, When Shared, Comment, Int. Path

Example

1,WPWIN,C:\APPS\WPWIN,N,,,,0,Wordperfect for Windows PRG DIR,
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B.2 DEFGROUP.DAT

Migration Group name (NetWare server name to LAN Server name - DIRECT or
BACKUP)

Example

NW22 (NW22SRV to LSMIG2) - DIRECT

B.3 GROUP.DAT

>Group Name, Comment > is group delimiter
:AliasPath,Rights : is alias access rights delimiter
:AliasPath,Rights
List of Users
>Group Name, Comment
...

Example

>EVERYONE,
SUPERVISOR
GUEST
NWUSER1
NWUSER2
NWUSER3
NWUSER4
NWUSER5
NWUSER6
NWUSER7
NWUSER8
NWUSER9
>GWPWIN,Group with Access for WP Windows
:C:\APPS,XR
:C:\APPS\WPC,XR
:C:\APPS\WPWIN,XR
:C:\DATA\WPWIN,XRWCD
NWUSER1
NWUSER2
NWUSER3
NWUSER4
NWUSER5

B.4 NWFILE.DAT

Netware filename, size, date, time, attribute

Example

G:\APPS\WPWIN\WPWIN.EXE,7072,21401992,2210,A

B.5 NWPATH.DAT

Netware Path, LAN Server Path, size, # files

Example

G:\APPS\WPWIN,C:\APPS\WPWIN,3918837,43

B.6 SETUP.DAT

Line 1: NW drive letter:volume name
Line 2: LS drive letter locally,LS drive letter remotely

(locally means Migration Workstation, remotely means LS machine)
Line 3: DIRECT or BACKUP (type of migration)
Line 4: LS Domain Controller server name
Line 5: LS Domain name
Line 6: NW server name
Line 7: LS server name being migrated to

Example
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G:NW22SRV\SYS
LC
DIRECT
\\LSMIG2
MIGDOM2
NW22SRV
LSMIG2

B.7 TRUSTEE.DAT

LS directory name or file name, User or Group name, Rights given

Example

C:\APPS\WPWIN,GWPWIN,RX

B.8 USER.DAT

1st entry is

password, maxpasswordage, minpasswordlength, maxstorage

   User-defined password if user selected this

   °   1 for No default password

   °   2 for Password=userid

   °   3 for Password set at random and saved to PASSWORD.LOG file

Example

migrate,-1,4,-1

2nd entry onward is list of users and information.

userid,usercomment,acctexpiredate,pwrequiredflag,logonhours,acctdisabledflag,
.... privilege

Example

SUPERVISOR***0*ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff*0*ADMIN
GUEST*GUEST Account**0*ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff*0*USER
NWUSER1*NetWare User 1**0*ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff*0*USER
NWUSER2*NetWare User 2**0*ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff*0*USER
NWUSER3*NetWare User 3**0*ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff*0*USER
NWUSER4*NetWare User 4**0*ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff*0*USER
NWUSER5*NetWare User 5**0*ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff*0*USER
NWUSER6*NetWare User 6**0*ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff*0*USER
NWUSER7*NetWare User 7**0*ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff*0*USER
NWUSER8*NetWare User 8**0*ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff*0*USER
NWUSER9*NetWare User 9**0*ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff*0*USER

B.9 NW2LSERR.LOG

Example

8-9-1994 10:21:39 MIG0464:
A Netware 0x89ec error occurred.
CAUSE - An attempt was made to use a server segment which did

not exist or is damaged.
ACTION - Repair the bindery and restart the migration.

8-9-1994 10:43:47 MIG0471:
A Netware 0x89fc error occurred.
CAUSE - 1. An attempt was made to attach to a server using

an invalid server name.
2. An attempt was made to access an object which does

not exist, or the calling station does not have
the proper security to access the object. The
object name is get_next_user_nso.

ACTION - 1. Verify the server name and restart the migration.
2. Verify that the object exists and that you are

logged in as a supervisor equivalent. If the
object exists, it will be need to be migrated
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manually after the migration utility has finished.

8-9-1994 10:43:54 MIG0535:
A NET2224 error has occurred.
CAUSE - The user GUEST already exists.
ACTION - The user was skipped. If the user was renamed, it was

renamed . This will flow through the rest
of the migration.

B.10 XCOPY.ERR

Example

C:\APPS ended in error.
C:\DATA ended in error.
C:\DATA\WPWIN ended in error.
C:\HOME ended in error.
C:\HOME\GUEST ended in error.

B.11 XCOPY.OK

Example

C:\APPS\WPC Copied Successfully
C:\APPS\WPWIN Copied Successfully
C:\APPS\WPWIN\GRAPHICS Copied Successfully
C:\APPS\WPWIN\MACROS Copied Successfully
C:\APPS\WPWIN\LEARN Copied Successfully

B.12 PRINTOUT.DMP

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\DATA
Lan Server path: C:\DATA

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

No files in this directory.

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\DATA\WPWIN
Lan Server path: C:\DATA\WPWIN

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

BOOK.TXT 291 7-05-94 17:37 A
INTRO.TXT 2525 7-29-94 14:20 A
REFID.TXT 6729 7-29-94 11:09 A
SCREEN.TXT 632 6-24-94 9:16 A
.
.
.

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\APPS
Lan Server path: C:\APPS

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

No files in this directory.

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\APPS\WPWIN
Lan Server path: C:\APPS\WPWIN

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

WPWIN.EXE 7072 11-30-92 12:00 R
WPINST.DAT 566 11-30-92 12:00 R
WPINST.EXE 109328 11-30-92 12:00 R
LIBRARY.STY 17360 11-30-92 12:00 R
INSTALL.EXE 6448 11-30-92 12:00 R
.
.
.
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NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\APPS\WPWIN
Lan Server path: C:\APPS\WPWIN

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

WP}WP{.INS 849 6-28-94 16:05 R
WPMF_NET.INI 0 6-28-94 14:24 R
WPMC_NET.INI 0 6-28-94 14:24 R
WPMX_NET.INI 0 6-28-94 14:24 R
WPQF_NET.INI 0 6-28-94 14:24 R
.
.
.

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\APPS\WPWIN\GRAPHICS
Lan Server path: C:\APPS\WPWIN\GRAPHICS

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

AUTO.WPG 10263 11-30-92 12:00 R
BEACH-1.WPG 2190 11-30-92 12:00 R
BIKE.WPG 8884 11-30-92 12:00 R
BIRTHDAY.WPG 9134 11-30-92 12:00 R
BKGRND-2.WPG 7109 11-30-92 12:00 R
.
.
.

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\APPS\WPWIN\GRAPHICS
Lan Server path: C:\APPS\WPWIN\GRAPHICS

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

WPWIN.WPG 2464 11-30-92 12:00 R

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\APPS\WPWIN\MACROS
Lan Server path: C:\APPS\WPWIN\MACROS

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

ADD.WCM 13820 11-30-92 12:00 R
BARCODE.WCM 23520 11-30-92 12:00 R
BULLET.WCM 14227 11-30-92 12:00 R
BULLETDF.WCM 18559 11-30-92 12:00 R
CAPITAL.WCM 2020 11-30-92 12:00 R
.
.
.

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\APPS\WPWIN\MACROS
Lan Server path: C:\APPS\WPWIN\MACROS

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

WP{WP}.FEB 2282 11-30-92 12:00 R
WP{WP}.PPB 2331 11-30-92 12:00 R
WP{WP}.WWB 3633 11-30-92 12:00 R

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\APPS\WPWIN\LEARN
Lan Server path: C:\APPS\WPWIN\LEARN

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

BIBLIO12.WKB 2052 11-30-92 12:00 R
BUTTON17.WWB 2210 11-30-92 12:00 R
BUTTRFLY.WPG 5349 11-30-92 12:00 R
CUSTOMER.WKB 2136 11-30-92 12:00 R
FORM25.WKB 7291 11-30-92 12:00 R
.
.
.

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\APPS\WPC
Lan Server path: C:\APPS\WPC

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

CHARACTR.DOC 46967 11-30-92 12:00 R
CHARMAP.TST 39271 3-09-92 12:00 R
CTRLM.WCM 587 11-30-92 12:00 R
FMWIN.EXE 360352 11-30-92 12:00 R
GRAPHCNV.EXE 122368 3-09-92 12:00 R
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.

.

.

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\APPS\WPC
Lan Server path: C:\APPS\WPC

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

MFWIN.EXE 46416 11-30-92 12:00 R
MXWIN.EXE 101744 11-30-92 12:00 R
PTR.EXE 233364 3-09-92 12:00 R
PTR.HLP 137514 3-09-92 12:00 R
PTR.ICO 1086 11-30-92 12:00 R
.
.
.

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\HOME
Lan Server path: C:\HOME

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

No files in this directory.

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\HOME\SUPERVIS
Lan Server path: C:\HOME\SUPERVIS

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

No files in this directory.

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\HOME\GUEST
Lan Server path: C:\HOME\GUEST

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

No files in this directory.

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\HOME\NWUSER1
Lan Server path: C:\HOME\NWUSER1

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

No files in this directory.

.

.

.

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\HOME\NWUSER5\WPWIN
Lan Server path: C:\HOME\NWUSER5\WPWIN

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

No files in this directory.

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\HOME\NWUSER6
Lan Server path: C:\HOME\NWUSER6

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

No files in this directory.

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\HOME\NWUSER7
Lan Server path: C:\HOME\NWUSER7

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

No files in this directory.

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\HOME\NWUSER8
Lan Server path: C:\HOME\NWUSER8
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FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

No files in this directory.

NetWare path: NW312SRV\SYS:\HOME\NWUSER9
Lan Server path: C:\HOME\NWUSER9

FILENAME.EXT Size Date Time Attr
========================= ========== ========= ========= ======

No files in this directory.

B.13 DRVCHK.LOG

DRVCHK processing started on 8-11-1994 at 10:30:45

Unable to find path to directory C:\DATA
Unable to find path to directory C:\DATA\WPWIN
Unable to find path to directory C:\APPS
Unable to find path to directory C:\APPS\WPWIN
Unable to find path to directory C:\APPS\WPWIN\GRAPHICS
Unable to find path to directory C:\APPS\WPWIN\MACROS
Unable to find path to directory C:\APPS\WPWIN\LEARN
Unable to find path to directory C:\APPS\WPC

Unable to find path to directory C:\HOME
Unable to find path to directory C:\HOME\SUPERVIS
Unable to find path to directory C:\HOME\GUEST
Unable to find path to directory C:\HOME\NWUSER1
Unable to find path to directory C:\HOME\NWUSER1\WPWIN
Unable to find path to directory C:\HOME\NWUSER2
Unable to find path to directory C:\HOME\NWUSER2\WPWIN
Unable to find path to directory C:\HOME\NWUSER3
Unable to find path to directory C:\HOME\NWUSER3\WPWIN
Unable to find path to directory C:\HOME\NWUSER4
Unable to find path to directory C:\HOME\NWUSER4\WPWIN
Unable to find path to directory C:\HOME\NWUSER5
Unable to find path to directory C:\HOME\NWUSER5\WPWIN
Unable to find path to directory C:\HOME\NWUSER6
Unable to find path to directory C:\HOME\NWUSER7
Unable to find path to directory C:\HOME\NWUSER8
Unable to find path to directory C:\HOME\NWUSER9

All file processing completed.

DRVCHK processing terminated on 8-11-1994 at 10:30:46

C.0 Appendix C. Configuration File Listings

   This appendix lists files used in our example scenario.

Subtopics:

 C.1 DOS/Windows Workstation
 C.2 OS/2 Workstation

C.1 DOS/Windows Workstation

   This section lists the DOS/Windows files.

Subtopics:

 C.1.1 AUTOEXEC.BAT (NetWare)
 C.1.2 AUTOEXEC.BAT (LAN Server)
 C.1.3 CONFIG.SYS (NetWare)
 C.1.4 CONIFG.SYS (LAN Server)
 C.1.5 NET.CFG (NetWare)
 C.1.6 DOSLAN.INI (LAN Server)
 C.1.7 WIN.INI (NetWare)
 C.1.8 WIN.INI (LAN Server)
 C.1.9 SYSTEM.INI (NetWare)
 C.1.10 SYSTEM.INI (LAN Server)
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C.1.1 AUTOEXEC.BAT (NetWare)

@ECHO OFF
PROMPT $p$g
path c:\;c:\dos;c:\windows;
SET TEMP=C:\DOS
SET WIN$=C:\WINDOWS

cd \NETWARE
LSL
TOKEN
ROUTE
IPXODI
NETX
F:LOGIN

WIN

C.1.2 AUTOEXEC.BAT (LAN Server)

@ECHO OFF
PROMPT $p$g
path C:\DOSLAN;c:\;c:\dos;c:\windows;
SET TEMP=C:\DOS
SET WIN$=C:\WINDOWS

@ECHO OFF
YNPROMPT Y N 30 Start DOS LAN Requester (Y/N)?
IF ERRORLEVEL 1 GOTO NODLR
NET START
IF ERRORLEVEL 1 GOTO NODLR
CALL INITFSI.BAT
NET LOGON * *
:NODLR

WIN

C.1.3 CONFIG.SYS (NetWare)

DEVICE=C:\DOS\SETVER.EXE

device=C:\DOS\HIMEM.SYS
DEVICE=C:\DOS\EMM386.EXE x=d800-dfff
DOS=HIGH,UMB
FILES=40
BUFFERS=10
STACKS=9,256
SHELL=C:\DOS\COMMAND.COM /E:2000 /P
DEVICE= C:\DOS\ANSI.SYS

C.1.4 CONIFG.SYS (LAN Server)

DEVICE=C:\DOS\SETVER.EXE

device=C:\DOS\HIMEM.SYS
DEVICE=C:\DOS\EMM386.EXE x=d800-dfff
DOS=HIGH,UMB
FILES=40
BUFFERS=10
STACKS=9,256
SHELL=C:\DOS\COMMAND.COM /E:2000 /P
DEVICE= C:\DOS\ANSI.SYS

DEVICE=C:\LSP\DXMA0MOD.SYS 001
DEVICE=C:\LSP\DXMC0MOD.SYS N ,d800,0,0,0
DEVICE=C:\LSP\DXMT0MOD.SYS O=YES S=12 C=14 ST=12
LASTDRIVE=Z

C.1.5 NET.CFG (NetWare)

Link Driver TOKEN
Max Frame Size 2048

Preferred Server=NW22SRV
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C.1.6 DOSLAN.INI (LAN Server)

RCV PS70NWLS MIGDOM2
/SRV:8 /ASG:29 /NBC:4 /NBS:1K /BBC:1 /BBS:4K /PBC:4 /PBS:128
/PFS:32 /PFT:900 /PWT:250 /KUC:600 /KST:600
/WRK:111121101021210 /NMS:2 /NVS:2 /API /POP

C.1.7 WIN.INI (NetWare)

[windows]
spooler=yes
load=
run=
Beep=yes
NullPort=None
device=
BorderWidth=3
CursorBlinkRate=530
DoubleClickSpeed=452
Programs=com exe bat pif
Documents=
DeviceNotSelectedTimeout=15
TransmissionRetryTimeout=45
KeyboardDelay=2
KeyboardSpeed=31
ScreenSaveActive=0
ScreenSaveTimeOut=120
NetMessage=No
NetWarn=1

[Desktop]
Pattern=(None)
Wallpaper=(None)
GridGranularity=0

[Extensions]
cal=calendar.exe ¬.cal
crd=cardfile.exe ¬.crd
trm=terminal.exe ¬.trm
txt=notepad.exe ¬.txt
ini=notepad.exe ¬.ini
pcx=pbrush.exe ¬.pcx
bmp=pbrush.exe ¬.bmp
wri=write.exe ¬.wri
rec=recorder.exe ¬.rec
hlp=winhelp.exe ¬.hlp

[intl]
sLanguage=enu
sCountry=United States
iCountry=1
iDate=0
iTime=0
iTLZero=0
iCurrency=0
iCurrDigits=2
iNegCurr=0
iLzero=1
iDigits=2
iMeasure=1
s1159=AM
s2359=PM
sCurrency=$
sThousand=,
sDecimal=.
sDate=/
sTime=:
sList=,
sShortDate=M/d/yy
sLongDate=dddd, MMMM dd, yyyy

[ports]
; A line with [filename].PRN followed by an equal sign causes
; [filename] to appear in the Control Panel's Printer Configuration dialog
; box. A printer connected to [filename] directs its output into this file.
LPT1:=
LPT2:=
LPT3:=
COM1:=9600,n,8,1,x
COM2:=9600,n,8,1,x
COM3:=9600,n,8,1,x
COM4:=9600,n,8,1,x
EPT:=
FILE:=
LPT1.DOS=
LPT2.DOS=

[FontSubstitutes]
Helv=MS Sans Serif
Tms Rmn=MS Serif
Times=Times New Roman
Helvetica=Arial
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[TrueType]

[Sounds]
SystemDefault=ding.wav, Default Beep
SystemExclamation=chord.wav, Exclamation
SystemStart=tada.wav, Windows Start
SystemExit=chimes.wav, Windows Exit
SystemHand=chord.wav, Critical Stop
SystemQuestion=chord.wav, Question
SystemAsterisk=chord.wav, Asterisk

[mci extensions]
wav=waveaudio
mid=sequencer
rmi=sequencer

[Compatibility]
NOTSHELL=0x0001
CCMAIL=0x0008
AMIPRO=0x0010
REM=0x8022
PIXIE=0x0040
CP=0x0040
JW=0x42080
TME=0x0100
VB=0x0200
PACKRAT=0x0800
VISION=0x0040
MCOURIER=0x0800
_BNOTES=0x24000
MILESV3=0x1000
PM4=0x2000
DESIGNER=0x2000
PLANNER=0x2000
DRAW=0x2000
WINSIM=0x2000
CHARISMA=0x2000
PR2=0x2000
PLUS=0x1000
ED=0x00010000
APORIA=0x0100
EXCEL=0x1000
GUIDE=0x1000
NETSET2=0x0100
W4GL=0x4000
W4GLR=0x4000
TURBOTAX=0x00080000

[fonts]
Arial (TrueType)=ARIAL.FOT
Arial Bold (TrueType)=ARIALBD.FOT
Arial Bold Italic (TrueType)=ARIALBI.FOT
Arial Italic (TrueType)=ARIALI.FOT
Courier New (TrueType)=COUR.FOT
Courier New Bold (TrueType)=COURBD.FOT
Courier New Italic (TrueType)=COURI.FOT
Times New Roman (TrueType)=TIMES.FOT
Times New Roman Bold (TrueType)=TIMESBD.FOT
Times New Roman Bold Italic (TrueType)=TIMESBI.FOT
Times New Roman Italic (TrueType)=TIMESI.FOT
Courier New Bold Italic (TrueType)=COURBI.FOT
WingDings (TrueType)=WINGDING.FOT
MS Sans Serif 8,10,12,14,18,24 (VGA res)=SSERIFE.FON
Courier 10,12,15 (VGA res)=COURE.FON
MS Serif 8,10,12,14,18,24 (VGA res)=SERIFE.FON
Symbol 8,10,12,14,18,24 (VGA res)=SYMBOLE.FON
Roman (Plotter)=ROMAN.FON
Script (Plotter)=SCRIPT.FON
Modern (Plotter)=MODERN.FON
Small Fonts (VGA res)=SMALLE.FON
Symbol (TrueType)=SYMBOL.FOT

[embedding]
SoundRec=Sound,Sound,SoundRec.exe,picture
Package=Package,Package,packager.exe,picture
PBrush=Paintbrush Picture,Paintbrush Picture,pbrush.exe,picture

[Terminal]
Port=COM1

[Windows Help]
H_WindowPosition=[213,160,213,160,0]

[Network]

[PrinterPorts]
IBM Laser Printer 4019=ibm4019,LPT1:,15,45

[devices]
IBM Laser Printer 4019=ibm4019,LPT1:
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C.1.8 WIN.INI (LAN Server)

[windows]
spooler=yes
load=RunLsapp WINPOPUP
run=
Beep=yes
NullPort=None
BorderWidth=3
CursorBlinkRate=530
DoubleClickSpeed=452
Programs=com exe bat pif
Documents=
DeviceNotSelectedTimeout=15
TransmissionRetryTimeout=45
KeyboardDelay=2
KeyboardSpeed=31
ScreenSaveActive=0
ScreenSaveTimeOut=120
NetMessage=No
NetWarn=1
device=IBM Laser Printer 4019,ibm4019,LPT1:

[Desktop]
Pattern=(None)
Wallpaper=(None)
GridGranularity=0

[Extensions]
cal=calendar.exe ¬.cal
crd=cardfile.exe ¬.crd
trm=terminal.exe ¬.trm
txt=notepad.exe ¬.txt
ini=notepad.exe ¬.ini
pcx=pbrush.exe ¬.pcx
bmp=pbrush.exe ¬.bmp
wri=write.exe ¬.wri
rec=recorder.exe ¬.rec
hlp=winhelp.exe ¬.hlp

[intl]
sLanguage=enu
sCountry=United States
iCountry=1
iDate=0
iTime=0
iTLZero=0
iCurrency=0
iCurrDigits=2
iNegCurr=0
iLzero=1
iDigits=2
iMeasure=1
s1159=AM
s2359=PM
sCurrency=$
sThousand=,
sDecimal=.
sDate=/
sTime=:
sList=,
sShortDate=M/d/yy
sLongDate=dddd, MMMM dd, yyyy

[ports]
; A line with [filename].PRN followed by an equal sign causes
; [filename] to appear in the Control Panel's Printer Configuration dialog
; box. A printer connected to [filename] directs its output into this file.
LPT1:=
LPT2:=
LPT3:=
COM1:=9600,n,8,1,x
COM2:=9600,n,8,1,x
COM3:=9600,n,8,1,x
COM4:=9600,n,8,1,x
EPT:=
FILE:=
LPT1.DOS=
LPT2.DOS=

[FontSubstitutes]
Helv=MS Sans Serif
Tms Rmn=MS Serif
Times=Times New Roman
Helvetica=Arial

[TrueType]

[Sounds]
SystemDefault=ding.wav, Default Beep
SystemExclamation=chord.wav, Exclamation
SystemStart=tada.wav, Windows Start
SystemExit=chimes.wav, Windows Exit
SystemHand=chord.wav, Critical Stop
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SystemQuestion=chord.wav, Question
SystemAsterisk=chord.wav, Asterisk

[mci extensions]
wav=waveaudio
mid=sequencer
rmi=sequencer

[Compatibility]
NOTSHELL=0x0001
CCMAIL=0x0008
AMIPRO=0x0010
REM=0x8022
PIXIE=0x0040
CP=0x0040
JW=0x42080
TME=0x0100
VB=0x0200
PACKRAT=0x0800
VISION=0x0040
MCOURIER=0x0800
_BNOTES=0x24000
MILESV3=0x1000
PM4=0x2000
DESIGNER=0x2000
PLANNER=0x2000
DRAW=0x2000
WINSIM=0x2000
CHARISMA=0x2000
PR2=0x2000
PLUS=0x1000
ED=0x00010000
APORIA=0x0100
EXCEL=0x1000
GUIDE=0x1000
NETSET2=0x0100
W4GL=0x4000
W4GLR=0x4000
TURBOTAX=0x00080000

[fonts]
Arial (TrueType)=ARIAL.FOT
Arial Bold (TrueType)=ARIALBD.FOT
Arial Bold Italic (TrueType)=ARIALBI.FOT
Arial Italic (TrueType)=ARIALI.FOT
Courier New (TrueType)=COUR.FOT
Courier New Bold (TrueType)=COURBD.FOT
Courier New Italic (TrueType)=COURI.FOT
Times New Roman (TrueType)=TIMES.FOT
Times New Roman Bold (TrueType)=TIMESBD.FOT
Times New Roman Bold Italic (TrueType)=TIMESBI.FOT
Times New Roman Italic (TrueType)=TIMESI.FOT
Courier New Bold Italic (TrueType)=COURBI.FOT
WingDings (TrueType)=WINGDING.FOT
MS Sans Serif 8,10,12,14,18,24 (VGA res)=SSERIFE.FON
Courier 10,12,15 (VGA res)=COURE.FON
MS Serif 8,10,12,14,18,24 (VGA res)=SERIFE.FON
Symbol 8,10,12,14,18,24 (VGA res)=SYMBOLE.FON
Roman (Plotter)=ROMAN.FON
Script (Plotter)=SCRIPT.FON
Modern (Plotter)=MODERN.FON
Small Fonts (VGA res)=SMALLE.FON
Symbol (TrueType)=SYMBOL.FOT

[embedding]
SoundRec=Sound,Sound,SoundRec.exe,picture
Package=Package,Package,packager.exe,picture
PBrush=Paintbrush Picture,Paintbrush Picture,pbrush.exe,picture

[Terminal]
Port=COM1

[Windows Help]
H_WindowPosition=[213,160,213,160,0]

[PCSWIN]
DIR=C:\PCSWIN\

[Network]
Restore=0

[LANSRV]
PwdX=0

[PrinterPorts]
IBM Laser Printer 4019=ibm4019,LPT1:,15,45

[devices]
IBM Laser Printer 4019=ibm4019,LPT1:

C.1.9 SYSTEM.INI (NetWare)
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[boot]
shell=progman.exe
mouse.drv=mouse.drv
network.drv=NETWARE.DRV
language.dll=
sound.drv=mmsound.drv
comm.drv=comm.drv
keyboard.drv=keyboard.drv
system.drv=system.drv
386grabber=vga.3gr
oemfonts.fon=vgaoem.fon
286grabber=vgacolor.2gr
fixedfon.fon=vgafix.fon
fonts.fon=vgasys.fon
display.drv=vga.drv
drivers=mmsystem.dll

[keyboard]
subtype=
type=4
keyboard.dll=
oemansi.bin=

[boot.description]
keyboard.typ=Enhanced 101 or 102 key US and Non US keyboards
mouse.drv=Microsoft, or IBM PS/2
network.drv=Novell NetWare (shell versions 3.26 and above)
language.dll=English (American)
system.drv=MS-DOS System
codepage=437
woafont.fon=English (437)
aspect=100,96,96
display.drv=VGA

[386Enh]
device=MonoUMB.386
mouse=*vmd
network=*vnetbios, vnetware.386, vipx.386
ebios=*ebios
woafont=dosapp.fon
display=*vddvga
EGA80WOA.FON=EGA80WOA.FON
EGA40WOA.FON=EGA40WOA.FON
CGA80WOA.FON=CGA80WOA.FON
CGA40WOA.FON=CGA40WOA.FON
keyboard=*vkd
device=vtdapi.386
device=*vpicd
device=*vtd
device=*reboot
device=*vdmad
device=*vsd
device=*v86mmgr
device=*pageswap
device=*dosmgr
device=*vmpoll
device=*wshell
device=*BLOCKDEV
device=*PAGEFILE
device=*vfd
device=*parity
device=*biosxlat
DEVICE=c:\wal\ldvcd.386
device=*vmcpd
device=*combuff
device=*cdpscsi
local=CON
FileSysChange=off
PagingFile=D:\WIN386.SWP
MaxPagingFileSize=28088
TimeCriticalSection=8
NetHeapSize=20
COMBoostTime=10
UniqueDOSPSP=TRUE
InDOSPolling=0
VPollHeapSize=44
device=C:\PCSWIN\VpollD.386
device=C:\PCSWIN\VdoshllD.386
COM1FIFO=ON
COM1Buffer=300
TimerCriticalSection=10000
ReflectDOSInt2A=TRUE
PSPIncrement=5
OverlappedIO=off

[standard]

[NonWindowsApp]
localtsrs=dosedit,ced

[mci]
WaveAudio=mciwave.drv
Sequencer=mciseq.drv
CDAudio=mcicda.drv
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[drivers]
timer=timer.drv
midimapper=midimap.drv

C.1.10 SYSTEM.INI (LAN Server)

[boot]
shell=progman.exe
mouse.drv=mouse.drv
network.drv=lansrv.drv
language.dll=
sound.drv=mmsound.drv
comm.drv=comm.drv
keyboard.drv=keyboard.drv
system.drv=system.drv
386grabber=vga.3gr
oemfonts.fon=vgaoem.fon
286grabber=vgacolor.2gr
fixedfon.fon=vgafix.fon
fonts.fon=vgasys.fon
display.drv=vga.drv
drivers=mmsystem.dll

[keyboard]
subtype=
type=4
keyboard.dll=
oemansi.bin=

[boot.description]
keyboard.typ=Enhanced 101 or 102 key US and Non US keyboards
mouse.drv=Microsoft, or IBM PS/2
network.drv=IBM OS/2 LAN Server
language.dll=English (American)
system.drv=MS-DOS System
codepage=437
woafont.fon=English (437)
aspect=100,96,96
display.drv=VGA

[386Enh]
device=MonoUMB.386
mouse=*vmd
network=*vnetbios, *dosnet
ebios=*ebios
woafont=dosapp.fon
display=*vddvga
EGA80WOA.FON=EGA80WOA.FON
EGA40WOA.FON=EGA40WOA.FON
CGA80WOA.FON=CGA80WOA.FON
CGA40WOA.FON=CGA40WOA.FON
keyboard=*vkd
device=vtdapi.386
device=*vpicd
device=*vtd
device=*reboot
device=*vdmad
device=*vsd
device=*v86mmgr
device=*pageswap
device=*dosmgr
device=*vmpoll
device=*wshell
device=*BLOCKDEV
device=*PAGEFILE
device=*vfd
device=*parity
device=*biosxlat
DEVICE=c:\wal\ldvcd.386
device=*vmcpd
device=*combuff
device=*cdpscsi
local=CON
FileSysChange=off
PagingFile=D:\WIN386.SWP
MaxPagingFileSize=28088
TimeCriticalSection=8
NetHeapSize=20
COMBoostTime=10
UniqueDOSPSP=TRUE
InDOSPolling=0
VPollHeapSize=44
device=C:\PCSWIN\VpollD.386
device=C:\PCSWIN\VdoshllD.386
COM1FIFO=ON
COM1Buffer=300
;TimerCriticalSection=10000
;ReflectDOSInt2A=TRUE
;PSPIncrement=5
;OverlappedIO=off

[standard]

[NonWindowsApp]
localtsrs=dosedit,ced
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[mci]
WaveAudio=mciwave.drv
Sequencer=mciseq.drv
CDAudio=mcicda.drv

[drivers]
timer=timer.drv
midimapper=midimap.drv

C.2 OS/2 Workstation

   This section lists the OS/2 workstation files.

Subtopics:

 C.2.1 CONIFG.SYS (NetWare)
 C.2.2 CONIFG.SYS (LAN Server)
 C.2.3 AUTOEXEC.BAT (NetWare)
 C.2.4 AUTOEXEC.BAT (LAN Server)
 C.2.5 NET.CFG (NetWare)
 C.2.6 PROTOCOL.INI (LAN Server)
 C.2.7 IBMLAN.INI (LAN Server)
 C.2.8 WIN.INI (NetWare)
 C.2.9 WIN.INI (LAN Server)
 C.2.10 SYSTEM.INI (NetWare)
 C.2.11 SYSTEM.INI (LAN Server)

C.2.1 CONIFG.SYS (NetWare)

IFS=C:\OS2\HPFS.IFS /CACHE:64 /CRECL:4
PROTSHELL=C:\OS2\PMSHELL.EXE
SET USER_INI=C:\OS2\OS2.INI
SET SYSTEM_INI=C:\OS2\OS2SYS.INI
SET OS2_SHELL=C:\OS2\CMD.EXE
SET AUTOSTART=PROGRAMS,TASKLIST,FOLDERS,CONNECTIONS
SET RUNWORKPLACE=C:\OS2\PMSHELL.EXE
SET COMSPEC=C:\OS2\CMD.EXE
LIBPATH=C:\MUGLIB\DLL;.;C:\OS2\DLL;C:\OS2\MDOS;C:\;C:\OS2\APPS\DLL;
D:\READIBM2;C:\NETWARE;C:\NETWARE\NLS\ENGLISH;L:\OS2;P:\OS2;
SET PATH=C:\MUGLIB;C:\OS2;C:\OS2\SYSTEM;C:\OS2\MDOS\WINOS2;
C:\OS2\INSTALL;C:\;C:\OS2\MDOS;C:\OS2\APPS;D:\READIBM2;C:\NETWARE;
L:\OS2;P:\OS2;
SET DPATH=C:\MUGLIB;C:\OS2;C:\OS2\SYSTEM;C:\OS2\MDOS\WINOS2;
C:\OS2\INSTALL;C:\;C:\OS2\BITMAP;C:\OS2\MDOS;C:\OS2\APPS;C:\NETWARE;
C:\NETWARE\NLS\ENGLISH;L:\NLS;P:\NLS;
SET PROMPT=$i[$p]
SET HELP=C:\OS2\HELP;C:\OS2\HELP\TUTORIAL;D:\READIBM2;
C:\NETWARE\NLS\ENGLISH;
SET GLOSSARY=C:\OS2\HELP\GLOSS;
SET IPF_KEYS=SBCS
PRIORITY_DISK_IO=YES
FILES=20
DEVICE=C:\OS2\TESTCFG.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\DOS.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\PMDD.SYS
BUFFERS=30
IOPL=YES
DISKCACHE=2048,LW,AC:C
MAXWAIT=3
MEMMAN=SWAP,PROTECT
SWAPPATH=C:\OS2\SYSTEM 2048 2048
BREAK=OFF
THREADS=256
PRINTMONBUFSIZE=134,134,134
COUNTRY=001,C:\OS2\SYSTEM\COUNTRY.SYS
SET KEYS=ON
REM SET DELDIR=C:\DELETE,512;D:\DELETE,512;
BASEDEV=PRINT01.SYS
BASEDEV=IBM1FLPY.ADD
BASEDEV=IBM1S506.ADD
BASEDEV=OS2DASD.DMD
SET BOOKSHELF=C:\IBMLAN\BOOK;C:\OS2\BOOK;D:\CMLIB\BOOK;
REM DEVICE=C:\OS2\APPS\SASYNCDA.SYS
PROTECTONLY=NO
SHELL=C:\OS2\MDOS\COMMAND.COM C:\OS2\MDOS
FCBS=16,8
RMSIZE=640

REM --- NetWare Requester statements BEGIN ---
DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\VIPX.SYS
DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\VSHELL.SYS GLOBAL
REM --- NetWare Requester statements END ---

DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VEMM.SYS
DOS=LOW,NOUMB
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VXMS.SYS /UMB
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VDPMI.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VDPX.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VCDROM.SYS
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DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VWIN.SYS
REM DEVICE=C:\OS2\PCMCIA.SYS
REM DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VPCMCIA.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\OS2CDROM.DMD /Q
IFS=C:\OS2\CDFS.IFS /Q
BASEDEV=OS2SCSI.DMD
BASEDEV=TOSHCDS1.FLT
BASEDEV=FD8XX.ADD
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VMOUSE.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\POINTDD.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MOUSE.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\COM.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VCOM.SYS
CODEPAGE=437,850
DEVINFO=KBD,US,C:\OS2\KEYBOARD.DCP
DEVINFO=SCR,VGA,C:\OS2\VIOTBL.DCP
SET VIDEO_DEVICES=VIO_SVGA
SET VIO_SVGA=DEVICE(BVHVGA,BVHSVGA)
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VSVGA.SYS

REM --- NetWare Requester statements BEGIN ---
SET NWLANGUAGE=ENGLISH
DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\LSL.SYS
RUN=C:\NETWARE\DDAEMON.EXE
REM -- ODI-Driver Files BEGIN --
DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\TOKEN.SYS
REM -- ODI-Driver Files END --
DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\ROUTE.SYS
DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\IPX.SYS
DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\SPX.SYS
RUN=C:\NETWARE\SPDAEMON.EXE
rem DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\NMPIPE.SYS
rem DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\NPSERVER.SYS
rem RUN=C:\NETWARE\NPDAEMON.EXE
DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\NWREQ.SYS
IFS=C:\NETWARE\NWIFS.IFS
RUN=C:\NETWARE\NWDAEMON.EXE
rem DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\NETBIOS.SYS
rem RUN=C:\NETWARE\NBDAEMON.EXE
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\LPTDD.SYS
REM --- NetWare Requester statements END ---

DEVICE=C:\OS2\LOG.SYS
RUN=C:\OS2\SYSTEM\LOGDAEM.EXE
RUN=C:\OS2\EPWROUT.EXE 1
RUN=C:\OS2\EPW.EXE

SET IBMAV=D:\UTIL\IBMAV
SET BOOKMGR=.;C:\BOOKS;C:\SHELVES;D:\BOOKS;D:\SHELVES;
SET READIBM=.;C:\BOOKS;C:\SHELVES;D:\BOOKS;D:\SHELVES;

C.2.2 CONIFG.SYS (LAN Server)

IFS=C:\OS2\HPFS.IFS /CACHE:64 /CRECL:4
PROTSHELL=C:\OS2\PMSHELL.EXE
SET USER_INI=C:\OS2\OS2.INI
SET SYSTEM_INI=C:\OS2\OS2SYS.INI
SET OS2_SHELL=C:\OS2\CMD.EXE
SET AUTOSTART=PROGRAMS,TASKLIST,FOLDERS,CONNECTIONS
SET RUNWORKPLACE=C:\OS2\PMSHELL.EXE
SET COMSPEC=C:\OS2\CMD.EXE
LIBPATH=C:\IBMCOM\DLL;C:\MUGLIB\DLL;.;C:\IBMLAN\NETLIB;C:\OS2\DLL;
C:\OS2\MDOS;C:\;C:\OS2\APPS\DLL;D:\READIBM2;
SET PATH=C:\IBMLAN\NETPROG;C:\MUGLIB;C:\OS2;C:\OS2\SYSTEM;
C:\OS2\MDOS\WINOS2;C:\OS2\INSTALL;C:\;C:\OS2\MDOS;C:\OS2\APPS;D:\READIBM2;
SET DPATH=C:\IBMCOM;C:\IBMLAN\NETPROG;C:\IBMLAN;C:\MUGLIB;
C:\OS2;C:\OS2\SYSTEM;C:\OS2\MDOS\WINOS2;C:\OS2\INSTALL;C:\;C:\OS2\BITMAP;
C:\OS2\MDOS;C:\OS2\APPS;
SET PROMPT=$i[$p]
SET HELP=C:\OS2\HELP;C:\OS2\HELP\TUTORIAL;D:\READIBM2;
SET GLOSSARY=C:\OS2\HELP\GLOSS;
SET IPF_KEYS=SBCS
PRIORITY_DISK_IO=YES
FILES=20
DEVICE=C:\IBMCOM\PROTOCOL\LANPDD.OS2
DEVICE=C:\IBMCOM\PROTOCOL\LANVDD.OS2
DEVICE=C:\IBMCOM\LANMSGDD.OS2 /I:C:\IBMCOM
DEVICE=C:\IBMCOM\PROTMAN.OS2 /I:C:\IBMCOM
DEVICE=C:\OS2\TESTCFG.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\DOS.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\PMDD.SYS
BUFFERS=30
IOPL=YES
DISKCACHE=2048,LW,AC:C
MAXWAIT=3
MEMMAN=SWAP,PROTECT
SWAPPATH=C:\OS2\SYSTEM 2048 2048
BREAK=OFF
THREADS=256
PRINTMONBUFSIZE=134,134,134
COUNTRY=001,C:\OS2\SYSTEM\COUNTRY.SYS
SET KEYS=ON
REM SET DELDIR=C:\DELETE,512;D:\DELETE,512;
BASEDEV=PRINT01.SYS
BASEDEV=IBM1FLPY.ADD
BASEDEV=IBM1S506.ADD
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BASEDEV=OS2DASD.DMD
SET BOOKSHELF=C:\IBMLAN\BOOK;C:\OS2\BOOK;D:\CMLIB\BOOK;
SET EPMPATH=C:\OS2\APPS;
REM DEVICE=C:\OS2\APPS\SASYNCDA.SYS
PROTECTONLY=NO
SHELL=C:\OS2\MDOS\COMMAND.COM C:\OS2\MDOS
FCBS=16,8
RMSIZE=640
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VEMM.SYS
DOS=LOW,NOUMB
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VXMS.SYS /UMB
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VDPMI.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VDPX.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VCDROM.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VWIN.SYS
REM DEVICE=C:\OS2\PCMCIA.SYS
REM DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VPCMCIA.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\OS2CDROM.DMD /Q
IFS=C:\OS2\CDFS.IFS /Q
BASEDEV=OS2SCSI.DMD
BASEDEV=TOSHCDS1.FLT
BASEDEV=FD8XX.ADD
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VMOUSE.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\POINTDD.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MOUSE.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\COM.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VCOM.SYS
CODEPAGE=437,850
DEVINFO=KBD,US,C:\OS2\KEYBOARD.DCP
DEVINFO=SCR,VGA,C:\OS2\VIOTBL.DCP
SET VIDEO_DEVICES=VIO_SVGA
SET VIO_SVGA=DEVICE(BVHVGA,BVHSVGA)
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\VSVGA.SYS
RUN=C:\IBMCOM\PROTOCOL\NETBIND.EXE
RUN=C:\IBMCOM\LANMSGEX.EXE
DEVICE=C:\IBMCOM\PROTOCOL\NETBEUI.OS2
DEVICE=C:\IBMLAN\NETPROG\RDRHELP.200
IFS=C:\IBMLAN\NETPROG\NETWKSTA.200 /I:C:\IBMLAN /N
DEVICE=C:\IBMCOM\PROTOCOL\NETBIOS.OS2
DEVICE=C:\IBMCOM\MACS\IBMTOK.OS2
DEVICE=C:\ODDCS\SRVIFS.SYS
IFS=C:\ODDCS\SRVIFSC.IFS *
RUN=C:\IBMLAN\NETPROG\LSDAEMON.EXE

DEVICE=C:\OS2\LOG.SYS
RUN=C:\OS2\SYSTEM\LOGDAEM.EXE
RUN=C:\OS2\EPWROUT.EXE 1
RUN=C:\OS2\EPW.EXE

SET IBMAV=D:\UTIL\IBMAV
SET BOOKMGR=.;C:\BOOKS;C:\SHELVES;D:\BOOKS;D:\SHELVES;
SET READIBM=.;C:\BOOKS;C:\SHELVES;D:\BOOKS;D:\SHELVES;

C.2.3 AUTOEXEC.BAT (NetWare)

@ECHO OFF
@CALL D:\UTIL\IBMAV\IBMAVDS D:\UTIL\IBMAV\
C:\OS2\MDOS\WINOS2\SYSTEM\TBMI2.COM
C:\NETWARE\NETX.EXE
ECHO.
PROMPT $i$p$g
REM SET DELDIR=C:\DELETE,512;D:\DELETE,512;
PATH C:\OS2;C:\OS2\MDOS;C:\OS2\MDOS\WINOS2;C:\;C:\WINDOWS;
C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM;d:\util
LOADHIGH APPEND C:\OS2;C:\OS2\SYSTEM
SET TMP=C:\
REM LOADHIGH DOSKEY FINDFILE=DIR /A /S /B $*
DOSKEY EDIT=QBASIC/EDITOR $*
REM SET DIRCMD=/A
SET TEMP=C:\OS2\MDOS\WINOS2\TEMP

C.2.4 AUTOEXEC.BAT (LAN Server)

@ECHO OFF
@CALL D:\UTIL\IBMAV\IBMAVDS D:\UTIL\IBMAV\
ECHO.
PROMPT $i$p$g
REM SET DELDIR=C:\DELETE,512;D:\DELETE,512;
PATH C:\OS2;C:\OS2\MDOS;C:\OS2\MDOS\WINOS2;C:\;C:\WINDOWS;C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM
LOADHIGH APPEND C:\OS2;C:\OS2\SYSTEM
SET TMP=C:\
REM LOADHIGH DOSKEY FINDFILE=DIR /A /S /B $*
DOSKEY EDIT=QBASIC/EDITOR $*
REM SET DIRCMD=/A
SET TEMP=C:\OS2\MDOS\WINOS2\TEMP

C.2.5 NET.CFG (NetWare)

NETWARE REQUESTER
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DIRECTORY SERVICES OFF
PREFERRED SERVER nw312srv

C.2.6 PROTOCOL.INI (LAN Server)

[PROT_MAN]

DRIVERNAME = PROTMAN$

[IBMLXCFG]

NETBEUI_nif = NETBEUI.NIF
IBMTOK_nif = IBMTOK.nif

[NETBEUI_nif]

DriverName = netbeui$
Bindings = IBMTOK_nif
NETADDRESS = "10005A1D2F04"
ETHERAND_TYPE = "I"
USEADDRREV = "YES"
OS2TRACEMASK = 0x0
SESSIONS = 140
NCBS = 140
NAMES = 35
SELECTORS = 5
USEMAXDATAGRAM = "NO"
ADAPTRATE = 1000
WINDOWERRORS = 0
MAXDATARCV = 4168
TI = 30000
T1 = 500
T2 = 200
MAXIN = 1
MAXOUT = 1
NETBIOSTIMEOUT = 500
NETBIOSRETRIES = 8
NAMECACHE = 0
PIGGYBACKACKS = 1
DATAGRAMPACKETS = 2
PACKETS = 350
LOOPPACKETS = 1
PIPELINE = 5
MAXTRANSMITS = 6
MINTRANSMITS = 2
DLCRETRIES = 5
NETFLAGS = 0x0

[IBMTOK_nif]

DriverName = IBMTOK$
ADAPTER = "PRIMARY"
MAXTRANSMITS = 6
RECVBUFS = 2
RECVBUFSIZE = 256
XMITBUFS = 1

C.2.7 IBMLAN.INI (LAN Server)

; OS/2 LAN Requester initialization file

[networks]

net1 = NETBEUI$,0,LM10,32,50,14
; This information is read by the redirector at device initialization time.

[requester]

COMPUTERNAME = OS2REQ1
DOMAIN = MIGDOM2

; The following parameters generally do not need to be
; changed by the user.
charcount = 16
chartime = 250
charwait = 3600
keepconn = 600
keepsearch = 600
maxcmds = 16
maxerrorlog = 100
maxthreads = 10
maxwrkcache = 64
numalerts = 12
numcharbuf = 10
numservices = 7
numworkbuf = 15
numdgrambuf = 14
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othdomains = ITSCAUS,MIGDOM2
printbuftime = 90
sesstimeout = 45
sizcharbuf = 512
sizerror = 1024
sizworkbuf = 4096

; The next lines help you to locate bits in the wrkheuristics entry.
; 1 2 3
; 0123456789012345678901234567890123
wrkheuristics = 1111111121311111110001011120111221
wrkservices = LSCLIENT,MESSENGER,NETPOPUP
wrknets = NET1

[messenger]

logfile = messages.log
sizmessbuf = 4096

[peer]

auditing = no
; The following parameters generally do not need to be
; changed by the user. NOTE : srvnets= is represented in
; the server info struct as a 16-bit lan mask. Srvnet names
; are converted to indexes within [networks] for the named nets.
guestacct = guest
autodisconnect = -1
maxauditlog = 100
maxchdevjob = 2
maxchdevs = 1
maxconnections = 26
maxlocks = 64
maxopens = 128
maxsearches = 50
maxsessopens = 120
maxsessreqs = 25
maxsessvcs = 1
maxshares = 16
maxusers = 5
numbigbuf = 4
numfiletasks = 1
numreqbuf = 10
sizreqbuf = 4096

; The next lines help you to locate bits in the srvheuristics entry.
; 1
; 0123456789012345678
srvheuristics = 1111014111131100133
SRVSERVICES =
security = Share
srvnets = NET1

[lsclient]

multilogon = yes
timesync = yes
logonverification = domain
logonwarningmsgs = all

[replicator]

replicate = IMPORT
importpath = C:\ibmlan\repl\import
tryuser = yes
password =

[services]

; Correlates name of service to pathname of service program.
; The pathname must be either
; 1) an absolute path (including the drive specification)
; OR
; 2) a path relative to the IBMLAN root
lsclient = services\lsclient.exe
messenger = services\msrvinit.exe
netpopup = services\netpopup.exe
peer = services\netpsini.exe
replicator = services\replicat.exe
requester = services\wksta.exe

C.2.8 WIN.INI (NetWare)

[windows]
load=D:\UTIL\IBMAV\IBMAVWT.EXE
run=
Beep=yes
Spooler=no
NullPort=None
BorderWidth=3
CursorBlinkRate=530
DoubleClickSpeed=452
Programs=com exe bat pif
Documents=
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DeviceNotSelectedTimeout=15
TransmissionRetryTimeout=45
KeyboardDelay=2
KeyboardSpeed=31
ScreenSaveActive=0
ScreenSaveTimeOut=120
device=IBM Laser Printer 4019,ibm4019,LPT1.OS2

[Desktop]
Pattern=(None)
Wallpaper=(None)
GridGranularity=0
IconSpacing=100

[Extensions]
trm=terminal.exe ¬.trm
rec=recorder.exe ¬.rec
hlp=winhelp.exe ¬.hlp
wri=write.exe ¬.wri
pcx=pbrush.exe ¬.pcx
bmp=pbrush.exe ¬.bmp
cal=calendar.exe ¬.cal
crd=cardfile.exe ¬.crd
txt=notepad.exe ¬.txt
ini=notepad.exe ¬.ini

[intl]
sLanguage=enu
sCountry=United States
iCountry=1
iDate=0
iTime=0
iTLZero=0
iCurrency=0
iCurrDigits=2
iNegCurr=0
iLzero=1
iDigits=2
iMeasure=1
s1159=AM
s2359=PM
sCurrency=$
sThousand=,
sDecimal=.
sDate=/
sTime=:
sList=,
sShortDate=M/d/yy
sLongDate=dddd, MMMM dd, yyyy

[ports]
; A line with [filename].PRN followed by an equal sign causes
; [filename] to appear in the Control Panel's Printer Configuration dialog
; box. A printer connected to [filename] directs its output into this file.
LPT1:=
LPT2:=
LPT3:=
COM1:=9600,n,8,1,x
COM2:=9600,n,8,1,x
COM3:=9600,n,8,1,x
COM4:=9600,n,8,1,x
EPT:=
FILE:=
LPT1.OS2=
LPT2.OS2=
LPT3.OS2=

[FontSubstitutes]
Helv=MS Sans Serif
Tms Rmn=MS Serif
Times=Times New Roman
Helvetica=Arial

[TrueType]

[Sounds]
SystemDefault=ding.wav, Default Beep
SystemExclamation=chord.wav, Exclamation
SystemStart=tada.wav, Windows Start
SystemExit=chimes.wav, Windows Exit
SystemHand=chord.wav, Critical Stop
SystemQuestion=chord.wav, Question
SystemAsterisk=chord.wav, Asterisk

[mci extensions]
wav=waveaudio
mid=sequencer
rmi=sequencer

[Compatibility]
NOTSHELL=0x0001
CCMAIL=0x0008
AMIPRO=0x0010
REM=0x8022
PIXIE=0x0040
CP=0x0040
JW=0x42080
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TME=0x0100
VB=0x0200
PACKRAT=0x0800
VISION=0x0040
MCOURIER=0x0800
_BNOTES=0x24000
MILESV3=0x1000
PM4=0x2000
DESIGNER=0x2000
PLANNER=0x2000
DRAW=0x2000
WINSIM=0x2000
CHARISMA=0x2000
PR2=0x2000
PLUS=0x1000
ED=0x00010000
APORIA=0x0100
EXCEL=0x1000
GUIDE=0x1000
NETSET2=0x0100
W4GL=0x4000
W4GLR=0x4000
TURBOTAX=0x00080000

[fonts]
Arial (TrueType)=ARIAL.FOT
Arial Bold (TrueType)=ARIALBD.FOT
Arial Bold Italic (TrueType)=ARIALBI.FOT
Arial Italic (TrueType)=ARIALI.FOT
Times New Roman (TrueType)=TIMES.FOT
Times New Roman Bold (TrueType)=TIMESBD.FOT
Times New Roman Bold Italic (TrueType)=TIMESBI.FOT
Times New Roman Italic (TrueType)=TIMESI.FOT
WingDings (TrueType)=WINGDING.FOT
Roman (Plotter)=ROMAN.FON
Script (Plotter)=SCRIPT.FON
Modern (Plotter)=MODERN.FON
MS Sans Serif 8,10,12,14,18,24 (VGA res)=sserife.fon
Courier 10,12,15 (VGA res)=coure.fon
MS Serif 8,10,12,14,18,24 (VGA res)=serife.fon
Symbol 8,10,12,14,18,24 (VGA res)=symbole.fon
Small Fonts (VGA res)=smalle.fon

[embedding]
Package=Package,Package,packager.exe,picture
SoundRec=Sound,Sound,SoundRec.exe,picture
PBrush=Paintbrush Picture,Paintbrush Picture,pbrush.exe,picture

[colors]
Background=192 192 192
AppWorkspace=255 255 232
Window=255 255 255
WindowText=0 0 0
Menu=255 255 255
MenuText=0 0 0
ActiveTitle=64 128 128
InactiveTitle=192 192 192
TitleText=255 255 255
ActiveBorder=255 255 128
InactiveBorder=192 192 192
WindowFrame=0 0 0
Scrollbar=192 192 192
ButtonFace=192 192 192
ButtonShadow=128 128 128
ButtonText=0 0 0
GrayText=128 128 128
Hilight=128 128 128
HilightText=255 255 255
InactiveTitleText=128 128 128
ButtonHilight=255 255 255

[Freemem]
Position=1,1

[Windows Help]
H_WindowPosition=[213,160,213,160,0]

[spooler]
window=0 0 636 408

[PSCRIPT]

[PrinterPorts]
IBM Laser Printer 4019=ibm4019,LPT1.OS2,45,15

[devices]
IBM Laser Printer 4019=ibm4019,LPT1.OS2

[IBM4019]
Orient=0
Res=0
Mode=0
Width=00
Height=00
Feed=0
Printer=0
Option=0
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Dload=0
RasterFonts=0
Family=
Vxd=0
Output=1
PrinterPatterns=1
Model6=0
CFlags=0
Version=0

C.2.9 WIN.INI (LAN Server)

[windows]
load=D:\UTIL\IBMAV\IBMAVWT.EXE
run=
Beep=yes
Spooler=no
NullPort=None
BorderWidth=3
CursorBlinkRate=530
DoubleClickSpeed=452
Programs=com exe bat pif
Documents=
DeviceNotSelectedTimeout=15
TransmissionRetryTimeout=45
KeyboardDelay=2
KeyboardSpeed=31
ScreenSaveActive=0
ScreenSaveTimeOut=120
device=IBM Laser Printer 4019,ibm4019,LPT1.OS2
NetWarn=1

[Desktop]
Pattern=(None)
Wallpaper=(None)
GridGranularity=0
IconSpacing=100

[Extensions]
trm=terminal.exe ¬.trm
rec=recorder.exe ¬.rec
hlp=winhelp.exe ¬.hlp
wri=write.exe ¬.wri
pcx=pbrush.exe ¬.pcx
bmp=pbrush.exe ¬.bmp
cal=calendar.exe ¬.cal
crd=cardfile.exe ¬.crd
txt=notepad.exe ¬.txt
ini=notepad.exe ¬.ini

[intl]
sLanguage=enu
sCountry=United States
iCountry=1
iDate=0
iTime=0
iTLZero=0
iCurrency=0
iCurrDigits=2
iNegCurr=0
iLzero=1
iDigits=2
iMeasure=1
s1159=AM
s2359=PM
sCurrency=$
sThousand=,
sDecimal=.
sDate=/
sTime=:
sList=,
sShortDate=M/d/yy
sLongDate=dddd, MMMM dd, yyyy

[ports]
; A line with [filename].PRN followed by an equal sign causes
; [filename] to appear in the Control Panel's Printer Configuration dialog
; box. A printer connected to [filename] directs its output into this file.
LPT1:=
LPT2:=
LPT3:=
COM1:=9600,n,8,1,x
COM2:=9600,n,8,1,x
COM3:=9600,n,8,1,x
COM4:=9600,n,8,1,x
EPT:=
FILE:=
LPT1.OS2=
LPT2.OS2=
LPT3.OS2=

[FontSubstitutes]
Helv=MS Sans Serif
Tms Rmn=MS Serif
Times=Times New Roman
Helvetica=Arial
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[TrueType]

[Sounds]
SystemDefault=ding.wav, Default Beep
SystemExclamation=chord.wav, Exclamation
SystemStart=tada.wav, Windows Start
SystemExit=chimes.wav, Windows Exit
SystemHand=chord.wav, Critical Stop
SystemQuestion=chord.wav, Question
SystemAsterisk=chord.wav, Asterisk

[mci extensions]
wav=waveaudio
mid=sequencer
rmi=sequencer

[Compatibility]
NOTSHELL=0x0001
CCMAIL=0x0008
AMIPRO=0x0010
REM=0x8022
PIXIE=0x0040
CP=0x0040
JW=0x42080
TME=0x0100
VB=0x0200
PACKRAT=0x0800
VISION=0x0040
MCOURIER=0x0800
_BNOTES=0x24000
MILESV3=0x1000
PM4=0x2000
DESIGNER=0x2000
PLANNER=0x2000
DRAW=0x2000
WINSIM=0x2000
CHARISMA=0x2000
PR2=0x2000
PLUS=0x1000
ED=0x00010000
APORIA=0x0100
EXCEL=0x1000
GUIDE=0x1000
NETSET2=0x0100
W4GL=0x4000
W4GLR=0x4000
TURBOTAX=0x00080000

[fonts]
Arial (TrueType)=ARIAL.FOT
Arial Bold (TrueType)=ARIALBD.FOT
Arial Bold Italic (TrueType)=ARIALBI.FOT
Arial Italic (TrueType)=ARIALI.FOT
Times New Roman (TrueType)=TIMES.FOT
Times New Roman Bold (TrueType)=TIMESBD.FOT
Times New Roman Bold Italic (TrueType)=TIMESBI.FOT
Times New Roman Italic (TrueType)=TIMESI.FOT
WingDings (TrueType)=WINGDING.FOT
Roman (Plotter)=ROMAN.FON
Script (Plotter)=SCRIPT.FON
Modern (Plotter)=MODERN.FON
MS Sans Serif 8,10,12,14,18,24 (VGA res)=sserife.fon
Courier 10,12,15 (VGA res)=coure.fon
MS Serif 8,10,12,14,18,24 (VGA res)=serife.fon
Symbol 8,10,12,14,18,24 (VGA res)=symbole.fon
Small Fonts (VGA res)=smalle.fon

[embedding]
Package=Package,Package,packager.exe,picture
SoundRec=Sound,Sound,SoundRec.exe,picture
PBrush=Paintbrush Picture,Paintbrush Picture,pbrush.exe,picture

[colors]
Background=192 192 192
AppWorkspace=255 255 232
Window=255 255 255
WindowText=0 0 0
Menu=255 255 255
MenuText=0 0 0
ActiveTitle=64 128 128
InactiveTitle=192 192 192
TitleText=255 255 255
ActiveBorder=255 255 128
InactiveBorder=192 192 192
WindowFrame=0 0 0
Scrollbar=192 192 192
ButtonFace=192 192 192
ButtonShadow=128 128 128
ButtonText=0 0 0
GrayText=128 128 128
Hilight=128 128 128
HilightText=255 255 255
InactiveTitleText=128 128 128
ButtonHilight=255 255 255

[Freemem]
Position=1,1
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[Windows Help]
H_WindowPosition=[213,160,213,160,0]

[spooler]
window=0 0 636 408

[PSCRIPT]

[PrinterPorts]
IBM Laser Printer 4019=ibm4019,LPT1.OS2,45,15

[devices]
IBM Laser Printer 4019=ibm4019,LPT1.OS2

[IBM4019]
Orient=0
Res=0
Mode=0
Width=00
Height=00
Feed=0
Printer=0
Option=0
Dload=0
RasterFonts=0
Family=
Vxd=0
Output=1
PrinterPatterns=1
Model6=0
CFlags=0
Version=0

C.2.10 SYSTEM.INI (NetWare)

[boot]
useos2shield=1
os2shield=winsheld.exe
shell=progman.exe
mouse.drv=mouse.drv
network.drv=netware.drv
language.dll=
comm.drv=comm.drv
keyboard.drv=keyboard.drv
system.drv=atmsys.drv
;386grabber=vga.3gr
;286grabber=vgacolor.2gr
drivers=mmsystem.dll
MAVDMApps=
WAVDMAPPS=
atm.system.drv=system.drv
display.drv=s3w800.drv
sdisplay.drv=ss3800.drv
fonts.fon=vgasys.fon
fixedfon.fon=vgafix.fon
oemfonts.fon=vgaoem.fon
os2gdi.exe=GDI.EXE
os2user.exe=user.exe

[keyboard]
subtype=
type=4
keyboard.dll=kbdus.dll
oemansi.bin=

[boot.description]
keyboard.typ=Enhanced 101 or 102 key US and Non US keyboards
mouse.drv=Microsoft, or IBM PS/2
network.drv=Novell NetWare
language.dll=English (American)
system.drv=MS-DOS System
codepage=437
woafont.fon=English (437)
aspect=100,96,96
display.drv=800x600
sdisplay.drv=800x600

[386Enh]
mouse=*vmd
network=*dosnet,*vnetbios
ebios=*ebios
woafont=dosapp.fon
display=*vddvga
EGA80WOA.FON=EGA80WOA.FON
EGA40WOA.FON=EGA40WOA.FON
CGA80WOA.FON=CGA80WOA.FON
CGA40WOA.FON=CGA40WOA.FON
keyboard=*vkd
device=vtdapi.386
device=*vpicd
device=*vtd
device=*reboot
device=*vdmad
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device=*vsd
device=*v86mmgr
device=*pageswap
device=*dosmgr
device=*vmpoll
device=*wshell
device=*BLOCKDEV
device=*PAGEFILE
device=*vfd
device=*parity
device=*biosxlat
device=*vcd
device=*vmcpd
device=*combuff
device=*cdpscsi
local=CON
FileSysChange=off
PagingFile=D:\WIN386.SWP
MaxPagingFileSize=20480

[standard]

[NonWindowsApp]
localtsrs=dosedit,ced

[mci]
WaveAudio=mciwave.drv
Sequencer=mciseq.drv
CDAudio=mcicda.drv

[drivers]
timer=timer.drv
midimapper=midimap.drv

[timer.drv]
TIMERMax386Res=10
TIMERMax286Res=10

C.2.11 SYSTEM.INI (LAN Server)

[boot]
useos2shield=1
os2shield=winsheld.exe
shell=progman.exe
mouse.drv=mouse.drv
network.drv=
language.dll=
comm.drv=comm.drv
keyboard.drv=keyboard.drv
system.drv=atmsys.drv
;386grabber=vga.3gr
;286grabber=vgacolor.2gr
drivers=mmsystem.dll
MAVDMApps=
WAVDMAPPS=
atm.system.drv=system.drv
display.drv=s3w800.drv
sdisplay.drv=ss3800.drv
fonts.fon=vgasys.fon
fixedfon.fon=vgafix.fon
oemfonts.fon=vgaoem.fon
os2gdi.exe=GDI.EXE
os2user.exe=user.exe

[keyboard]
subtype=
type=4
keyboard.dll=kbdus.dll
oemansi.bin=

[boot.description]
keyboard.typ=Enhanced 101 or 102 key US and Non US keyboards
mouse.drv=Microsoft, or IBM PS/2
network.drv=No Network Installed
language.dll=English (American)
system.drv=MS-DOS System
codepage=437
woafont.fon=English (437)
aspect=100,96,96
display.drv=800x600
sdisplay.drv=800x600

[386Enh]
mouse=*vmd
network=*dosnet, *vnetbios
ebios=*ebios
woafont=dosapp.fon
display=*vddvga
EGA80WOA.FON=EGA80WOA.FON
EGA40WOA.FON=EGA40WOA.FON
CGA80WOA.FON=CGA80WOA.FON
CGA40WOA.FON=CGA40WOA.FON
keyboard=*vkd
device=vtdapi.386
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device=*vpicd
device=*vtd
device=*reboot
device=*vdmad
device=*vsd
device=*v86mmgr
device=*pageswap
device=*dosmgr
device=*vmpoll
device=*wshell
device=*BLOCKDEV
device=*PAGEFILE
device=*vfd
device=*parity
device=*biosxlat
device=*vcd
device=*vmcpd
device=*combuff
device=*cdpscsi
local=CON
FileSysChange=off
PagingFile=D:\WIN386.SWP
MaxPagingFileSize=20480

[standard]

[NonWindowsApp]
localtsrs=dosedit,ced

[mci]
WaveAudio=mciwave.drv
Sequencer=mciseq.drv
CDAudio=mcicda.drv

[drivers]
timer=timer.drv
midimapper=midimap.drv

[timer.drv]
TIMERMax386Res=10
TIMERMax286Res=10

GLOSSARY Glossary

access control.  The means by which a network administrator or operator
   restricts access to shared resources, user programs, and data.

   In security, ensuring that the resources of a computer system can be
   accessed only by authorized users in authorized ways.

access control entry.  A user or group that is listed in the access
   control profile for a resource.

access control profile.  The information describing how users or groups
   can access a shared resource.  It contains the netname or alias of the
   resource, user ID and group names, and permissions granted for each user
   ID and group name.  Also known as access control list (ACL).

account.  (1)  The identity of your activity on a domain or server.  You
   must first have an account on a domain to use any of its shared resources.

   (2)  The definition of a user (user name, password, and privileges) on a
   peer workstation or a LAN Server domain.

accounts operator privilege.  Manage users and groups within the domain.
   The user can add, modify, or delete users and groups within the domain
   from the command line, the GUI, or from User Profile Management.  The user
   cannot create or modify user accounts that have administrator or accounts
   operator privilege.  See also print operator privilege, COMM operator

privilege or server operator privilege.

additional server.  A server other than the domain controller (and backup
   domain controller) in a domain.  Multiple additional servers can be on a
   domain.  Each additional server receives a copy of the user and group
   definition file from the domain controller when updates are made.

   See backup domain controller.

administrator.  The person responsible for designing, installing,
   configuring, managing, and maintaining a network, peer workstation,
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   system, or database.

administrator privilege.  A right assigned to network administrators that
   allows them to use all OS/2 LAN Server commands from the command line and
   all of the GUI functions.

advanced server.  A high-performance server featuring 386-HPFS file system
   and fault tolerance.  The advanced server is best used as a dedicated high
   performance file server or as a remote IPL server.  Contrast with entry

server.

alias.  An alternative name used to identify an object or a database.

alias definition.  A nickname set up by the network administrator for a
   directory, printer, or serial device.

apply.  See propagate.

DCDB.  See domain control database.

directory resource.  A directory or subdirectory on a server that contains
   programs or data files that can be made available to users.  In DOS LAN
   Services, a directory resource is called a shared directory.

domain.  (1)  A container of objects used to manage the resources of a
   domain.  This object is represented by an icon in the GUI.  (2)  Logical
   groupings of machines in a network for the purpose of common management.

domain control database (DCDB).  A database that resides on the domain
   controller and contains files that describe and control the current
   domain.  The DCDB contains files, applications, and machine definitions.

domain controller.  A server within the domain that is designated to
   manage the domain, that is, to coordinate communication between servers
   and requesters.

domain definition.  A list of network resources and users, which can be
   printed out by the network administrator.

DOS LAN Services.  The component of OS/2 LAN Server that allows DOS users
   to access shared network resources made available by OS/2 LAN Servers.
   See requester.

entry server.  A version of LAN Server which runs at the same privilege
   level as most applications (ring 3).  Entry server is well used as a
   dedicated print or serial device server, or a shared system with a local
   user.  Contrast with advanced server.

group.  A collection of user accounts that have common needs for access to
   resources.  This object is represented in the GUI by an icon.

group access list.  A list of groups and the associated access authorities
   for each group in the list.

home directory.  A directory resource on a server automatically assigned
   to a user when the user logs on.  This directory serves as personal
   storage space.

IBMLAN.INI.  An OS/2 LAN Server file containing network parameters that
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   configure the LAN software for an OS/2 workstation.  The default values
   for IBMLAN.INI parameters are optimized to get the best performance for
   100 users.

LAN Requester.  See OS/2 LAN Requester and DOS LAN Services.  Synonym for
client.

LAN Server.  See OS/2 LAN Server.

local administrator.  The second level of user type authority in User
   Profile Management.  It assigns the user SYSADM (system administrator)
   authority for all Database Manager objects on the local workstation.  A
   local administrator does not have the same User Profile Management
   authority as an administrator user type.

logon assignment.  A resource assignment that is made automatically each
   time a user logs on to the network.  Contrast with temporary assignment.

logon profile.  An OS/2 command file containing commands that set
   environment values and run programs automatically when a user logs on.

machine ID.  A unique name of up to 8 characters that identifies a
   workstation to the network.  Synonym for requester name or server name.

NET.ACC.  The user accounts database for an OS/2 LAN Server.  NET.ACC
   contains the user IDs, group IDs, and passwords for all users within the
   server's domain.  NET.ACC also contains access control information.

NetBIOS.  See network basic input/output system..

NetBIOS name.  The name that the node is known by on the network.  These
   names are provided to NETBIOS by the application program.  A name can be a
   unique name or a group name.  NETBIOS checks the network to verify that a
   unique name is not already in use at another adapter.  A group name can be
   used by several adapters.  Names are used for the basis of communication
   between application programs;  if the name is in the NETBIOS table, then a
   session can be established.  One to 254 names are selectable as NETBIOS
   names.

   See network basic input/output.

netname.  The name used with the server name to identify a resource on the
   network when it is shared.  It is a name that applies to a specific
   resource on a specific server.

network assignments.  Resource assignments specifying resources to which a
   network application needs access when the application is invoked.
   Connections to these resources are made when the application is invoked
   and released when the application ends.

network basic input/output system (NETBIOS).  An application programming
   interface (API) between a local area network adapter and programs.  A
   programming interface provided to the local area network (LAN) so that an
   application program can have LAN communications without knowledge and
   responsibility of some of the lower layer protocol functions.  Nodes are
   identified on the LAN by NETBIOS names, and two types of data transfer are
   supported.  Session support provides guaranteed delivery of the data,
   while datagram support does not guarantee delivery.

network drive.  A directory resource on a server fixed disk that DOS or
   OS/2 LAN Requester users can access by assigning a drive letter to the
   resource.

network driver interface specification (NDIS).  (1) A standardized method
   for communications between network adapters and protocol stacks.  NDIS
   provides a predefined way for writing drivers for network adapters and
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   communication protocols.  (2) An API definition that allows DOS or OS/2
   systems to support one or more network adapters and protocol stacks.  LS
   3.0 supports up to NDIS version 2.01.

operator privileges.  Administrative capabilities granted to a user who
   does not have full administrator privileges.  There are four types of
   operator privileges:  accounts, print, COMM, and server.

OS/2 LAN Requester.  The component of OS/2 LAN Server that allows OS/2
   users to access shared network resources made available by OS/2 LAN
   Servers.

OS/2 LAN Server.  A program that contains the OS/2 LAN Server, OS/2 LAN
   Requester, and DOS LAN Requester components.  It allows resources to be
   shared with other computers on the network.

primary server.  The role of a server within a domain configured to
   function as a domain controller.  Primary servers respond to logon
   authorization requests.

private application.  An application maintained by an individual user and
   not available across a network.  Contrast with public application.

privilege.  The right or authority to manage a specific network resource
   in a specific way.  These rights are controlled by users with
   administrator authority.  See operator privileges.

public application.  An application maintained by the network
   administrator and shared with users on a network.  Contrast with private

application.

redirected device.  A local device assigned to a shared network resource.
   See also local device name and redirection.

redirected drive.  A local drive letter assigned to a shared network
   drive.

redirection.  The assigning of a local device name to a shared resource on
   the network.

remote administration.  Conducting administrative tasks such as sharing
   the resource of a server from a remote workstation.

requester.  A workstation that requests services from a server.  It uses
   the resources of a code server to gain access to the files and programs it
   requires and, in some cases, operates under the direction of a software
   distribution manager.

resource alias.  A nickname used to refer to a resource on the network.
   When an alias is assigned to a resource, users do not have to specify the
   server where the resource is located or the path to the resource.

resource assignment.  Resource to which a network application needs access
   when the application is run.  Connections to these resources are made when
   the application starts and released when the application ends.

resource definitions.  A folder containing all resources of a domain that
   have an alias (nickname) assigned by the network administrator.  This
   object is represented in the GUI by an icon.  Objects that can contain
   nicknames in the resource definitions folder are directory aliases,
   printer aliases, and serial device aliases.
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server.  A workstation that is operating the LAN Server software necessary
   to share resources on a network.  This object is represented in the GUI by
   an icon.

server message block (SMB) protocol.  The protocol that governs the
   assembly and transmission of resource requests between requesters and
   servers.

service.  A program that performs a primary function within OS/2 LAN
   Server or related software.

session.  All the data communication activities which take place between
   workstations during the establishment, maintenance, and release of the
   connection.

shared directory.  Directory or subdirectory that contains programs or
   data files that can be made available to you on a network.

shared resources.  Directories, data files, programs, printers, plotters,
   and serial devices such as modems, made available to you on a network.
   You can access these resources from your own workstation.

temporary assignment.  A resource assignment a user makes during a logon
   session.  Contrast with logon assignment.  Unlike logon assignments,
   temporary assignments are not retained for future logon sessions.

UNC.  See universal naming convention.

universal naming convention (UNC).  A naming convention used to identify
   the server and netname of a resource, taking the form:

   \\servername\netname\path and filename

   or

   \\servername\netname\devicename

   See netname.

UPM.  See User Profile Management.

user access list.  A list that defines individual users and their access
   authorities.

user account.  User account is your name and all information assigned to
   you:  identity, password, privilege, home directory, account information,
   assignments, applications.  This object is represented by an icon in the
   GUI.

user name.  The unique name assigned to each person granted access to an
   OS/2 LAN Server network.  To log on to a requester, the person must enter
   a user name and a self-assigned password.  The system uses the user name
   to keep track of who is performing which operations.

user profile.  A command file containing commands that set environment
   values and run programs automatically when a user logs on.

User Profile Management (UPM).  A component that provides user ID
   validation and user and group management facilities.  Each installation of
   User Profile Management is local to the particular workstation where it is
   installed and validates users accessing controlled data or using programs
   that reside on that particular workstation.  It also provides the
   mechanism for users to log on to the system and log off from the system
   and to identify and authenticate system users.
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386 high performance file system (HPFS).  A file system for use with the
   386 architecture.  The OS/2 LAN Server component that provides extremely
   fast access to very large disk volumes and optimizes performance in a
   server environment in which many files are open simultaneously.

386 HPFS.  See 386 high performance file system.

ABBREVIATIONS List of Abbreviations

DCE                 Distributed Computing Environment

DOS                 Disk Operating System

GUI                 Graphical User Interface

IBM                 International Business Machines Corporation

IEEE                Institute of Electrical Engineers

IPX                 Internetwork Packet Exchange

ITSO                International Technical Support Organization

LAN                 Local Area Network

LAPS                LAN Adapter and Protocol Support

LLC                 Logical Link Control

LSL                 Link Support Layer

MAC                 Medium Access Control

MLID                Multiple Layer Interface Driver

MPTS                Multi-protocol Transport Services

NDIS                Network Driver Interface Specification

NIF                 Network Information File

NLM                 NetWare Loadable Module

NTS/2               Network Transport Services/2

ODI                 Open Data-link Interface

ODINSUP             ODI NDIS Support

OSF                 Open Software Foundation

OSI                 Open Systems Interconnection

 INDEX   Index

   386 high performance file system (HPFS), GLOSSARY
   386 HPFS, GLOSSARY
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